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Designing Capital-Ratio Triggers for Contingent Convertibles

Maxime Segal

October 13, 2023
Abstract

Contingent Convertible (CoCo) bonds represent a novel category of debt �nan-
cial instruments, recently introduced into the �nancial landscape. Their primary
role is to bolster �nancial stability by maintaining healthy capital levels for the
issuing entity. This is achieved by converting the bond principal into equity or
writing it down once the minimum capital ratios are violated. CoCos aim to re-
capitalize the bank before it is on the brink of collapse, to avoid state bailout at a
huge cost to the taxpayer. Under normal circumstances, CoCo bonds operate as
ordinary coupon-paying bonds, which only in case of insu�cient capital ratios are
converted into equity of the issuer.

However, the CoCo market has struggled to expand over the years, and the
recent tumult involving Credit Suisse and its enforced CoCo write-o� has under-
scored these challenges. The focus of this research work is on the �rst hand to
understand the reasons for this failure, and, on the other hand, to modify its un-
derlying design in order to restore its intended purpose: to act as a liquidity bu�er,
strengthening the capital structure of the issuing �rm.

The cornerstone of the proposed work is the design of a self-adaptive model
for leverage. This model features an automatic conversion that doesn’t hinge on
the judgement of regulatory authorities. Notably, it allows the issuer’s debt-to-
assets ratio to remain within predetermined boundaries, where the likelihood of
default on outstanding liabilities remains minimal. The pricing of the proposed
instruments is di�cult as the conversion is dynamic. We view CoCos essentially
as a portfolio of di�erent �nancial instruments. This treatment makes it easier to
analyse their response to di�erent market events that may or may not trigger their
conversion to equity.

We provide evidence of the models e�ectiveness and discuss the implications
of its implementation, in light of the regulatory environment and bestmarket prac-
tices.

Keywords: Contingent Convertible Bonds, Hybrid instrument, Banking Sta-
bility, Financial Engineering, Capital-Bu�er



Hönnun fjárhlutfallskveikja fyrir skilgreind breytanleg skuldabréf
Maxime Segal

13 október 2023

Útdráttur

Skilyrt breytanleg (e. Contingent Convertible, skammstafað CoCo) skuldabréf
eru nýstárleg gerð af fjármálagerningum sem nýlega komu fram á sjónarsvið fjár-
málamarkaða. Helsta hlutverk þeirra er að e�a fjármálastöðugleika með því að
viðhalda hæ�legum eiginfjárgrunni fyrir útgefendur þeirra. Þetta er gert með
því að umbreyta höfuðstól skuldabréfs í hlutafé eða með því færa þau niður þe-
gar krafa um eiginfjárhlutföll eru ro�n. CoCo hefur það markmið að endurfjár-
magna bankann áður en hann fellur og þarmeð koma í veg fyrir björgunaraðgerðir
af hálfu ríkisins, sem hefur í för með sér mikinn kostnað fyrir skattgreiðendur.
Undir venjulegum kringumstæðum virka CoCo skuldabréf eins og hefðbundin
arðgreiðslu- skuldabréf, sem einungis er breytt í hlutafé þegar eiginfjárhlutföll út-
gefanda þeirra eru ekki nægjanleg.

Eigi að síður hefur markaður fyrir CoCo átt er�tt uppdráttar í gegnum tíðina
og hefur nýlegur titringur í kringum Credit Suisse og þvingaðar afskriftir þeirra
á CoCo skuldabréfum ýtt enn frekar undir er�ðleikana. Helsti tilgangur þessarar
rannsóknar er tvíþættur. Annars vegar er ætlunin að skilja hvers vegna CoCo he-
fur ekki átt meiri velgengni að fagna en raun ber vitni. Hins vegar er henni ætlað
að breyta grundvallarhönnun CoCo í þeim tilgangi að endurheimta upprunale-
gan tilgang þeirra: sem er að vera stuðpúði lausafés sem styrkir fjármagnsskipan
útgáfu fyrirtækisins.

Hornsteinn verkefnisins er hönnuná líkanimeð sjálfaðlögunarhæfnimeð tilliti
til skuldsetningarhlutfalls. Líkanið býr y�r sjálfvirkri umbreytingu sem ræðst því
ekki af reglum eftirlitsy�rvalda. Það gerir útgefanda því kleift að viðhalda hlutfalli
skulda á móti eignum innan fyrirfram skilgreindra marka, þar sem líkur á van-
skilumvegnaútistandandi skuldbindingahaldast í lágmarki. Verðlagning gerninganna
sem lagðir eru til í rannsókninni er þó vandasöm þar sem umbreytingin er dý-
namísk. Í meginatriðum verður litið á CoCos sem safn ólíkra fjármálagerninga.
Með þessari aðferð er hægt að greina viðbrögð þeirra við mismunandi markaðsat-
burðum sem geta mögulega hrint af stað umbreytingu y�r í hlutafé.

Sýnt verður fram á skilvirkni líkansins ásamt því að álykta um innleiðingu þess
með tilliti til regluverks og bestu markaðsvenja.

Efnisorð: Skilyrt skilgreind skuldabréf, Blandaðir gerningar, Fjármálastöðu-
gleiki banka, Fjármálaverkfræði, Eiginfjárauki
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Preface

The Bank never "goes broke." If the
bank runs out of money, the Banker
may issue as much more as may be
needed by merely writing on any
ordinary paper.

Rule issued from the Monopoly.

Folk culture, alongwith a rule from the renownedproperty trading gamequoted
above [1], might lead many to believe that banks cannot default if they run out of
money.

This belief is patently incorrect. Certain crisis periods underscore the necessity
for banks to be adequately funded. Depending on their signi�cance in the global
�nancial system, a lack of funds can lead to a Too Big to Fail (TBTF) scenario.

The term TBTF was �rst used by Stewart McKinney, a member of the United
States House of Representatives, during a 1984 Congressional hearing discussing
the seizure of the Chicago bank, Continental Illinois, by the Federal Deposit In-
surance Corporation [2]. He was referencing a new category of �nancial institu-
tions whose failure could cause a signi�cant economic shock due to their size and
interconnectedness. Such institutions often require government intervention to
prevent catastrophic outcomes.

Despite regulatory adjustments, the banking industry continued to expand, at
times becoming so large that it reached a point described asTooBig to Save. In such
cases, even a government might be unable to rescue a failing bank. A notable ex-
ample is Iceland during the 2008 �nancial crisis. The country’s three main banks,
Glitnir, Landsbanki, and Kaupthing, had debts amounting to �ve times the na-
tion’s GDP3. Given the banking sector’s size relative to the Icelandic economy, the

3In March 2008, Statistics Iceland reported a GDP of ISK 1.279 trillion for 2007, while the three
Icelandic banks reported borrowings of ISK 6.345 trillion in Q2 2008 [3, 4, 5, 6].
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Central Bank of Iceland (Seðlabanki) was unable to prevent the �nancial system’s
collapse.

Such outcomes arise from operating in a growing and auspicious economic en-
vironment that encourages risk-taking and performance-driven behaviours. This
era of �nancial stability, spanning from 1985 to 2008, is referred to in literature
as The Great Moderation. It was marked by controlled in�ation, low uncertainty,
and steady yet positive growth accompanied by rising asset prices [7].

This aligns with �nancial instability theories, notably posited by Hyman Min-
sky in 1992. These theories discuss how extended periods of economic prosperity
can lead to increased risk-taking and bubble formation, driven by banks’ inherent
nature as yield-seeking entities [8].

This thesis comprises nine chapters. The �rst introduces the origins of Con-
tingent Convertibles, aiming to better understand their bene�ts and limitations.
It also includes a literature review, drawing on extensive research to examine how
CoCos interact with �rm structures, their valuation, and their legal implementa-
tion. The second chapter uses a real bond from the Icelandic market to spotlight
potential �aws in this �nancial instrument and discusses conversion probability
modelling. The third chapter establishes a framework for identifying arbitrage op-
portunities across various CoCo bonds, providing two numerical examples. The
fourth chapter introduces a novel form of contingent convertible, the Dynamic
Control of Leverage (DCL), addressing some existing criticisms. The �fth chap-
ter delves into the current regulations surrounding Contingent Convertibles and
their integration into a �rm’s capital structure. Chapter 6 evaluates the e�ciency
of the previously introduced DCL instruments. Chapter 7 discusses stability and
equilibrium considerations for DCLs. Chapters 8 and 9, respectively, explore an
alternative trigger for this new CoCo bond type and a pricing framework using
exotic derivative products.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

"Bankers are merchants of debt
who strive to innovate in the assets
they acquire and the liabilities they
market."

Hyman Minsky, [8].

1.1 What are Contingent Convertibles?

As a result of the 2007/08 �nancial crisis, �nancial authorities in the G20 realised
the importance of imposing �nancial regulation on banks [9] to reduce the like-
lihood of �nancial disasters and facilitate re�nancing measures for bankruptcies
that do not require capital-expensive Government intervention [10]. One way to
achieve these goals is to allow banks to issue specially-structured bond instru-
ments that, under certain circumstances, convert to equity or are written down.
In recent years, a particular instrument known as contingent convertible (CoCo)
bonds [11], has emerged as an interesting candidate for this approach.

CoCo bonds are similar to conventional convertibles, as they are hybrid securi-
ties that function essentially as coupon-paying bonds under normal conditions but
can be converted to equity [12] or written down when the banks capital or liquid-
ity falls below a speci�ed level. In this way, CoCo bonds serve as a loss-absorbing
instrument that can maintain required capital and liquidity ratios. An interesting
characteristic of CoCo bonds is the large number of features that can be built into
them, providing a potentially �exible funding impact for the issuing bank while
simultaneously necessitating quite challenging pricing methods [13].
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A detailed discussion of the main research focus is introduced in the subse-
quent sections to delineate the scope of this thesis.

The triggering mechanism

Debate exists in the �eld on the triggering mechanism for CoCo bonds, to de�ne
under what circumstances the bond would convert into equity and at what con-
version ratio. The triggering mechanism would, in all cases, be related to certain
capital or liquidity ratio values for the issuing bank or directly linked to the bank’s
share price. Where these ratios are set determines the probability that a trigger is
registered, which impacts the bonds price and its e�ectiveness in maintaining the
required capital ratios. As the primary role of CoCo bonds is to provide improved
capital or liquidity ratios in di�cult times, the trigger should be set at such a level
that conversion to equity only occurs when the banks capital position is becoming
critical.

For additional consideration, conversion to equity leads to dilution of the pre-
existing equity. This important result is not in the best interest of existing equity
holders, who typically prefer a write-o� or conversion only during di�cult times
when ratio improvementsmay be essential to avoid bankruptcy, followed by a total
loss of equity.

However, some researchers agree on the ine�ectiveness of currentCoCobonds,
leading to the inconvertibility of the instrument [14]. No CoCo would have been
converted during the 2008 crisis, as shown by [15], suggesting a failure to ful�l
its role. Such limitations of CoCos were also observed in 2023 when their forced
conversion failed to prevent the bailout of Credit Suisse.

Driven by these observed concerns and the ine�ciency of CoCos, the core in-
centive of this thesis is to design a new trigger mechanism. While the intrinsic
mechanism of debt conversion provides a potential capital bu�er to the �rm in ex-
change for a higher risk premium to the investor remains innovative, these tech-
niques must be employed on a more suitable trigger [16]. In Chapter 4, we con-
struct a dynamic trigger mechanism that drip-feeds the bank with debt-to-equity
conversion su�cient to maintain required capital ratios.

The triggering event

Two scenarios can result from a trigger. First, a permanent or temporary, full or
partial write-down may be applied to the nominal value of the CoCo. Second, the
bond may convert its value into equity, determined by a certain factor (i.e., the
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conversion ratio) for how much equity is received for the nominal value. Addi-
tional complexity arises when the write-down is temporary or partial [17] because
the bond could regain a fraction of its original value if capital or liquidity ratios
improve.

CoCo bonds can typically be priced as conventional coupon-paying bonds with
the following features: 1) the possibility of conversion, 2) a probability of conver-
sion events being triggered, and in the case of a trigger, 3) the bond may perma-
nently convert to equity or bewritten down by a fraction, either permanently or for
a set period determined by the evolution of speci�c capital or liquidity values. Pric-
ing CoCo bonds under these complex unfolding events requires an understanding
of the historical probabilities of �xed capital and liquidity ratios attained. In prin-
ciple, these probabilities can be estimated by applying the structural models of
Black, Scholes, and Merton. If established, then our working hypothesis is that
pricing can be performedwith a structuralmodel approach or an equity derivatives
method that relies on barrier options [18]. The outcome must then be empirically
veri�ed and the model calibrated.

The work presented in this thesis pursues traditional CoCo bonds and our pro-
posed dynamic model, respectively, in Chapters 2 and 3, and in 4 and 9.

CoCo speci�cations impact bank funding

This research aims to understand the impact multiple variables have on the bonds
price, such as in the case of the Greeks vanilla options [19], which is essential
for constructing hedging strategies involving CoCo bonds. For example, do CoCo
bonds stabilise the banking system, or can they unwittingly create new risks? As
described above, CoCo bonds function as a kind of capital bu�er or stabiliser.
When a banks �nancial ratios (capital and leverage) are assumedhealthy, the bond
is settled as a conventional coupon-paying bond. On the other hand, CoCos are
only triggered when these �nancial ratios are signalling the bank may be in a �-
nancially critical situation. Following a trigger event, the bond is not settled with
principal payments. However, the principal, or some fraction of it, is converted
into equity according to predetermined ratio values. This approach releases the
bank from making principal or coupon payments while its equity position is im-
proved, which reduces the probability of default. Quantifying the stabilising e�ect
CoCo bonds have on the banking system is a challenging research question.

What should the conversion ratio be?

A higher conversion ratio relates to a CoCo bond converted into more equity. This
outcome is positive from the perspective of the Debt/Equity ratio, which reduces
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the probability of default on other obligations. On the other hand, the ownership
of existing equity holders is diluted, which reduces their control rights. Such a
compromise may be necessary for the improved �nancial health and stability of
the bank in question. A CoCo could be interpreted as being designed to punish
the initial shareholders for the excessive risk taken prior to conversion. Upon trig-
gering, the risk-shifting is reduced as well as preventing excessive debt overhang
recourse [20].

Finding a balance between these two objectives, i.e. dilution of existing equity
value and �nancial stability of a bank is one of the thesis goals. We provide com-
prehensive insights into the in�uence of CoCos on a bank’s funding mechanisms.
However, we do not undertake a quantitative approach to derive a solution.

1.2 Literature Review

1.2.1 Origins

Fig. 1.1 presents the number of issuances per year and the nominal amount (in
bn USD equivalent). The surge in CoCo bond issuance observed in 2019 may be
linked to several factors:

(i) Following investor demand fueled by the prevailing low interest-rate envi-
ronment, CoCo bonds that o�ered higher yields emerged as an attractive alterna-
tive. Notable, CoCo bonds outperformed equities during this period when com-
paring the iBoxx Contingent Convertible Liquid Developed Europe AT1 TRI (EUR
Hedged) to theMSCI Europe Banks Net Return EUR Index.

(ii) The implementation of higher minimum capital requirements in the Eu-
ropean regulatory landscape signi�cantly contributed to the upswing in CoCo is-
suance. These requirements gradually increased since 2014 and reached a peak in
2019.

(iii) Some market-speci�c contributors, such as China, further ampli�ed this
observed trend. Chinese regulators enforced the global Basel III norms on bank
capital adequacy with the goal of increasing the resilience of lenders against the
�nancial risks resulting from a decade of rapid debt growth, which led to record
defaults. Consequently, from2019 to 2022, Chinese bankswere urged to raise $260
billion in new capital, a fraction of which was met through CoCo bond issuance
[21].

(iv) A potential cyclical e�ect existed due to the �ve-year, non-callable period
constraint on CoCo bonds. The initial surge in CoCo bond issuance observed in
2014 corresponds to many of these bonds hitting their call dates in 2019. Then,
another wave of issuance is seen as these instruments rolled over for a subsequent
�ve-year period.
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In the recent context of low-interest rates, primarily driven by the global eco-
nomic policies responding to recession fears from Central Banks, contingent con-
vertible instruments may appear to contain all the properties necessary to satisfy
the loss-absorption goal of yield-seeker investors and�nancial regulators of issuers
with stressed capital or liquidity. CoCo bonds were often criticised for their com-
plexity but are now associated with stable issuance. Many factors have limited
the expansion of this market, including jurisdiction discrepancies to the equity-
or debt-like treatment and high discretionary trigger mechanism bringing uncer-
tainty to the conversion event. Today, this asset class seems to be losing momen-
tumand relies on alternative incentives instead of focusing on the coremechanism
to increase investor interest. This challenge was especially observed when BBVA
issued the world’s �rst green CoCo bond (AT1) in July 20201.

Figure 1.1: Overall CoCo market represented by the number of issuances and the
associated outstanding amount (in bn USD equivalent). Data as of April 5, 2022.
Source: Bloomberg.

The total CoCo market share is less than 1 trillion USD compared to the 100
trillion USD of the outstanding global bond market [22]. We explore the pricing
aspect and the key issues related to Coco issuance, including factors that have
limited the expansion of this market. CoCo issuance’s regulatory framework is
also considered as it plays a signi�cant role. While CoCos encompass many en-
hancements, such as callability and �oating coupons, they diverge from straight
convertible bonds that embed options but convert to shares at the investor’s dis-
cretion. As for the option for callability, the decision to turn the bond to equity or
early redemption depends on if a conversion or callable price favours the investor

1ISIN: ES81321102
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or issuer [23]. Assuming both parties involved acting in their best interest, a vari-
ant on this decision considers the optimal early redemption as a function of the
�rm’s assets instead of the bond price [24].

Each section of this literature review deals with an aspect of the contingent
convertible that a market participant should be aware of when investing or orig-
inating CoCos. The �rst section describes the regulatory environment, and the
second explains valuation. Next, the curtailments around these hybrid securities
are presented in the third section. The fourth section introduces the �rm’s capi-
tal structure notion, and the �nal section establishes the motivations intrinsic to
pursuing this thesis.

1.2.2 Regulation environment

Although policies on contingent convertibles may vary widely depending on the
region, Basel III is a standard in the industry that establishes new �nancial ra-
tios and minimum thresholds with which banks must comply. Triggers for issued
instruments are expressed as the ratio of the issuing company’s Common Equity
Tier 1 (CET1) over its Risk-Weighted Assets (RWA). The CET1 is expected to be
the safest holding that is primarily composed of the bank’s common shares and
retained earnings, along with intangible assets and speci�c qualifying issues and
adjustments. Basel III recommends this ratio be at least 4.5% of the RWA.

On top of the CET1 in the �rm’s capital structure comes the Additional Tier 1
(AT1), which acts as a security bu�er for the �nancial stability of the bank. The
summation of AT1 andCET1must be at least 1.5% of the RWA to guarantee quality
(and liquidity) in the assets held and includes preferred shares and high trigger2
CoCos.

Finally, Tier 2 (T2) refers to other non-CoCo subordinated debt and low-trigger
CoCo (i.e., below 5.125% of RWA). This layer, summed with the prior two, must
account for 8% of the overall RWA. Under this regulation and considering the nu-
merical constraints, in�nitematurity is required to qualify as AT1. A discretionary
trigger in the form of regulatory control is also needed if a �rm attains a supposed
Point of Non-Viability (PONV), regardless of the AT1 or T2 quali�cation [9].

Perpetual instruments are sometimes treated as equity paying dividends due to
their unlimited and regular cash-�ow transfers, which aligns with International
Accounting Standards [25]. No speci�cation or requirement is issued regarding
the loss-absorption structure, meaning that a Conversion to equity (C), Principal
Write-Down (WD) or Cash Principal Write-Down (CWD) can be used. The di�er-
ence betweenWD and CWD lies in the remaining instrument held by the investor
post-conversion. For example, assuming a write-down has a ratio below 100%,
the CoCo converts to subordinated debt (WD) or directly to cash, an uncommon

2At least 5.125% to qualify a CoCo issue as AT1.
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mechanism notably used by Rabobank as part of their two billion USD issuance
in early 2011. As a privately-owned Dutch bank, no publicly-traded equity existed
on the market, so the conversion could only be in cash [26].

Previous research has not unanimously favoured one approach over the others
[14]. However, some investors might favour C instead of WD because of the lim-
ited reparation, while others could favour WD for its clarity. Conversion to equity
leads to some dilution of pre-existing equity and is not in the best interest of the
existing equity holder, who should prefer write-o�s in more di�cult times when
ratio improvements may be essential to a total loss of equity. Nonetheless, some
cases have demonstrated that the decrease in the EPS3 expectation due to owner-
ship dilution might be o�set by the leverage decrease following the conversion to
equity [27]. Empirically, C provides a yield 2.5% higher than non-CoCo subordi-
nated, whichmust be compared with the 3.9% higher yield forWD [15]. Not being
the only two options, an embeddedWrite-Up (WU) can also be considered, which
allows for only a temporary write-down that is cancelled if the bank’s situation im-
proves. Regulators tend not to encourage WU features because it is in opposition
to the only equity-increasing principle.

A multi-variate trigger is another possibility that appears in research papers
and is already issued in existing cross-asset products. This solution is utilised by
issuerswith parent-holding companies or groupswith a central entity. In this case,
the �rst trigger relates to the CET1 ratio at the level of the bank and the other at the
group level [28]. An alternative is a combination ofmacro andmicro triggers, such
as a global economic-related trigger that could indicate a threat to the �nancial
system (macro) and a bank-related indicator (micro), which was evoked in [29].

As highlighted in [30], credit rating agencies face di�culties in assessing the
risks CoCo devices represent. These obstacles are due to jurisdiction discrepan-
cies, unforeseen triggering possibilities by regulators, or the likely violation of the
absolute priority rule that intends to refund creditors (debt holders) before equity
holders in the case of default. Even though themany features that can be built into
CoCosmake their potential funding impact for the issuing bank�exible, their pric-
ing methods simultaneously become challenging, and comparison between two
distinct bonds becomes di�cult [13]. Such a lack of normalisation led the Euro-
pean Banking Authority (EBA) to release in October 2016 a standardised template
for banks inquisitive in AT1 issuance, which provides details on the prudential
terms and conditions relative to AT1 instruments.

The regulatory environment encompassing hybrid instruments and practical
considerations is explored further in Chapter 5.

3Earnings Per Share
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1.2.3 Valuation

All authors cited in this section agree on the four components that cause drifting
in CoCo pricing, including the coupon payment, the nominal redeemed at matu-
rity, the dividend paid in case of conversion, and the �nal share value at maturity.
Implicitly, investing in a CoCo is equivalent to holding a claim on these compo-
nents. Because of its structure and conditional payo�, the pricing of CoCo bonds
is a challenging problem that could be tackled in three ways. These valuation ap-
proaches include structuralmodelling, creditmodelling, and equity derivatives. In
the latter, the payo� of CoCo is approximated by a portfolio of a 0-coupon bond, a
synthetic knock-in forward (calculated with the sum of the Down & In Call plus
Down& In Put), and the sum of a set of binary Down& In options to represent the
coupons missed due to conversion [18, 31]). Erismann [31] also considers jump-
di�usion processes to translate an ine�cient market.

One of the credit derivative approaches is the J.P Morgan model, where the
CoCo is the sum of zero recovery and conversion to equity. Other methods involv-
ing credit derivatives are more widely used, such as intensity models where the
conversion time is modelled by the �rst passage of a non-homogeneous Poisson
process. This model has the advantage of being invariant from the value of assets.
However, economic rationality is more di�cult to exhibit. Finally, the structural
approach is founded on Merton’s work that explores the default event only at ma-
turity. This default event is triggered if the �rm’s asset stochastic process falls be-
low the liabilities in a scenario where the bank’s assets are driven by the sum of
equity and debt with a face value B and a single maturity T [24]. More accurate
models have since been created, such as:

• By considering short-term deposits, bonds (that are possibly convertible),
and equity [32].

• By allowing for additional risk considerations, such as coupon cancellation
eventuality or extension risk4, which is theAnalytically Tractable First-Passage
Model (AT1P), assuming a deterministic �oating conversion barrier with
time-dependent volatility. [33].

Before these models, other widely-used techniques followed the same bankruptcy
condition as established by Merton [23] and extended it to a default that could
occur if the asset value falls below a fraction of the initially promised payment
de�ned in the bond covenant during the bond lifetime [34] (and not only at
maturity).

4When the bond is not called by the issuer at the �rst callable date, which goes against the stan-
dards in the industry.
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Modelling the distribution of the CET1 ratio is complex because it relies on
opaque calculations for the risk weighting factors and is an accounting measure
usually disclosed quarterly by banks. These conditions do not enable continuous
monitoring of the ratio.

Regardless of the approach, the triggering condition on theCET1must be repli-
cated by a proxy value in the CoCo valuation process. When using derivatives, the
underlying stock price level as a benchmark is the most reasonable, especially if
the conversion price Cp corresponds to a �xed number of shares or the trigger-
ing event instead of being de�ned at issuance. This value is then easily calibrated
from the available market data during issuance. Conversely, the ratio equity-to-
assets might be favoured when employing structural techniques. Contrary to the
hypothesis of complete conversion featured in the prior pricing approaches, a par-
tial conversion of the instrument may provide the �rm with su�cient capital to
maintain the required metrics above the minimum threshold. This assumption
highlights that the original shareholder owns a fraction of equity that is solely a
function of the minimum asset value achieved by the stochastic process Vt that
tracks the book value of the �rm’s assets [17]. According to this study, protect-
ing the original shareholder can be accomplished by setting a high trigger for the
hybrid security. The �rm should also consider increasing the portion of this in-
strument in its overall balance making it less likely to default and, by extension,
decreasing the yield on its senior debt. Caution must be heeded in some cases5
because the elasticity of junior bonds may stretch above 1 (and even to in�nity),
meaning that the debt considered safer than the �rm’s assets is not the case [34].

Moreover, in some cases, a coupon rate below the risk-free rate is not impossi-
ble if the market environment incentivises the investors to bene�t from the equity
conversion.

Finally, the papers that consider CoCo valuation observe a double equilibrium
problem that occurs when the trigger varies due to the convexity of the price curve
[31, 35, 36]. Table 1.1 summarises the e�ects related to the conversion price.

5Conditional on the �rm’s value.
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Conversion price below share value
(Cp < S�)

Equivalent to obtain new shares at discount:
transfer of wealth from the initial
shareholders to the CoCo investors.

SW (2015) argue that more than
one equilibrium price might exist,

raising a double equilibrium problem.
Conversion price at par

(Cp = S�)
Equivalent to obtain new shares at par: no transfer of wealth. No equilibrium problem manifestation.

Conversion price above share value
(Cp > S�)

Equivalent to obtain new shares at a premium:
transfer of wealth from the CoCo holders to

the initial shareholder.

SW (2015) argue that potentially,
no equilibrium price would exist.

Table 1.1: E�ects of having the conversion price set below, equal, or above the
share value at the time of the conversion on the transfer of wealth, resulting in a
multi-equilibrium problem dealt with by Sundaresan and Wang (SW in the table)
[35].

The research onCoCo is not static, and some papers suggested a single solution
even when the CoCo conversion penalises the initial shareholder. For example,
Glasserman and Nouri showed that by having an instrument that is continuously
traded and a conversion price Cp low enough, the existence and uniqueness of a
share value can be found, despite the high dilution factor [37].

Later, Pennacchi andTchistyi (hereafter PT) [20] extended the scope ofGlasser-
man and Nouri by identifying an error that invalidates Theorem 1 from Sundare-
san and Wang [35]. Compared to Glasserman and Nouri, PT derived closed-form
equations for the price of the stock (unique equilibrium) and the contingent con-
vertible security. Then, the requirement from Sundaresan andWangwas shown to
be too strict, making it possible to have a single and stable solution even ifCp ≠ S�.
This restriction is required only at the conversion time and not previously, as was
stated by SW. Nonetheless, multiple equilibrium behaviours are observed to still
manifest in deterministic models but not when asset modelling is continuous.

Concerning this multiple equilibrium problem, Glasserman and Nouri found
its origin in the discrete-time design of CoCos, where prices that could not adapt
progressively would only shift value at conversion time [37]. This eventuality is
obviated with continuous-time models. Yet, Equity Recourse Notes (ERNs) intro-
duced by Bulow and Klemperer solve this issue, although the conversion occurs
at scheduled times [38].

1.2.4 Curtailments

The intrinsic complexity surrounding CoCos could be a factor in making the mar-
ket relatively illiquid [39]. Additionally, some papers consider the ascertainment
that Contingent Convertibles are breaking away from their core motivation, un-
derlined by no CoCo based on accounting triggers would have been converted,
even during the latest �nancial crisis, suggesting a failure to ful�l its role [15, 40].
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Another critique ismade on low-trigger CoCos at a level of non-viability where
the issuer defaults before conversion [14]. This concern fuels all arguments favour-
ing forward-looking triggers, such as those that are market-based6 and not ac-
counting or discretionary, which tend to be ine�cient because they are backwards-
looking. The naysayer may still argue that this solution is subject to the share
price or CDS spread manipulation at a trading level close to conversion [41], even
though a high trigger is expected to guaranteemarket-based benchmark reliability
[37].

Finally, the lack of transparency in calculating the CET1 level and the compul-
sory discretionary trigger imposed by the regulation provide concerns that could
lead to distortion. Such observations are made in Chapter 3. Ideally, the trigger-
ing ratio should be objective, transparent, �xed, with no jurisdiction disruption,
publicly disclosed, and with an at-least quarterly frequency release [31].

The two features that a CoCo bond bears in opposition to traditional convert-
ible debt are the trigger and the loss absorptionmechanism (write-down, write-o�,
or conversion to equity). The e�ectiveness of this asset class is often discussed es-
sentially by spotlighting the trigger [7]. Based on the research summarized above,
focusing on the triggering system should help make CoCos better, such as design-
ing a new capital ratio trigger that optimises the conversion timing and the con-
verted amount. This trigger should represent the �nancial health of a �rm enter-
ing a grey zone while not being too close to a bail-in con�guration nor well ahead
of a dangerous �nancial state. The next section studies optimal capital structure
theories for this purpose.

1.2.5 Capital structure of the �rm

The capital structure of a �rm refers to how a business or corporation �nances its
operations. The three �nancing approaches are issuing common stocks (equity),
bonds (debt), or using retained earnings. While the latter option appears to be the
cheapest and o�ers more �exibility, leveraging retained earnings for �nancing is
not always possible.

From themid-twentieth century, the �rst theory of investment that considered
the cost of capital for a �rm7 drew conclusions opposing standard industry beliefs
at that time. Modigliani and Miller8 showed that the market value of any �rm
and its associated cost of capital is independent of its structure, leading to how the
corporation chooses to �nance its operations. This conjecture holds only in a per-
fectly e�cient market, where no taxes nor bankruptcy costs exist [27]. However,

6Equity prices playing a solid indicator of being distressed.
7Firmswere assumed to perform similarly within the same class of operations (e.g., utilities or oil).
8Awarded the Nobel Prize for Economy in 1985 and 1990.
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this outcome expressed by these authors being valid in a theoretical and perfect
environment has been reviewed in response to tax bene�ts consideration, which
slightly decreases capital cost when increasing the debt leverage.

The literature re�ects that opinions di�er on optimising capital structure. Ulti-
mately, investment decisions should maximise pro�ts and market value. Because
of diverging views onhow to generate pro�ts andmultiple personal judgments that
typically exist on a �rm’s board, the market value allows synthesising the plethora
of individual stakeholder beliefs with their attitudes on the market9 [27]. Never-
theless, this opinion is contrasted by real capital structures, suggesting that man-
agement also emphasises securing their position by avoiding company default10.

Thus, due to interest tax savings, a �rm bene�tsmore from debt issuance at the
cost of increasing its default probability [23]. This observation must be contrasted
as bondholders can sometimes bene�t from early bankruptcy because a higher
bankruptcy threshold constitutes safer debt11 [34].

While Merton did not suppose any tax rebate in its model, he observed that
when the probability of default is signi�cantly reduced, the market value of the
debt approaches the present value of the high-risk debt. On the other hand, if the
default probability increases, then the corporate debt will be valued closer to the
�rm value12. The demonstration from Modigliani &Miller that the possibility to
undo or replicate the leverage from any �nancial structure with a mixed portfolio
of equity and riskless debt is consistent with the most modern introduced model
[24]. In fact, to �nd the optimal leverage ratio, Brennan& Schwartz used the factor
between the levered and unlevered �rm value as a reference function tomaximise.

Leland achieved a similar result to Brennan & Schwarz by focusing only on
maximising the �rm value of a levered corporation when tax bene�ts exist. Ev-
idence was provided for how the tax shield’s gain might be counterbalanced by
the cost of debt [42]. Because the possible bankruptcy cost is considered in this
model, a lower tax bene�t is derived compared to the one expressed byModigliani
&Miller. Also, the debt valuation formula from Black & Cox (1976) could be ex-
tended to show that the equity is not equivalent to a vanilla call option. Here,
bankruptcy is determined endogenously because of the absence of maturity and
principal redemption when the �rm cannot a�ord the coupon disbursement by

9Assuming they are free to execute their willing to buy or sell a stock on the market.
10While default and bankruptcy appear to be anxiety-inducing words, Black and Cox soften their

real e�ect in the conclusion of their paper by considering that they result only in a transfer of ownership
between the equity- and bond-holders. If neither of these two is willing to steer the corporation, then
the previous managers would be awarded an opportunity to remain.

11The two authors examine the bond price as a convex function of the threshold, making the debt
without risk if the bankruptcy occurs when the asset value falls below the present value (PV) of the
future promised value, i.e., the PV of the principal.

12The risk level related to the debt shows a propensity toward that of the equity.
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issuing further equity. In a later version, Leland considered �nite maturity even-
tuality and demonstrated the continuity between the twomodels for an unlimited
time horizon [43].

Further scrutinising the opposing �ndings is interesting. Merton asserted that
the relative risk pertaining to the debt might decline even if the bond time horizon
or corporation operational risk increases. However, this result is independent of
the optimal leverage as Leland & Toft and Brennan & Schwarz showed that an
increase in either the time horizon13 or �rm’s asset standard deviation lowers the
optimal debt-to-asset ratio. When supposing the coexistence of both junior and
senior debt within the structure, investor motivations might con�ict regarding the
ideal �rm’s overall risk as the price of the two securities could move in opposition
[34]. Also, even if the bankruptcy cost is zero, the optimal leverage remains below
100%.

The resilience of a �nancial institution is eventually addressed by the capi-
tal structure chosen by the �rm. The introduction of hybrid securities, such as
CoCos, in the balance sheet of a company reduces its expected bankruptcy cost
and impacts the ideal capital structure. If compared with a company that only
issues straight �xed-income bonds, the existence of a CoCo will increase the op-
timal leverage ratio, leaving more room for corporate operations while exhibiting
the usefulness of the instrument for a business with substantial asset volatility
[44]. When the volatility increases, risk transfers from the CoCo investor to the
straight bondholder, resulting in a higher probability of conversion.

1.2.6 Motivations

Driven by the concerns related to the ine�ciency of CoCos described above, the
primary incentive of the thesis is to design a new triggering ratio. The intrinsic
mechanism of how debt conversion provides a potential equity capital bu�er to
the �rm in exchange for a higher risk premium to the investor remains brilliant
and must be employed on a more suitable trigger. As observed so far, only two
contingent convertible instruments su�er an "induced conversion". Shortly after
the ECB declared the Spanish bank Banco Popular likely to fail in June 2017, the
central resolution authority for the European Union, called the Single Resolution
Board (SRB), decided on themerger betweenBanco Popular and Banco Santander,
the latter of which buying back all shares of the failing bank for a symbolic one
euro. The merge occurred before the conversion, so the CoCo failed to prevent

13The timematurity is considered di�erently in the calculations of Brennan& Schwartz (1978) and
Leland & Toft (1996). On the one hand, the latter authors consider a rolling debt (issued and redeemed
continuously). On the other hand, the former studied the cumulative e�ect of a single debt with results
approximating the open-ended maturity from Modigliani & Miller (1958).
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such a move from the SRB, leaving the investors without any claim on the bank
[45].

The mission of the SRB is to resolve the condition of failing banks at the low-
est price possible on the real economy so as to minimise the direct impacts on the
�nancial system and the public �nances of EU members. In 2023, the Swiss Fi-
nancial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) generated controversy when they
decided to write o� the $17 billion Credit Suisse AT1 instruments. While share-
holders could recover partially from their investments, this scenario was a clear
violation of the absolute priority rule. This sparked a contagion e�ect on other
CoCo instruments as investors realised that under a Point ofNon-Viability (PONV)
clause, the AT1 might be junior to Equity in the hierarchy of restitution.

For regulatory reasons, the conversion trigger is often expressed as aminimum
ratio of the Core Equity Tier 1 that must be maintained. However, considering the
problem another way, a bankruptcy visualisation is more easily conceivable and
relevant when placed on a �rms value/debt leverage plan.

From the critical achievements performed by the authors reviewed in Section
1.2.5, Fig. 1.2 suggests the existence of a leverage sweet spot for every corporation
given current corporate taxes and bankruptcy costs. This debt-to-asset (recipro-
cally, debt-to-equity) ratio is the theoretically perfect value. However, every �rms
management decision cannot be guaranteed to always lead to this value. If used as
a benchmark for CoCo regulatory requirements, this optimal conversion leverage
must be calibrated from real market data. Ideally, it should lie between the lever-
age maximising the �rms value (likely too early) and the leverage maximising the
debts value (likely too late). Additional work is necessary to prove that this level is
more conservative than the 5.125% CET1 requirement to qualify the issue as AT1.
Leaving the triggering requirement as a managerial choice in the bond covenant
provides nothing to prevent spreading it from the optimal, calibrated value14.

14Leaving the option to otherwise qualify as T2, if we soften the requirement or incorporate more
conservatism.
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Figure 1.2: Firm’s value as a function of the leverage for di�erent corporate struc-
tures. Adapted from Chapter 60, pp. 935 of [46]

CoCos appear as a load-bearing instrument, where the leverage is de�ned by
the debt-to-asset ratio

L = D
A = D

E + D (1.1)

where A represents the assets, D the debt, and E the equity.

In the case of conversion, the debt is turned to equity, reducing the leverage
ratio of the issuing �rm. The probability of default PD is an increasing function
of the leverage L. By mechanically reducing this leverage, the probability of de-
fault is also reduced. Because rating agencies rely on the probability of default to
grade issuers, a lower PD level implies a better rating, enabling the issuing entity
to access capital at a lower cost (i.e., better funding). This outcome is related to
the risk-reward concept. Flannery extends our view on the importance of a bank
operatingwith leverage that is not too high, asserting that a low credit rating limits
the banks options on dealing with FX or initiating OTC transactions with counter-
parties. Other constraints could include di�culties in accepting additional credit
lines at the request of clients [47]. CoCos should still be considered a primary
candidate to avoid the repetition of the disastrous consequences of the previous
�nancial crisis.
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Finally, existing research on CoCos tends to focus either on pricing and risk
management assessments or evaluating the e�ects attributable to the issuance on
the bank’s capital structure [33]. This thesis reconciles both considerations while
�lling the gap between research andmarket operationality. For example, some re-
search introduced new products that are not suitable for direct issuance and mar-
ket interest, making thempotentially valuable froma theoretical perspectivewhile
revealing di�culties in their practical implementation.

Considering these multi-faceted challenges, this thesis contributes providing:

• An example of CoCo subject to the existing limits in terms of pricing and
conversion risk evaluation. Chapter 2 focuses on the 2020AT1 issuance from
Arion Banki and identi�es the discrepancy between its price and intrinsic
risk with respect to the bank’s high CET1 ratio.

• A framework for the arbitrage of CoCo and a numerical example based on a
real-world listed CoCo. Chapter 3 models the realisable pro�t from a portfo-
lio made of a CoCo bond and put options. An "arbitrage surface" is demon-
strated to exist where an upper bound for the price of the CoCo can guaran-
tee risk-free pro�t, depending on the underlying share price and volatility.

• A model for dynamically adjusting a �rm’s leverage level. Chapter 4 intro-
duces a new type of hybrid instrument, called Dynamic Control of Leverage
(DCL), that keeps the probability of default within acceptable values. The
resulting dynamics o�er interesting mean-reverting properties.

• An overview of the legal framework surrounding CoCo bonds. Chapter 5
discusses regulatory insight into CoCo bonds, delving into the current con-
text and practical considerations, and highlights prevalent market practices.

• An e�ciency examination of the proposedDCLmodel. Chapter 6 adapts the
famous Vasicekmodel to examine the e�ciency of DCL in terms of it ability
to bind a �rm’s leverage between two limits. This study compares di�erent
DCL designs to a benchmark company that does not incorporate this new
type of hybrid instrument in its capital structure.

• A stability and equilibrium examination. Chapter 7 considers the stability
and equilibrium question in the pricing of Contingent Convertibles. The
observed e�ects are investigated for legacy CoCo instruments and a class of
Contingent Convertibles that allows for better capital control through dy-
namic payment or conversion to equity.

• An alternative trigger for the model, as introduced above. Chapter 8 sug-
gests continuous leverage monitoring for DCLs, o�ering the desired �exi-
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bility while allowing the conversion to be triggered ahead of the cash pay-
ment. This alternative design, building upon the DCL mechanism, further
reduces the probability of default and preserves the desirablemean-reverting
behaviour of the leverage dynamic. A discussion is provided for the impli-
cations of this implementation and evidence of the model’s e�ectiveness.

• A semi-analytical framework for the pricing of this new type of hybrid in-
strument. Chapter 9 relies on known exotic derivatives to replicate the cash
�ows delivered by DCL and the values from both design alternatives consid-
ered in this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Implied Trigger Calibration: The
Arion Banki CoCo bond

"Everybody has some information.
The function of the markets is to
aggregate that information,
evaluate it, and get it incorporated
into prices."

Merton Miller [48].

Disclosure The author does not hold any position, regardless of long or short,
on Arion Bank (ISIN: IS0000028157), Arion Bank SDB (ISIN: SE0010413567), nor
the CoCo Bond dealt in this Chapter (ISIN: XS2125141445). This chapter does not
re�ect any opinion on the bank or �nancial operations; also it does not constitute
a solicitation to purchase or subscribe to shares or other securities of the bank.

2.1 Abstract

Twelve years after the �nancial crisis in Iceland and its resulting disastrous conse-
quences, Arion Banki was the �rst Icelandic bank to have issued a CoCo bond on
themarket. The issuance had been oversubscribed, with �ve timesmore bids than
o�ers1, showing signi�cant interest from investors. This chapter describes the
framework for the calibration of the market-implied trigger requirement for tradi-
tional CoCo bonds featuring an accounting-based trigger that was issued by Arion

1The demand from 90 investors amounted to 500 million dollars, whereas the issuance was only
limited to 100 million dollars.
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Banki in February 2020. After its introduction, the pricing model is calibrated for
this instrument based on the data on the day of the issuance. This model exhibits
the implied trigger that is intended to proxy the conversion threshold. One-year
historical data is then compared to the theoretical pricing to provide key hindsight
on the model’s accuracy that is applied globally by �xed-income desks.

2.2 Introduction

CoCos were created after the crisis of 2008 and the failure of banks to absorb losses
correctly. To ensure a safe level of capital reserve, the nominal amount of the CoCo
turns into equity or su�ers a write-downwhen a certain �xed threshold is violated
by the issuing entity. In addition to the mechanic conversion, based on account-
ing parameters, the �nancial regulator can decide to convert the bond on a discre-
tionary basis when it is estimated that a Point of Non-Viability (PONV) is reached.
More speci�cally, an accounting-based trigger relies on the current level of the
�rm’s Core Equity Tier 1 ratio (CET1) of the bank. As the CET1 is made of the
safest holdings from the capital structure (including common shares and retained
earnings), it is thought as a reliable indicator for the bank’s solvability and should
then ful�l its role, as this asset class e�ectiveness is discussed mostly by setting
the spotlight on the trigger [7]. That trigger should represent a �rm having its
�nancial health entering a grey zone.

Low-triggerCoCos (i.e. when the trigger is set below5.125%of theRisk-Weighted
Assets - RWA) and PONVobligation in the bond covenants are said to be leading to
a debt-induced collapse, where the issuermight default before the conversion [15].
AlthoughCoCos designedwith accounting-based triggers are often criticized, both
because of the lack of transparency hidden by the calculation of theCET1 level and
due to the conversion relying on a backwards-looking argument; themain issue in
pricing this design of CoCo lies in the non-continuously observable control vari-
able for the conversion.

Then, with this kind of implementation, the triggering condition needs to be
replicated by a proxy value in the CoCo valuation process. The implied trigger is
using the underlying stock price level as a benchmark. Indeed, the share price
might be considered a forward-looking indicator of the �rm’s �nancial health, en-
compassing all information known about the company. Additionally, it is objec-
tive, transparent, �xed, and is a continuously as well as publicly disclosed metric
[41].

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 2.3 introduces a framework for
modelling the conversion probability. Onemethod relies on an intensity-based ap-
proach, also known as the Credit DerivativesMethod (CDM). A second is based on
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the Black-Cox �rst-passage equation, whichwill be usedwith respect to the under-
lying share price (i.e., the equity approach). In Section 2.4, we present the Arion
Banki CoCo issuance event. Then, we calibrate our model to obtain the implied
triggering share price in Section 2.5 based on the historical data from the issuance
day. The last section (2.6) interprets these results, followed by a conclusion on the
appropriateness of implied-triggers models and the question of using accounting
triggers in CoCos.

2.3 Modelling of the conversion probability

2.3.1 An intensity-based approach

The Credit Derivatives model for the pricing of CoCos is an intensity-based ap-
proach that relies on the credit triangle formula [31],

s = �(1 − R) (2.1)

The original purpose of 2.1 was to link the credit spread on an issuance to a re-
covery rate R in case of default through an intensity factor � that translates the de-
fault probability. Assuming a conversion event within the CoCo scope is intensity-
based, the credit triangle can be adapted in the following way. The spread that the
CoCo should pay in excess of the risk-free rate rf is represented as s, and � is the
conversion intensity that re�ects the probability of conversion between phases t
and t + dt. R is the CoCo intrinsic recovery rate de�ned by the market value of
the shares issued through the conversion (written as I∗) divided by the nominal
investment in the CoCo (written as N),

R = I∗
N

where I∗ is the market value of the newly issued shares. This value is obtained
by multiplying the value of one share at conversion time (Sc) by the conversion
ratio (CR), which is the number of shares resulting from the conversion. After
conversion, the investor is entitled to receive a number CR =

N
CP
, where CP is the

conversion price. Assuming they sell the shares at conversion time, the value I∗
of his investment is

I∗ = CRSc (2.2)

Then, the recovery rate R in the case of the conversion is

R =
Sc
CP

(2.3)
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Assuming no delay follows conversion, the total market value of the newly
issued shares received by the investor can be approximated by Sc, the price per
share at conversion time.

To relate the conversion intensity� to the e�ective conversionprobabilityP(� ≤
T) and model the waiting time, we assume the conversion, such as the default
event, to be exponentially distributed. This assumption is consistent with the need
for a continuous memoryless distribution, where the past history of the process
does not a�ect its future behaviour. Then, we can write

P(� ≤ T) = 1 − exp (−�T) (2.4)

we know that the credit spread of CoCos can be linked to the triggering proba-
bility in an intensity-based approach by inserting Eq. 2.3 into Eq. 2.1, resulting in
the following (after isolating �),

P(� ≤ T) = 1 − exp
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

− s

(1 − Sc
Cp
)
T
⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(2.5)

AssumingSc andCP are provided andbased on thehybrid security credit spread
(accessible from the market), Eq. 2.5 re�ects the market belief in terms of a trig-
gering probability at any time t before the horizon T.

2.3.2 An equity-based model

By its discrete nature, the CET1 is an indicator impossible to model practically.
For this reason, the conversion condition on the CET1 is replaced by a market-
value equivalent condition. Let � be the time of the conversion event, i.e., the
instant when the share price St drops below its minimum required threshold Sc to
equivalently keep the CET1 ratio above the conversion level between the issuance
t0 and bond maturity T. Then,

� = {min
[0;T]

t ∕ St < Sc}

Such parallelism is often conducted by researchers in the CoCo space to trans-
late various discontinuously disclosed trigger indicators, as in the following exam-
ples:

• De Spiegeleer and Schoutens [49] also replaced the CET1 condition with
a requirement on the minimum share price when working on the Lloyds
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Enhanced Capital Notes, the Bu�er Capital Notes from Credit Suisse, and
the Senior Contingent Notes from Rabobank2

• Albul et al. [50] modelled a CoCo where the conversion is dependent on
the minimum asset value reached by a �rm. These researchers assert their
theorem on the existence of a unique equilibrium in prices that is suitable
for an implementation based on the stock value.

Next, We determine P(� ≤ T), i.e., the probability the CoCo will be triggered at
any time between t = 0 and itsmaturityT. This approach refers to the �rst passage
equation for a geometric Brownianmotion (gBm) that was derived by Black &Cox
[34]. We assume that the CoCo conversion is triggered when the stock value drops
below an implied level Sc. Thus, by letting mt = min[0;t] Su, the minimum value
achieved by the process St before maturity, there is equality between the relations,

P(mt ≤ Sc) = P(min
[0;t]

Su ≤ Sc) = P(t ≥ �)

Finally, as noted by Chin, Ólafsson, and Nel [51], the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) for the �rst-hitting time in the case of a gBm is

P(mt ≤ Sc) = �
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

log ( Sc
S0
) − �T

�
√
T

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

+ (
Sc
S0
)
2�
�2
�
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

log ( Sc
S0
) + �T

�
√
T

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(2.6)

where � = �− �2

2
, � = r−�, and � is the standard normal cumulative distribution

de�ned as
�(x) = 1

√
2�

∫
x

−∞
e−

y2

2 dy

This formula (2.6) gives the risk-neutral probability that the stock price S at-
tains the threshold Sc at any moment during the period [0;T] based on the infor-
mation vector I = (S0, Sc, �, �, T).

If required, the dividend � can be adjusted to the risk-neutral world from a for-
eign investor perspective f. The change of numeraire from the underlying equity
currency (domestic d) to the foreign currency f [18] is

�f = rf − r + � + �E∕FX . � . �FX (2.7)
2In the Rabobank issuance, the accounting trigger is de�ned by the ratio of the Equity Capital

divided by the RWA, and not directly the CET1 ratio.
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where rf is the risk-free rate on the foreign currency, �E∕FX the correlation factor
between the equity and the FX rate, and �FX the volatility on the FX pair.

Later in Section 2.5, Eq. 2.6 will be calibrated to �nd the implied trigger Sc.
In this context, calibration means varying Sc within a plausible spectrum to iden-
tify the values that allow equality between the conversion probabilities obtained
through the two models. As we apply real market data (speci�cally, the tradeable
credit spread of the hybrid obligation) as inputs in Eq. 2.5 for the credit model,
our calibration is equivalent to �nding the market belief in terms of the implied
triggering price.

We next provide an overview of the micro- and macro-environments of the
CoCo bond treated in our study.

2.4 The Arion Banki CoCo

Arion Banki, as a part of their Medium Term Note Programme, was the �rst Ice-
landic institution to issue Additional Tier 1 Convertible Notes. According to the
InformationMemorandum, theUSD100Million issue bears an annual �xed 6.25%
interest rate for a �ve-year period beginning from issuance (February 26, 2020) to
the �rst-callable date. Following that, the coupon is reset at a �xed 4.842%, plus
the CMT Rate [52].

The issue was perpetual with a non-callability period. In this case, "NC5.5,"
meaning that the issuer can redeem the note at par after �ve years (February 26,
2025) and at any time for a period of six months from then3.

3Other optional redemption times existed but are not discussed in this scope, e.g., at any interest
payment following the �rst reset date or upon a Withholding Tax Event, Tax Deductibility Event, or a
Capital Disquali�cation Event. In all cases, optional redemption is subject to supervisory approval (as
required for AT1 eligibility).
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Arion AT1 CoCo
Issuer Arion Banki Hf.
Currency USD
Coupon 6.25% (�x-to-variable)
Maturity Perpetual
Issue Date Feb 26, 2020
First Call Date Feb 26, 2025
Amount Issued USD 100,000,000
ISIN XS2125141445
Bloomberg ID ARION 6 1/4 PERP
S&P Rating4 BB

Table 2.1: Information regarding the Arion Banki AT1 CoCo. Source: Bloomberg,
Arion Banki [52]

The conversion to equity would occur if the consolidated Core Equity Tier 1
ratio of the bank falls below 5.125%, in addition to a PONV discretionary conver-
sion eventuality, called a Non-Viability Event (NVE) by the bank. For simplicity,
we assume the face value to be USD 1, 0005. The bond was denominated in U.S
Dollars (USD, foreign currency) and the Arion Banki shares were denominated in
Icelandic Kronur (ISK, domestic currency).

In the case of a triggering event, the conversion price of the CoCo is not deter-
ministic but de�ned as the highest between the following values:

• The ISK equivalent of USD 0.473 at the time of the conversion (�rst �oor).

• The par-value of one Arion Banki share, i.e., ISK 1.0 (second �oor).

• The price at the time of conversion, i.e. Sc, which ensures avoiding the case
Sc > CP where the CoCo holder bene�ts from the conversion and may be
tempted to drive the share price down by shorting the stock or buying put
options (as the recovery would be higher than one).

The second �oor acts as a regulatory or safety net to take the lead on the �rst
�oor if theUSD/ISKFX rate falls to 2.11. We exclude this event becausewe assume
its probability is negligible. Otherwise, it would involve a 98% drop in the USD
valuation compared to the ISK.

Arion Banki’s AT1 instrument was not the only CoCo to feature such a conver-
sion price CP. The �rst CoCo issued by Credit Suisse in 2011 also encompassed a
conversion price de�ned as the maximum between the share price at conversion
and a pre-set �oor price [49].

5In reality, the denomination is USD 200,000 with USD 1,000 increments
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Now, in the Arion Banki case, the conversion price can be written as

CP = max (Sfc , 0.473) (2.8)

The �oor is designed to limit the dilution risk for the initial shareholder by avoid-
ing the eventuality of an in�nite issuance of new shares.

We also exclude a conversion occurring at a share price above 0.473 USD (un-
der the foreign numeraire) as it would imply a recovery rate equal to 100% (see
Eqs. 2.3 and 2.8).

Reviewing the historical data, on the close of February 26, 2020, the issuance
had a mid yield-to-call at 6.165%, close to the coupon as the CoCo traded around
the par value. Considerations about the yield-to-call are justi�ed in Section 2.5.
Additionally, the underlying stock price traded at ISK 81.0 per share. We introduce
additional historical inputs required for the numerical application in Table 2.2.

Additional Inputs
Prevailing market conditions date February 26, 2020
Mid Yield-To-Call, ymarket 6.165%
FXUSD∕ISK 127.87
Share price (domestic) S0 81.0
Share Price (foreign) Sf0 0.6335
Dividend Yield � 6.6%
Observed spread (market) s s = ymarket − rf = 503 bps
Reference rate - US Gov 5Y Yield (foreign) rf 1.133%
Icelandic Gov 5-Year Yield r 2.862%
Equity Volatility � 26.09%
FX Volatility �FX 9.62%
Equity/FX Correlation factor �E∕FX −0.0151

Table 2.2: Historical micro- and macro-environment drivers for Arion banki.
Source: Reuters, Arion Banki [52]

Arion Banki was listed on the market in June 2018, so the volatility and corre-
lation factors are computed on the period from June 15, 2018 to February 26, 2020.
With these framework inputs at the speci�ed issuance date, we next process the
calibration of the implied market trigger Sc.
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2.5 Model calibration

The price of the CoCo (observable on the market) contains information about the
expectations of market operators. More speci�cally, it allows deriving the share
price Sc that would "equivalently" violate the requirement on the CET1 ratio.

The issue being perpetual, we assume that thematurity is equal to the distance
to the �rst callable date, as is used in the industry to call perpetual issuance at the
�rst possible time. However, this assumption neglects the so-called "extension
risk." In February 2019, the bank Santander showed that this hypothesis might be
accompanied by tangible consequences. At this time, the Spanish bank created a
controversy after skipping the �rst callable opportunity on their €1.5 billion CoCo
issue 6. A similar event occurred on a Deutsche Bank CoCo bond in 2020. Some
models, such as the Analytically-Tractable First Passage (AT1P), are more reliable
as they consider the extension risk and the coupon cancellation eventuality [33].
However, these are unusable in the case of Arion Banki because no Credit Default
Swap (CDS) exists at that time for the Icelandic bank.

Given that the Arion Bank bond was paying semi-annual interests, the Yield-
To-Call (YTC) can be linked to the market price of the issuance by

P = (C2 )
1 −

(
1 + YTC

2

)−2N

YTC
2

+ CP
(
1 + YTC

2

)2N (2.9)

where C is the annual coupon value, CP the Call Price (equal to the face value of
the bond, in this case), and N the number of years before the �rst call date. This
is a direct derivation of the discounted future cash-�ows formula by identifying
a geometric sum of the common ratio q = 1

1+YTC
. This yield metric provides the

investorwith information about the expected return from the bond if held until the
�rst callable date, which might di�er from the yield to maturity that bears more
uncertainty in the case of a CoCo.

Mathematically, the aim is to �nd the value(s) of Sc that set the left- and right-
hand sides equal when setting the conversion probabilities obtained through the
intensity model (Eq. 2.5) equal to the probability obtained through the equity
model (Eq. 2.6). Graphically, the calibration results from the intersection of these
two probability functions and relies on the available market information, i.e., the
CoCo spread (in Eq. 2.5) and the share value characteristics (in Eq. 2.6), both
observed on the day of issuance.

6ISIN: XS1043535092
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All other parameters are set constant, so the intersection(s) between the two
curves, projected on the x-axis, allows calculating the implied triggering price Sc in
ISK that is required to set the conversion probability equal at inception. Because
of the convexity of the curve, and depending on the con�guration, either zero, one,
or two Sc values can verify the equality between the two equations depending on
the other market parameters.

The triggering share price Sc is obtained by the intersection between the equity-
based and credit-based model. Fig. 2.1 plots the results of the calibration, given
the conversion price CP derived in Section 2.4.

Figure 2.1: Calibration attempt of the implied trigger in terms of share value
(USD). No intersection exists, so no conversion price Sc is obtained from the prob-
ability functions (Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6).

In the prevailing CoCo con�guration at issuance, the conversion probability
derived through the credit model (intensity approach, Eq. 2.5) never intersects
with the conversion probability derived based on the equity model (Eq. 2.6). The
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approach using themarket spread s results in a conversion probability higher than
that obtained through the equity modelling, regardless of Sc.

Two conclusions are drawn from this result:

• Themarket fails to estimate the conversion riskaccurately, so it tends
to overestimate it by pricing the CoCo below its fair price (resulting
in a higher yield).

• The equity approach relying on an implied share price is not appro-
priate for the pricing of CoCo bonds.

We develop these two aspects further in Section 2.6.

A di�erent con�guration could result in one or two possible solutions for the
implied trigger Sc, which is attributable to the Black-Scholes model parameters
used in assessing the conversion probability within the equity model. The Black-
Scholes model, under the assumption of constant volatility, can yield di�erent
numbers of solutions for a given volatility value, depending on how the volatil-
ity � compares with a certain threshold �∗, including:

• Two solutions arise when � > �∗.

• One solution occurs at � = �∗.

• No solution might be found, as in our example, when � < �∗.

The aforementioned behaviour is not a novel discovery, as it has been han-
dled in the �nancial literature by De Spiegeleer and Schoutens, who addressed
this while calibrating the implied triggering price of a Credit Suisse CoCo [49].

When calibration results in two solutions for the implied stock price Sc, se-
lecting one is usually not possible, as both are mathematically valid. However,
one candidate Sc could be disquali�ed if its level is higher than the �oor price FP,
which would lead to a recovery rate equal to 100% for the CoCo investor. This out-
come can be demonstrated by starting from the conversion price (CP) de�nition
of

CP = max (Sc, FP) (2.10)

The conversion rate CR can then be written as

CR = min (NSc
, NFP) (2.11)
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Upon conversion to equity and assuming the CoCo-holder can sell new shares
immediately following conversion (at the price Sc), they are entitled to the recovery
amount of

Re = CR . Sc = min (NSc
, NFP) . Sc (2.12)

Here, if Sc > FP, then the recovery amount is equal to the CoCo nominal (Re =
N).

2.6 Interpretation

The bond, having been issued on the market in 2020, already delivered key hind-
sight on the model viability, and by extension, on CoCos relying on accounting
triggers. We plot in Fig. 2.2 Arion Banki’s share price together with the CoCo
value (upper panel) along with the quarterly disclosed bank’s Core Equity Tier 1
ratio during 2020 (lower panel).
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of the CoCo price (%) and share price (ISK) (upper panel)
and the CET1 Ratio (lower panel) for Arion Banki. The straight line denotes the
Q1 quarterly statement (March 31, 2020). Data: Bloomberg, 2020 Financial State-
ments [53].

The strong � = 83.5% positive correlation between the share value and the
CoCo price is not unexpected, given the equity component of the hybrid security.
Nonetheless, this result partly re�ects how the market heavily relies on the un-
derlying equity market to price the CoCo bond (as observed, when the share price
drops, the CoCo price follows the same trajectory, and vice versa).

The plummet in market capitalisation during the �rst quarter of 2020 is due
to the COVID-19 crisis. Under the assumption of e�cient markets, the approx-
imately 36% drop in the share price should re�ect a deterioration in the bank’s
�nancial health. However, a few days following this all-time low, on March 31,
2020 (end of Q1 2020 related to Arion Banki’s �nancial statement), the bank ex-
hibited a robust 22.5%CET1 ratio, rising over the three precedingmonths, far from
the real 5.125% applicable triggering level.
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This market behaviour had an important repercussion. Following the release
of the Q1 2020 bank’s �nancial statement, the expectation would be that the CoCo
trades at lower yields (equivalently, the price of the CoCo instrument increasing).
If the hybrid instrument is split between an equity and a debt component, then
the CoCo should be driven by a debt behaviour as the conversion eventuality is a
distant concern. We emphasize again that the Q1 2020 report stated, underlying
the solidity of Arion Banki, a 22.5% disclosed CET1 ratio, compared to the 5.125%
level that would trigger the conversion to equity.

Instead of recovering from theheavy loss fromMarch 2020, the bond continued
being traded at a discount, even after the con�rmation that it would not turn to
equity in the near future. In other words, thesemarket pricemovementswere
not aligned with changes in the fundamental trigger measure.

Because the CoCo conversion is driven by the issuer’s CET1 ratio, an account-
ing measure of the �rm’s ability to absorb losses, the conversion time � depends
on the amount of capital a �rm holds relative to its total risk-weighted assets. This
measure does not directly re�ect themarket sentiment and should not be assumed
to be inextricably linkedwith the underlying share price. More generally, we could
expect the CET1 ratio and the share price to be two (highly) positively correlated
variables. Here, the former is the proportion of the safest bank holdings with re-
spect to the total risk-weighted assets in the balance sheet, and the latter is amarket
value mirroring the �rm’s �nancial health. As we highlighted, the empirical data
show the inverse e�ect, with a share price moving in the opposite direction of the
CET1 ratio. Therefore, because the CET1 and share price move with a ratio di�er-
ent than 1:1, the use of an implied share price is not appropriate for the purpose
of pricing CoCo bonds, as we demonstrate it is not a reliable conversion indicator.

2.7 Conclusion

Contingent convertibles qualifying as AT1 today are mostly relying on the CET1
ratio measurement to trigger a conversion event that would turn the nominal of
this debt into equity from the issuing company.7

Unfortunately, the CET1 ratio is only disclosed quarterly by the bank, leaving
CoCo investors in unknown territory for extended periods, as they cannot accu-
rately monitor the conversion risk. Instead, they attempt to map the requirement

7Excluding the Write-Down AT1 instruments that are simply writing-o� partially or totally the
AT1 nominal
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on the CET1 that is set in the bond covenant and an equivalent minimum stock
price threshold.

In this chapter, we introduced a case study to calibrate an implied trigger on a
currently trading Contingent Convertible. After introducing two di�erent models
for estimating the conversion probability of CoCo instruments (equity- and credit-
based), we attempted calibration of the model based on the known observable
micro- andmacro-economic data related to a historical issuance from the Icelandic
bank Arion Banki.

We then demonstrated that in the early trading days of the hybrid security, the
market seemed to extensively overestimate the triggering probability, ultimately
trading the CoCo price at a steep discount. The share price was a forward-looking
market value, but the "e�ective" conversion relied on a past-looking accounting
measure. This illustrated the existence of discrepancies in the pricing, notably
after the release of the Q1 2020 �nancial statement, exhibiting the robustness of
the bank (in terms ofCoreEquity Tier 1) but still having aCoCo instrument trading
far below par on the market. At this time, the CoCo should have behaved as a
plain debt and not equity-like. Instead, it created an opportunity to bene�t from
the di�erence of information encompassed by market data on the �xed-income
and equity segments.

As the e�cient market assumption is an unreachable market paradigm, the
need for a continuous and transparent observable control variable as a trigger-
ing mechanism for Contingent Convertible would reduce the uncertainty around
conversion events for this type of hybrid security and ultimately bene�t the AT1
industry.
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Chapter 3

CoCo Arbitrage Framework and
Numerical Example on Arion
Banki

"The job of the Central Bank is to
worry."

Alice Rivlin (1931-2019), former Vice
Chairman of the Board of Governors

of the FED.

3.1 Introduction and mechanisms

This chapter provides a generalized framework applicable to a wide class of Con-
tingent Convertible bonds to evaluate if its current market environment allows
bene�ting from a potential pricing discrepancy compared to its associated real
conversion risk. This framework is suitable for hybrid instruments designed in
a similar way as the AT1 instrument from Arion Banki.

Our innovative approach establishes a condition on the CoCo trading price
and share value that allows systematically taking arbitrage of the market by con-
stituting if a portfolio Q pays a positive cash �ow upon early conversion. We em-
phasise that the proposed actions do not require the conversion probability, which
is an opaque measure because of the impossibility of practically modelling the
backwards-looking triggering measurement (CET1 ratio) or interference with the
PONV clause.
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For the purpose of future calculations, we express the CoCo dirty price Pt (at
time t) to be calculated as the sum of its clean price CPt (market value quoting
continuously) and the accrued interest ACt, i.e., Pt = CPt + ACt. The accrued
interest is a function of the coupon rate c, the frequency of payment f, and the
time before the next interest payment tp, such that ACt = N c

f
( t
tp
). Also, r is

the risk-free rate in the CoCo-denominated currency. For simplicity, the interest
rate term structure is assumed �at. While not a prerequisite for this strategy, this
simpli�cation allows a discount of the coupons from the borrowing at the same
rate.

The chapter is structured into eight sections as follows. Section 3.2 discusses
the underlying motivations of the work presented in this chapter, and Section 3.3
introduces a basic framework for the hedging and the identi�cation of arbitrage
opportunities on Zero-Coupon CoCo bonds (ZCCB). We next extend this model
by adding the eventuality of coupon payments and di�erent currencies in Section
3.4. Two numerical examples, including a general application and a ZCCB, are
presented in Sections 3.5 and 3.6, respectively. Finally, we introduce a real scenario
based on the historical market data for the Icelandic bank Arion Banki (Section
3.7). We discuss the extension risk in Section 3.8 before concluding our �ndings
in Section 3.9.

3.2 Motivations

Contingent Convertibles remain in a maturing phase with evidence of pricing
�aws, leading to arbitrage opportunities and the possibility of locking-in risk-free
pro�t for the investors.

WithCET1-based designs, di�erent pricingmethods exist. However, in illiquid
markets where some types of derivatives instruments are missing, such as Credit
Default Swaps (CDS), a proxy value must replicate the triggering condition. The
so-called implied trigger uses the underlying stock price level as a benchmark.
The share price might be considered a forward-looking indicator of the �rm’s �-
nancial health because it encompasses all information known about the company.
Additionally, it is objective, transparent, and �xed while being a continuously and
publicly disclosed metric [41].

Fourteen years after the �nancial crisis and the well-known disastrous conse-
quences in Iceland, Arion Banki is the �rst Icelandic bank to have issued a CoCo
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bond on the market in February 20201. The existing historical data used in this
Chapter has been introduced in Chapter 2, Fig. 2.2.

CoCos are split between equity and debt components. So, at the time of the
Q1 2020 �nancial statement release by Arion Banki, the instrument should have
been driven by a debt behaviour as the conversion eventuality is a distant concern.
However, this was not the case, as the market price movements were not aligned
with changes in the fundamental trigger measure.

3.3 Zero-Coupon CoCo Bond (ZCCB)

Initially, we only consider a ZCCB with a conversion feature that has a maturity
value de�ned by

PT = N1{�>T} +
N
Cp

F(�, T)1{�≤T} (3.1)

whereN is the denomination of the CoCo bond redeemed at T if not converted, Cp
the conversion price, � the time of the conversion, and F(�, T) the forward value
of the underlying share at conversion time.

By de�ning S� as the share price at conversion time �, in the case of conversion,
the investor receives a recovery value on the CoCo equal to

RCoCo = Cr ∗ F(�, T) = N ∗ ( 1
Cp

) ∗ S� (3.2)

By purchasing thehybrid instrument onborrowing, the recovery portfolio value
Q∗R at time t can be written as

Q∗R(t) = ND(t, T)1{�>T} + ( NCp
) S�D(t, �)1{�≤T} − Pt (3.3)

The recovery value on the portfolio Q∗R is well de�ned as the sum of (a) the face
valueN if the CoCo does not convert before T, (b) the recovery value from the new
shares if the conversion occurred between two payment times, and (c) the negative
cost to purchase the instrument on borrowing.

1In September 2021, Íslandsbanki, another Icelandic bank, has also issued an Aditional Tier 1 in-
strument denominated in SEK. Thenote is in the formof a �oating-rate perpetual bondwithTemporary
Write-Down feature, triggered if the bank’s CET1 falls below 5.125% of the RWA (ISIN: XS2390396427).
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Knowing that the payo� of a put option is PutT = (K − ST)1{ST<K}, we can
build the hedged recovery portfolio by adding a number ∆ put option, purchased
at time t on borrowing. Then, at this time t, the hedged portfolio is valued as

⇐⇒ QR(t) = Q∗R(t) + ∆
[
(K − ST)1{ST<K} exp (−r(T − t)) − Put(S0, K, 0, T)

]

(3.4)

by setting

⎧

⎨
⎩

Ω(t, �) = ND(t, T)1{�>T} + ( N
Cp
) S�D(t, �)1{�≤T} + ∆(K − ST)1{K<ST}D(t, T)

Θ(Pt, St) = Pt + ∆Put(S0, K, 0, T)

By�xing the strikeK and the number of put options∆, we can search for all combi-
nations (Pt, St) for which the inequality Ω(t, �) > Θ(Pt, St) is satis�ed at any time
t (i.e., ∀t). When this condition holds, the strategy is pro�table as the CoCo payo�
upon conversion or redemption is higher than the cost of setting up the strategy.

3.4 Extended framework

Without any loss of generality, the initial model can be extended by (a) incorpo-
rating coupon payments (the coupon yield c paid at a frequency f) delivered at
�xed times k until conversion or maturity and (b) considering the case of a bond
issued in a foreign currency f, with the underlying equity denominated in the do-
mestic currency d. When deploying this investment strategy, the following two
unfavourable scenarios exist where the pro�tability is minimal:

(a) The conversion occurs soon beforematurity at a share price equal to the put
strike. In such a case, the hedge cost is lost as both the option time and intrinsic
values are worth zero.

(b) The conversion occurs before the �rst interest payment (k = 1∕f), but
the share price at conversion (Sc) is high. In such a case, the hedge cost is not
compensated by a coupon payment.

On the one hand, within this extended framework, scenario (a) is circum-
vented by adding the option maturity To as a driver for the model. If To > T,
then the option time value remains positive at the CoCo maturity/�rst-call date.
On the other hand, scenario (b) is ruled out as it would imply a market capitaliza-
tion that increases drastically over a very short period, followed by a conversion
triggered anyway.
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To simplify the following equations, the share price at conversion time S� is
written as Sc, and we de�ne F as the time (in years) between two payment dates,
such that

F = 1
f (3.5)

We next rewrite the terminal values of the portfolio Q∗R given a conversion occur-
ring between two interest payment dates (k − F and k) as

Q∗R(T | k − F < � < k) = N exp (−rT)1{�>T} + (Ncf )
T∑

i=1
exp (−ri)1{�>i}

+ N
Cp

Sc
T∑

i=1
exp (−ri)1{i−1≤�<i} − P0

(3.6)

The conversion price Cp features a �oor price FP that limits the dilution for
the initial shareholders and is de�ned as the maximum between FP and the share
price at conversion time S�, such that

Cp = max (S�, FP) (3.7)

Fig. 3.1 presents the behaviour of this portfolio for various conversion eventu-
alities. The conversion time � drives the number of coupons being paid before the
debt turns to equity, which a�ects the �nal payo�.
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Figure 3.1: Portfolio recovery value Q∗R(t) as a function of the share price at con-
version time S� for di�erent scenarios of the triggering time, with T = 3 and cal-
culated with Eq. 3.6

.

The Fig. 3.1 highlights the following portfolio characteristics:

• The value ofQ∗R ismaximizedwhen the hybrid instrument is redeemed early
or matures at T. The portfolio becomes equal to the redemption value plus
all the intermediary coupons discounted by the interest rate r less the pur-
chased price, i.e.,

Q∗R,max(T | � > T) = N exp (−rT) + (Ncf )
T∑

i=1
exp (−ri) − P0 (3.8)

In this speci�c case, Q∗R is not dependent on the underlying share price.

• The portfolio value is minimized when the hybrid instrument converts into
worthless shares, Sc = 0. Therefore, Q∗R is negative due to the purchase
cost. This loss is reduced by any potential intermediary coupons paid before
conversion, such that

Q∗R,min = (Ncf )
k−1∑

i=1
exp (−ri) − P0 (3.9)
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The sum index spans the �rst coupon payment to the �nal payment before
default, (k − 1).

• When the share price at conversion time is above the �oor price, FP, the
conversion price is Cp = Sc (see Eq. 3.7). Therefore, the investor receives
shares valued at the CoCo denomination of N

Cp
Sc = N. When Sc < FP, the

slope of the curve is de�ned by N
Cp
.

• The more the conversion is delayed, the more the break-even will be shifted
to the left, meaning that a lower share price at conversion (Sc) will be suf-
�cient to break even. This is due to intermediary coupons being paid at a
frequency f and reinvested at the risk-free yield r.

The intrinsic portfolio risk lies in the conversion eventuality, making Q∗R sen-
sible to the share price at conversion time Sc. In this scenario, the portfolio value
replicates the structure of a short put option.

In the speci�c case of di�erent currencies being used for the bond and equity,
we resort to quanto put options for the hedge. Writing d and f as the domestic
and foreign currencies, respectively, the price of a d-denominated equity put op-
tion struck in a pre-determined investment currency f is derived in Sec. 6.2.1,
Problem 11 and 12c in [18] and Sec. 23.5 in [54]. The proof is demonstrated here
in Appendix A.

From the Black-Scholes Equation in the case of a Cross-Currency Option val-
ued as V, we write

)V
)t +

1
2�

2
stockS

d
t
2 )2V

)Sdt
2 +

1
2�

2
FXFX

f∕d2 )2V

)FXf∕d2
+

�stock∕FX�stock�FXSdt FX
f∕d )2V

)Sdt )FXf∕d
+

(rd − �d − �stock∕FX�stock�FX)Sdt
)V
)Sdt

+

(rf − rd)FXf∕d )V
)FXf∕d

− rfV(Sdt , FX
f∕d, t) = 0

(3.10)

Using speci�cally the payo� of a quanto put option, i.e.,

Ψ(Sd(To), FXf∕d(To)) = FXf∕d . max (Kd − Sd(To), 0)
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, it follows that the price of a d-denominated equity put option struck in a pre-
determined investment currency f is

Putf(Kd, t, To) = FXf∕d [Kd exp (−rf . (To − t))N (−d2) −
Sdt exp (−�

f . (To − t))N (−d1)
] (3.11)

with

d1 =
log ( S

d
0
Kd
) + (rf − �f + 0.5�2stock)(To − t)

�stock
√
To − t

and

d2 = d1 − �stock
√
To − t

The dividend �d is changed to �f to consider a quanto adjustment as

�f = rf − rd + �d + �stock∕FX�stock�FX (3.12)

The origin of the quanto adjustment is veri�ed in Appendix A, and N is the stan-
dard normal cumulative distribution de�ned as

N(x) = 1
√
2�

∫
x

−∞
e−

y2

2 dy

Now, the equation for our hedged portfolio follows as

QR(T | k − F < � < k) = Q∗R(T | k − F < � < k)

+∆
(
Putf(K,min (k, T), To) . e−r

f min (k,T) − Putf(K, 0, To)
) (3.13)

Ifwe showthat (a) for anyk, theproceed fromconversion results inQR(T; k) >
0, and (b) the exercise of the early redemption right by theCoCo issuer also
leads toQR(T; k) > 0, thenwe demonstrate the existence of an arbitrage op-
portunity.

Assuming k − F < � < k, we calculate the yield y perceived in excess of the
risk-free return by setting equal the forward value for our investment and its payo�
at conversion, then solve for y. The margin y is an indicator of the discrepancy in
terms of conversion risk between the market expectations and its actual impact,
such that
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y(k) = −rf + ( 1k ) .

log
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

N1{�>k} + (Nc
f
)
∑T

i=1 e
i∗rf1{�>i} +

N
Cp
Sc1{�<k} + ∆Put(K,min (k, T), To − k)

P0 + ∆Put(K, 0, To)

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(3.14)
Condition for arbitrage

Decreasing P0 or increasing S0 observably results in a decrease of the strategy
cost through a lower "upfront cost" or lower hedge price (the put options, respec-
tively. Therefore, we translate the above arbitrage condition at its limits in terms
of a maximum initial value for the CoCo price P0 or the minimum initial share
price S0.

Calibrating themarket vector I = (P0, S0) that leads to an arbitrage opportunity
becomes possible given a �xed CoCo design by setting QR(T | k − F < � < k) ≥
0 ∀k from Eq. 3.13 and isolating either P0 or S0.

Maximum CoCo price

As we evaluate the recovery portfolio value QR(T | k − F < � < k) for various
conversion times k ∈ [F, T+F], we next de�ne P0,k as the set of initial CoCo prices
that satisfy QR(T | k − F < � < k) ≥ 0.We also set the quantity Π(T; k) as

Π(T; k) = Ne(−rT)1{� > T} + (Ncf )
T∑

i=1
e(−ri)1{� > i} + N

Cp
Sc

T∑

i=1
e(−ri)

∗ 1{i − 1 ≤ � < i} + ∆
(
Putf(K,min(k, T), To)e−min(k,T)r

f − Putf(K, 0, To)
)

(3.15)

Based on Eq. 3.13), we are allowed to express a condition on P0,k by isolating
it from QR(T | k − F < � < k) ≥ 0, such that

⇐⇒ P0,k ≤ Π(T | k − F < � < k) (3.16)

When this inequality holds, the CoCo price is su�ciently low to ensure a posi-
tive pro�t from the strategy, given a known conversion time (k−F < � < k). Then,
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maxk
(
P0,k

)
gives the arbitrage limit where the total return on the investment is

exactly zero for a given conversion period � ∈ [k − F, k].

Because the condition must hold ∀k, the absolute pro�t condition can be writ-
ten as

min
k
QR(T | k − F < � < k) ≥ 0

Applying the same steps that led to Eq. 3.16, we �nd the required initial CoCo
price P0 that results in break-even, using the strategy developed within this scope,
to be the lower value from the set of pricesΠ(T; k), hence, ensuring QR(T) ≥ 0 for
any k.

P0 = min
k

{
max

(
P0,k

)}
= min

k
{Π(T; k)} (3.17)

To summarize, if the dirty price of the CoCo is below the value P0 de�ned
in Eq. 3.17, then implementing the proposed strategy is less expensive than the
minimum payo� from the CoCo plus put investment, regardless of the conversion
time �, which translates to a risk-free pro�t.

Minimum share price

Similarly, we de�ne S0,k as the set of initial share prices that satisfy QR(T; k) ≥
0 for a given conversion period. The share price information S0 is contained in
the quanto put valuation formula introduced in Eq. 3.11. When increasing, this
variable drives down the initial price ofPutf(K, 0, To) (cf. option greeks), reducing
the overall strategy cost and increasing the pro�tability.

Due to this sensitivity behaviour, the absolute minimum share price required
to set up the strategy is expressed as the maximum of the minimum share price
found for each individual conversion period eventualities (∀k), stated as

S0 = max
k

{min S0,k ∶ mink QR(T | k − F < � < k) ≥ 0} (3.18)

Because Eq. 3.13 is non-linear, numericalmethods are required to calibrate the
so-called implied share price that would lead to break-even in the most adverse
conversion situation.

Strategy optimization

Given market prices I = (P0, S0), we can compute di�erent conversion scenar-
ios and observe the achievable payouts QR(T; k) for all times k. When positive,
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the strategy delivers a net realizable pro�t. Extending this idea, we can calibrate
the optimal number of puts ∆ as well as their respective strike K and maturity To,
which maximizes the minimum value achieved by QR across all periods k. This
optimization problem is expressed as

(∆, K, To)→ max
∆,K,To

(min
∀k

QR(T | k − F < � < k)) (3.19)

The strictness of this optimization problemmay be relaxed to better accommodate
the practical application of the strategy, provided that conversion does not occur
at a price point that exceeds a pre-determined thresholdH. Then, Eq. 3.19 adjusts
to

(∆, K, To)→ max
∆,K,To

(min
∀k

QR(T | k − F < � < k)
|||||||Sc≤H

) (3.20)

3.5 Numerical example 1: the general case

Weprovide a numerical example in Table 3.1 of how a portfolioQ behaves depend-
ing on the number of ∆ puts and their respective strike K. In this �rst example,
the option maturity equals CoCo maturity (i.e., To = T).

CoCo parameters (numerical example)
Dirty price CoCo P0 790
Floor price Cp max (4.10, Sc)
Maturity T 3 years

Frequency of payment f 2
Coupon (annualized) 5.5%

Macro parameters (numerical example)
Share price at inception S0 4.2

Risk-free rate r 1%
Equity volatility �stock 25%

Dividend rate � 0.5%

Table 3.1: Inputs for a numerical example on the portfolio optimization and puts
design.

Setting the following complementary inputs enables deriving the portfolio Q
value at the end of the �rst interest payment period (k = 1):

• Put strike K = 3.9.
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• Initial time t = 0.

• The price of each put option follows as Put(K, 0, T) = 0.5167.

We observe this numerical example in Fig. 3.2 to see the importance of the ap-
propriate choice in ∆. On the one hand, a low number, such as ∆ = 200, reduces
the initial cost at the price of not e�ectively hedging the conversion eventuality.
Therefore, the strategy exhibits a negative payo� in the case of early conversion
for low Sc values while positive for higher share prices at conversion. On the other
hand, a too-high number of ∆ adequately hedges the downside risk but might in-
crease the strategy cost by too much, leaving the portfolio with a potential loss on
the upside (i.e., conversion at a high underlying share price).

Figure 3.2: Portfolio Q value as a function of the share price at conversion time
assuming conversion occurs at 0 < � ≤ 1. The�gure is plotted for various numbers
of puts in portfolio ∆.

Fig. 3.2 demonstrates that under certain conditions, the minimum recovery is
always positive, meaning that the achievable return on the strategy would yield a
return y > 0 over the risk-free rate (see Eq. 3.14). This case is visually observed
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when 250 ≤ ∆ ≤ 400. These results can also be presented in terms of returns
over the risk-free rate related to the concept of arbitrage introduced previously, as
shown in Fig. 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Portfolio Q return over the risk-free rate rf as a function of the share
price at conversion time, assuming conversion occurs between k = 0 and k = 1.
The �gure is plotted for various numbers of puts in portfolio ∆.

Next, we set a constant ∆ = 280 and study the e�ect of a change in the strike
price, mechanically a�ecting the payo� and initial cost of the option hedge, as
well as the strategy’s overall pro�tability. The theoretical costs of each option are
presented in Table 3.2, each depending on their strike.

Strike K 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
Put Initial Price Put(K, 0, T) 0.1745 0.3399 0.5668 0.8492 1.1785

Table 3.2: Theoretical price at inception for Put(K, 0, T) with di�erent strike K
and the parameters from Table 3.1.

A higher strike K would drastically increase the cost of the strategy, bringing a
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negative recovery for the portfolioQ in the case of early conversion combinedwith
a high Sc price at conversion time. The put payo� would then not o�set its initial
cost. Otherwise, a strike con�gured too low might not su�ciently compensate
for the loss on the recovery RCoCo, giving the advantage of lowering the strategy
cost setup. Then, the strategy would have a positive PnL for high values of Sc but
deeply negative in the case of conversion at a very lowmarket capitalisation. These
observations are seen in Fig. 3.4
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Figure 3.4: Portfolio Q behavior as a function of Sc, assuming conversion occurs
between k = 0 and k = 1. The upper panel shows the value QR(K, 1), and the
lower panel exhibits the yield y over rf . The �gure is plotted for various put strikes
K.
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In these two examples derived, we assume the conversion takes place within
the inception and �rst observation period, i.e., between the states k = 0 and
k = 1. Calculation of the remaining option time value is performed in the most
unfavourable case, i.e., when k = 1−, (t = 0.5−).

We now derive the portfolio Q behaviour when more payments are released.
To do so, we look at the portfolio value when:

• Conversion is assumed to occur between k = 0 and k = 1, i.e., zero interest
payments released.

• Conversion is assumed to occur between k = 1 and k = 2, i.e., one interest
payment released.

• ...

• Conversion is assumed to take place between k = T ∗ f − 1 = 5 and k =
T ∗ f = 6, i.e. 5 interest payments released.

Fig. 3.5 plots the result as a portfolio value surface with ∆ = 280 and K = 3.9. In
this con�guration, the price of each put is 0.5167.
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Figure 3.5: PortfolioQ value surface as a function of the time of conversion and the
triggering share price Sc in the case of early conversion. The surface exists along
all points above 0, and risk-free pro�tability is achieved by applying this strategy
within this theoretical setup.

We observe in Fig. 3.5 that Q has an increasing value over time (in the case of
delayed conversion) due to the accrued coupon payments.2 The number of puts
∆ chosen exceeds the "neutral" value C∗p = 1000∕4.1 = 243.9 that would perfectly
o�set the downside risk. Therefore, the hedge incentivizes conversion at a low
share price. The �gure justi�es the decreasing portfolio value when Sc is increas-
ing. Also, when Sc increases too much, the portfolio value is constant over the
same time horizon because the put delta is very close to 0 (due to the unlikely pay-
o�) and the recovery rate RCoCo is constant to 100% (due to the de�nition of Cp).

Another key observation relates to theminimum z-value on the surface, which
is strictly positive in all points. This result highlights the existence of a secured and
achievable pro�t, even in the case of early conversion, at any state k.

By shifting the perspective to focus on the achievable annualized excess return
y, we provide an objective overview of the strategy bene�ts in Fig. 3.6.

2However, for some Sc values close to the strike, theQ value is slightly decreasing if the conversion
occurs very little before k = T. This is due to the theta decay of the option.
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Figure 3.6: Annualized return y surface over the risk-free return for the investment
strategy. Here, y is a function of the conversion time and the triggering share price
Sc in the case of early conversion. The surface includes all points above 0, so arbi-
trage is achievable.

Previously, the portfolio Q mostly gained value over the payment periods due
to the accrued interest payments (as in Fig. 3.5). Still, Fig. 3.6 accentuates this
feature on early conversion as it precedes the annualized yield in excess of the
risk-free return achievable through this strategy. This strategy peaks above 35%
p.a. if the CoCo converts within the �rst six months with an underlying share
price close to the put option strike price.

When the 5.5% coupon yield is being paid semi-annually and reinvested at rf =
1.0%, it naturally drives down the annualized return in excess of rf to a 4.16% p.a.
minimum. This occurs when the CoCo turns to equity at time t = 3− (i.e., k = 6−)
with Sc = K = 3.9, which demonstrates the importance of th e y calculation.

Arbitrage horizon

The last part of our study in this chapter consists of �nding the maximum CoCo
price at inception (t = 0) for our proposed investment strategy to remain prof-
itable. This problem can be reformulated as the following: What is the maximum
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price P0 that still leads to the existence of a value ∆ and K that veri�es Q(k) > 0 for
all k between 0 and T?

Using the same numerical inputs from Table 3.1, we solve this optimization
problem to determine that if P0 = 86.56% of the CoCo nominal value, we achieve
break-even in the worst case with ∆ = 329.26 and K = 3.630. We represent the
portfolio surface in Fig. 3.7 projected in 2D for each of the possible conversion
times.

Figure 3.7: 2D projection of the y surface as a function of share price Sc and time
horizon in the case of early conversion for an initial CoCo price P0 = 865.6. Break-
even is achieved with a number ∆ = 329.26 and a strike K = 3.630.

Finally, we plot in Fig. 3.8 the so-called arbitrage universe horizon as the sur-
face that allows to at least break even, depending on the three portfolio drivers of
the initial CoCo price P0, the initial share price S0, and the equity volatility �stock
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Figure 3.8: Market inputs of the initial CoCo price, share price, and equity volatil-
ity allowing to guarantee break-even with the portfolio Q at time t = 0.

The entire universe Ω− below the surface ensures the existence of a risk-free
arbitrage, regardless of conversion during the period [0;T]. Pro�tability can not be
guaranteed if the market information vector I = (P0, S0, �stock) comprised of the
initial market prices for CoCo, the underlying shares, and volatility are located in
the space Ω+ above the surface.

3.6 Numerical example 2: Zero-Coupon CoCo Bond

Using the same put parameters and inputs from Table 3.1 and setting the coupon
rate to c = 0%, we demonstrate there is no loss of generality associated with study-
ing a ZCCB with a conversion feature. Figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 do not change
because the portfolio is evaluated in the case of conversion between k = 0 and
k = 1, i.e., before the �rst interest payment.

However, we observe that Fig. 3.5 turns into Fig. 3.9 with a logical change in
shape because there are nomore coupon payments over time. Therefore, the value
decrease over time is sharper, as there is a decrease in the options’ time value that
is no longer compensated by coupon payments. The "extremity" of the surface also
�attens for the same reasons.
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Figure 3.9: Portfolio Q value surface as a function of the conversion time and the
triggering share price Sc in the case of early conversion. The setup assumes a Zero-
Coupon CoCo Bond.

Fig 3.6 turns into Fig. 3.10 logically, as the yield in excess of the risk-free rate
lowers as the maturity time nears, once again, because the coupon payments are
eliminated.
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Figure 3.10: Annualized return y surface in excess of the risk-free return for the
investment strategy based on a Zero-Coupon CoCo Bond. Here, y is a function of
the conversion time and the triggering share price Sc in the case of early conver-
sion.

Recalling, we de�ne in this chapter the occurrence of an arbitrage opportunity
by the existence of a pair (∆, Strike K) that still leads to y > 0 across all conversion
dates (k), regardless of the share price at conversion Sc. Here, because no coupons
are paid, the maximum initial price for the CoCo that ensures an arbitrage oppor-
tunity is lowered. Numerically, we �nd that themaximumdirty price P0 is 819.20$
(equiv. 81.92%), which leads to a number ∆ = 243.90 put options to buy, with a
common strike K = 4.0976. For this strike value, each put costs 0.6178$.

We update Fig 3.7 to Fig. 3.11 for the case of a ZCCB. Now, the worst case for
the hedged portfolio is achieved if the ZCCB was initially bought at 81.92 cents
on the dollar with a conversion occurring just before maturity. In this speci�c
situation, the return in excess of the risk-free yield would be exactly zero.
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Figure 3.11: 2D projection of the y surface as a function of share price Sc and time
horizon in the case of early conversion for an initial ZCCBpriceP0 = 819.2. Break-
even is achieved with a number ∆ = 243.9 and a strike K = 4.0976.

This result can be derived by noticing that the strikeK is extremely close to the
�oor price Cp, so the cost to set up the portfolio, de�ned by Θ(Pt, St), is equal to
the following:

• The discounted bond denomination if the share price at conversion is above
the �oor price (FP = 4.1), by de�nition of the conversion price Cp.

• Ω(t, �) with t = T if the share price at conversion is below the �oor price,
hence Cp = 4.1.

In the second case above, we observe that the number ∆ put options to buy is
exactlyN∕FP = 1000∕4.1 = 243.9. So, when Sc decreases, the lower recovery rate
on the ZCCB is compensated 1:1 by the increase in put options’ intrinsic value.

We plot the so-called arbitrage universe horizon again in Fig 3.12 for the case
of a ZCCB, which is the surface that allows achieving break-even by using the
proposed strategy, depending on the three portfolio drivers of the initial CoCoprice
P0, the initial share price S0, and the equity volatility �.
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Figure 3.12: Market inputs of the initial ZCCBprice, share price, and equity volatil-
ity that enables a guarantee of break-even with the portfolio Q at time t = 0.

For a given pair (S0, �) and because there is no coupon to drive the pro�t up
over time, the maximum initial CoCo price that guarantees y > 0 is lower, with a
sharper slope than the case with a coupon c = 5.5% in Fig. 3.8.

Similar to the case with coupons, the entire universe Ω− below the surface
ensures the existence of a pair (∆, K) guaranteeing y > 0 (i.e., arbitrage), regard-
less of conversion during the period [0, T]. Pro�tability can not be guaranteed if a
point of coordinates I = (P0, S0, �)made of the initial market prices for the ZCCB,
underlying shares, and volatility are located in the space Ω+ above the surface.

3.7 Numerical example 3: Arion Banki application

In this use case example, the Arion Banki shares are traded on the market in the
domestic currency (ISK), while the portfolio is denominated in the CoCo foreign
currency (USD).
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Arion Banki micro- and macro-environments
Date t March 31, 2020 (t = 0.0944)
Arion Banki AT1 Bond Denomination (foreign) USD
CoCo Bond Coupon (annual) c = 6.25%
Maturity/First-call date T 5.0 years
Conversion Price Cp = max (Sf� , 0.473 USD)
Interest Payment Frequency Semi-annual (f = 2)
CoCo Bond Clean Price Pcleant = 73.75%
CoCo Bond Dirty Price Pt = 74.34%
US 5-year Gov Bond Yield, f rUSD = 0.378%
Iceland 5-years Gov Bond Yield, d rISK = 2.325%
Arion Banki Share Price SISKt = 54.9 // SUSDt = 0.3879
Dividend Yield (domestic) �ISK = 6.6%
Dividend Yield (foreign) �USD = 4.29%
USD/ISK FX rate FXf∕d(t) = 141.53
Correlation between equity and USD/ISK �{Arion,FX} = −11.85%
USD/ISK volatility p.a. (HV) �FX = 10.27%
Arion Banki Historical Volatility p.a. (HV) �Arion = 29.99%

Table 3.3: Publicly accessible information for Arion Banki, as of March 31, 2020.
Source: Arion Banki [52], Bloomberg/Investing.com - Fusion Media Ltd.

We now calibrate the appropriate strike K, To option maturity, and ∆ number
of options to purchase that maximize the minimum achievable pro�t, given the
current pricing of the CoCo on the market. With the value P0 given, we solve the
following optimization problem for a scope of 0 ≤ Sfc ≤ 0.67 USD equivalent to
Sdc ≤ 95 ISK at the prevailing FX rate as

max
K,∆,To

(min
k

(QR(T | k − F < � < k))
|||||||Sfc ≤0.67

) (3.21)

We �ndmink {QR(T; k)} = 0 USD for the following con�guration:

⎧

⎨
⎩

∆ = 6973
K = 0.2382 USD
To = 8.506 years

The portfolio QR value surface is presented in Fig 3.13. With the above option
parameters, each put costs 0.0664 USD, and the hedge value is H = 0.0664 ∗
6973 = 463 USD.
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As the minimums are extremely local, the probability of achieving a
much higher yield through this investment strategy is high.

Figure 3.13: Portfolio Q value surface (upper plot) and margin y (lower plot) as a
function of the conversion period and share price Sc in the case of early conversion
for the Arion Banki CoCo. The portfolio encompasses ∆ = 6973 put options with
strike Kf = 0.2382.

In this simulation, we restrained the scope to satisfying mink QR(T; k) ≥ 0,
assuming that the share price at conversion time is contained between 0 ≤ Sfc ≤
0.67 USD. The investment strategy is then valid under this condition.
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Wenext relax this assumption on Sc to solve the optimization problem stated in
Eq. 3.19 to �nd themaximumArionBankiAT1 price thatwould still lead to the ex-
istence of a triplet (K,∆, To) resulting in aminimumportfolio valuemink QR(T; k) ≥
0 regardless of the share price at conversion time. Fig. 3.14) displays the arbitrage
universe horizonwhere any point with coordinates (P0, �, S0) that lies on or below
the curve is ensured to achievemink(QR(T; k)) ≥ 0, i.e., portfolio pro�tability. If a
point lies above the curve, arbitrage does not exist, and the pro�t (or loss) depends
on the conversion time.

Figure 3.14: Market inputs of the initial Arion CoCo Price, share price, and volatil-
ity allowing to guarantee break-even with the portfolio QR at time t = 0.

Low share prices and higher volatilities increase the cost of the hedge, reducing
the maximum CoCo price and guaranteeing break-even. The reciprocal holds,
with higher or lower share prices associated with volatility, and the higher CoCo
price is still allowed to trade to deliver QR ≥ 0.

To be less restrictive regarding model validity, we simulate the arbitrage hori-
zon surface for various Sc validity thresholds. In Fig. 3.15, we plot the maximum
CoCo price P0 that guarantees break-even (i.e., QR ≥ 0) for three conversion con-
�gurations of Sc ≤ 0.67, Sc ≤ 1.8 (Eq. 3.20), and ∀Sc (Eq. 3.19).
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Figure 3.15: Market inputs of the initial Arion CoCo price, share price, and volatil-
ity enabling guarantee of break-even with the portfolio QR for various Sc validity
thresholds. Simulated at time t = 0.

With more restrictions, the CoCo must trade lower to ensure positive returns.
This observation is interpretable as the hedge cost must be higher to cover a wider
scope of conversion con�gurations. Still, a reasonable assumption is to consider
the conversion unrealistic when the share price exceeds a certain threshold.

The model sensitivity to the volatility parameter is signi�cant. As highlighted
in Chapter 2, no options on Arion Banki are traded on the market. Consequently,
the pricing is only limited to the use of historical annualized volatility instead of
the implied volatility that could have encompassed more forward-looking infor-
mation and, speci�cally,market expectations in terms of volatility. However, while
the implied volatility cannot be derived, themarket does not disregard shifts in the
market environment, such as the risk presented by the COVID-19 pandemic.

In this numerical example, the model is calibrated to the Arion Banki CoCo
with the prevailing data available as of March 31, 2020. We could have selected a
di�erent date for our experiment, falling sometime during the second half of the
year, especially as it appears in Fig. 2.2 that theArion BankoCoCo price continued
being traded below 80% of the par until October 2020. At that time, themarket out-
lookwasmore positive (due to hopes for a quick resolution of the global situation),
which should have been re�ected by lower implied volatility.
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This observation a�ects the practical validity of themodel. However, wedemon-
strated that the framework developed in this chapter is su�ciently �exible to re-
turn a solution ranging within a speci�c validity scope, i.e., a maximum CoCo
price assuming the conversion occurs at a share price Sc below a threshold H. In
our case, we could increase the volatility level using (�Arion) and return the upper
Sc bound for which a pro�table portfolio con�guration still exists. For example,
we previously found that for �Arion = 29.99%, the maximum CoCo price should
be Pt = 74.37% under the assumption of a conversion occurring at Sfc ≤ 0.67
USD (equiv. to 95 ISK). Also, assuming a hypothetical �Arion = 38% to re�ect
the increase in the implied volatility, the maximum CoCo price ensuring risk-free
pro�t would remain Pt = 74.37% under the condition of a conversion occurring at
Sfc ≤ 0.5 USD (equiv. to 71 ISK).

These validity thresholds are considered acceptable because the Arion Banki
share price closed at 54.9 ISK, which was not far from its all-time low, without
impacting the AT1 triggering.

3.8 Extension risk

We proposed an investment strategy to potentially bene�t from the discount trad-
ing price of Contingent Convertible instruments on themarket. This strategy does
not aim to maximize revenues by leveraging the deviation between the CET1 ratio
and the CoCo spread. Instead, it achieves a pro�t while minimizing the risk to
a theoretical null. Borrowing the necessary amount to purchase the CoCo bond
and a number ∆ (quanto) puts is required to hedge the downside eventuality (i.e.,
conversion to equity).

More speci�cally, the maturity for the put options neglects the extension risk,
i.e., the risk that the issuing company decides not to call the convertible instrument
the �rst time they can. Even so, empirical evidence shows that only twice did a
�rm not exercise their early redemption right at the �rst possible time (see Chap.
5 and 2). We list the following arguments to support this assumption:

• Hybrid instruments usually pay a step-up coupon if not early redeemed at
the �rst callable date, which is in most cases more expensive for the issuer
than redeeming the current issuance through the issuance of a new equiva-
lent AT1 (or T2) instrument (as per bond provisions).

• On the one hand, if the company capital and liquidity are su�cient, then the
managerial team has no incentive to skip the early redemption possibility.
On the other hand, if the cash reserves are too small, then this should be
re�ected in a low share price, generating an additional payo� through the
put options at time T.
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• Extending this reasoning, the share price should be negatively impacted by
the public decision of not redeeming the existing CoCo issue. Again, a pos-
itive payo� from the put options should follow the o�cial announcement
(released at a time t < T). The same would apply in the case of coupon
deferral or cancellation.

3.9 Summary

By reasoning on a term-to-term basis, we established a framework for a proposed
investment strategy that takes advantage of the price discrepancy between the
CoCo spread and the underlying share price of an issuing entity. This strategy
manifests three advantages: (a) it can be used on a systematic basis for a wide
class of Contingent Convertibles, (b) it portrays the condition for this arbitrage to
exist in terms of the CoCo and underlying share prices, and (c) it does not require
assumptions regarding the CoCo conversion probability, known to be an opaque
quantity to evaluate.

After introducing the model in a generalized form, we applied it to three nu-
merical scenarios, demonstrating, in one real case, the existence of the required
conditions in the Icelandic market for this strategy to be pro�table while taking
advantage of the discount price on the Arion Banki CoCo bond. We determined
the conditions for the strategy developed in this scope to always lead to a cash-
positive outcome.

In this chapter, we also introduced a framework for systematic arbitrage identi-
�cation for CoCo bonds of similar design to the Arion Banki AT1 instrument. The
model o�ers the advantage of not requiring any assumptions on the conversion
probability, as its evaluation appears impossible in low liquidity markets, where
no CDS information is available.

As the e�cient market assumption is an unreachable market paradigm, a con-
tinuous and transparent observable control variable as a triggeringmechanism for
Contingent Convertible would reduce the uncertainty around conversion events
for this type of hybrid security and bene�t the entire AT1 industry.

When speci�cally applied to the Icelandic market, implementing such a strat-
egy can be confronted with a lack of liquidity and derivatives instruments. Op-
tions such as the quanto put required in the portfolio Q would most likely need to
be contracted through an OTC deal with a foreign bank.

This study can also highlight the need for more derivative products being is-
sued in the Icelandic market to remove potential arbitrage opportunities from the
pricing and increase the e�ciency and visibility of low liquidity markets.
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Chapter 4

Dynamic Control of Leverage
(DCL)

"That is what our money system is.
If there were no debts in our money
system, there wouldn’t be any
money."

Marriner Stoddard Eccles, [55].

This chapter is based on a paper co-published with Prof. Sverrir Ólafsson in
Finance Research Letters [56].

Abstract

We introduce a version of a CoCo bond to construct a new model for dynami-
cally adjusting a �rms leverage. We assume that the �rms equity value follows a
geometric Brownian motion process. This assumption and the regular and �xed
down payments of outstanding debt dynamically change the �rms leverage. To
maintain the leverage within some pre-�xed boundaries, three controls are ap-
plied: pay debt as cash coupons, convert coupon payments into shares, and issue
more debt. As leverage inequalities can be converted into share price inequali-
ties, decisions on which control option to apply at any given time can be made
directly from observing real-timemarket data. No time-consuming estimations or
decisions by regulatory bodies or risk committees are required. Also, the leverage
boundaries can be �xed to keep the probability of default within acceptable values.
The resulting leverage dynamics have interesting mean-reverting properties and,
to our best knowledge, have not previously appeared in the literature.
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4.1 Introduction

An important issue in designing CoCo bonds is the de�nition of a trigger event
i.e. the conditions under which an equity conversion or a write down takes place.
Here, transparency and clarity are very important. Some accounting ratios do not
satisfy this transparency criterion as di�erent accounting standards would pro-
duce di�erent trigger events. In addition, the decision as to whether an event has
occurred should not depend on external intervention. Some accounting numbers,
such as Core Equity Tier 1 (CET1), are not continuously disclosed information but
may only be revealed quarterly. Making conversion depend on any such account-
ing numbers will delay the trigger, perhaps even until the issuer has failed, mak-
ing it unlikely that the CoCo will achieve its primary goal [14, 58]. There is some
evidence that CoCo bonds would not have prevented the bankruptcy of Lehman
Brothers due to poorly designed triggers [40]. In the wake of the Credit Suisse
tumult and its forced CoCo write-o�, these observations are still relevant today.
In essence, every business relies on di�erent optimal capital ratios depending on
the nature of their operations, calling for additional �exibility, transparency and
automaticity in the CoCo designs and triggering process.

Various versions of CoCo bonds have been proposed, where the main di�er-
ences relate to the conditions under which conversion of debt to equity takes place
and then at what conversion rate. Flannery [47] introduced Reverse Convertible
Debentures (RCD), which automatically convert to equity if the issuers market-
based capital ratio falls below some pre-�xed values. Another notable contribu-
tion is the Call Option Enhanced Reverse Convertible by Pennacchi, Vermaelen
and Wol� [10] where the conversion price is set lower than the trigger price, and
equity holders are given the option to buy the shares back from the debt holders
at the conversion price. Du�e [59] and Flannery [60] have discussed the trigger
mechanism and emphasised the importance of market-based triggers.

Several other authors have emphasized on the need for market-based triggers,
see for example [61, 62, 63]. Bulow and Klemperer [38] have proposed Equity Re-
course Notes where payments currently due are converted into equity in case the
issuers share price has su�ered substantial decline. The ERN have some similar-
ities with the Dynamic Leverage Control (DLC) suggested in this work as will be
discussed in more detail below. Dual-trigger products depending on both micro
and macro parameters i.e. at the �rm level and up to the whole banking sector
have been recommended by McDonald [61], Calomiris and Herring [62].

A 2014 review of contingent convertibles for large �nancial institutions by
Flannery [63] pointed at three challenges raised by �rms with too-high leverage
and faced by regulating entities:

• Resulting losses could be saddled by taxpayers, as history has shown.
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• Firms with high leverage have an incentive to take more risks because of an
asymmetric risk-return trade-o�.

• Stakeholders in these �rms do not favour issuing more shares, as it would
shift the bene�ts to shareholders.

Flannery concluded that the monitoring process by the �nancial authorities
was not suitable to ensure thatmajor �nancial groups weremeeting adequate cap-
italization requirements. An important role of CoCo bonds is to supplant discre-
tionary decisions based on pre-established rules stated in the bond covenants.

Without considering local initiatives from applicable jurisdictions (that tend to
bemore constraining), banksmust operate in accordancewith Basel III key princi-
ples that urge the CET1 Capital Requirements (the ratio of Core Equity Tier 1 and
Risk-Weighted Assets) to be above 4.5% and T1 Leverage Ratio, calculated as the
ratio between Tier 1 Capital and Total Assets to be above 3%. Because banks were
historically the �rst CoCo issuers, they likely shaped the current market practices
in this asset category by linking the conversion requirements to the CET1 or T1
of the issuing �rm. When implemented on CoCos as a control trigger, it leads to
�aws already evoked, as these opaque accounting quantities neither give forward-
looking indications on the �nancial health of the �rm nor a clear picture of the
indebtedness that could be related to a default probability measure. Nonetheless,
other measurements already disclosed in the quarterly �nancial reports exist and
seem more appropriate to serve the purpose of conversion thresholds, such as:

• The Debt-to-Equity Ratio is calculated as the ratio between total debt and
shareholders equity.

• The Debt-to-Capital Ratio is calculated as the ratio between total debt and
total capital (i.e., Tier 1 plus Tier 2 capital).

As described previously, traditional CoCos can be converted into equity, writ-
ten down, or o�. When the conversion is total rather than partial, it involves large
amounts creating a contagion risk. In 2016, following a fear of skipped coupons,
the price ofmajor quoted instruments fromBBVA, Santander, Banco Popular, Uni-
Credit, and the in�uential Deutsche Bank sharply decreased [14, 64]. More re-
cently, the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) created con-
troversy when deciding to completely write o� the $17 billion Credit Suisse AT1
instruments, while shareholders could recover partially from their investments: it
is a clear violation of the absolute priority rule. It has sparked a contagion e�ect on
other CoCo instruments as investors realized that under a Point of Non-Viability
(PONV) clause, AT1 might be junior to Equity in the hierarchy of restitution.

Operationally speaking, the control instrument introduced in this chapter is an
annuity bond, i.e., one that pays down its residual value in equal payments instead
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of having a nominal payment at maturity. Then, by only converting the current
coupon payment, the nominal value is not a�ected and can be considered as a
partially convertible instrument (with limited conversion). Converting the current
coupon payment o�ers the advantage of not being concerned by small payments or
conversions arising with partial conversion proposals in the literature, as in [17].

In this chapter, we introduce leverage dynamics thatmaintain the issuers lever-
age ratio within predetermined boundaries where the likelihood of default on out-
standing liabilities is small. The requirement that the leverage does not exceed a
certain critical level can be formulated in terms of a minimum acceptable share
price for the given debt level. If the market value of the share price goes below this
minimum price, when a coupon payment is due, the coupon is converted into the
�rms shares at a prede�ned conversion price.

This aspect of our proposed model is similar to the ERNs proposed by Bulow
and Klemperer [38]. However, a key di�erence is that we relate the trigger share
price to the leverage level of the issuing �rm, which results in a mean reversion to
acceptable leverage levels. In contrast, [38] convert the payment due to equity if
the equity price is below a �xed fraction of the share price on the issue date. Such
a feature turns the conversion decision into an automatic process, decreasing the
regulatory surveillance and approval needed. The authors of [38] refer to this as a
credible conversion event. In ourmodel, the conversion criterion is also automatic
and dynamically adjusts to the share value associated with an acceptable leverage
ratio. Our model enables the issuer to determine, in advance, what leverage levels
are acceptable and to �x the share value-based trigger to achieve that goal.

For the trigger, Flannery designed its RCD in a similar way to deliver a pro-
grammed unlevering, using the banks market capital ratio. In other words, RCD
transfers the companys ownership from the shareholders to the bondholders in
the presence of a credit event [47]. In our model, there is also scope for increas-
ing the leverage level. If the leverage goes below a pre-�xed minimum value, then
more debt can be issued to take the leverage back up to the minimum level. The
conditions for this additional debt issue are expressed in terms of the share price,
information that is available in real-time. This action improves the �rms lever-
age ratio, and the decision to convert, pay in cash, or issue more debt is based on
real-time observable market events.

The self-adaptative model we introduce appears to be adequate for any busi-
ness through its framework that enables additional degrees of freedom, such as
endogenous parameters, a relevant control measure for any �rm (i.e., the debt-
to-asset ratio), and a conversion limited to the current interest payment, thereby
reducing the systemic risk and making the previously mentioned chain-reaction
less likely. By acting at the same time on limiting the leverage from reaching too
high and too low a level, our instrument is more suitable for the real behaviour
of �rms and performs as a leverage ’watchdog’ by mechanically self-adjusting the
debt-to-asset ratio without external interference. The resulting leverage dynamics
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have interesting mean-reverting properties, and to our best knowledge, our pro-
posed model has not previously appeared in the literature.

In the simulations presented in this chapter, all debt is issued for the same
maturity, which we take to be ten years, the �rms debt situation consists of sev-
eral simultaneous loan agreements, and each coupon payment or equity conver-
sion pays down a fraction of each outstanding loan. The total outstanding loan
RQTk at time Tk consists of the residual values of M outstanding loans, such that
RQTk =

∑M
j=1 RQk,j , where RQk,j is the residual value of loan j at time Tk. If at

time Tk the maximum accepted leverage Lc is exceeded, then allM loan payments
due are converted into equity at predetermined rates. Repetition of this procedure
strives to keep the outstanding leverage value below the maximum critical value
Lc. Similarly, if at time Tk the leverage value is below some predetermined mini-
mum value Lmin, then new debt is issued to take the leverage up to this minimum
value. When leverage values are between Lmin and Lc all coupon payments are
paid in cash, as prescribed by individual loan agreements.

Despite the similarities of the work in this chapter with that of Bulow and
Klemperer [38], the di�erences are fundamental. In our case, conversion occurs
at a share price associated with some critical maximum acceptable leverage level.
In [38], on the other hand, conversion occurs when the share price reaches or goes
below some fraction of the share price at the notes issue date and does not adjust to
changes in the �rms leverage ratio or capital structure. This is critical as the lever-
age ratio is an important factor determining the probability of default in some of
the major models for corporate capital structure [24, 42, 34], whereas the share
price, as a stand-alone value, is not a signi�cant determinant for the probability of
default.

Traditional CoCo bonds existing in the market failed to meet expectations and
in an attempt to address the current �aws related to the various alternative CoCo
proposals [65], we contribute to the research by proposing a new self-adaptive
model labelled Dynamic Control of Leverage (DCL). This proposed framework
recti�es the issues observed in traditional CoCo bonds by limiting the conversion
to the coupon value, which signi�cantly mitigates the potential negative impact
of a conversion event on existing shareholders. The DCL model also incorporates
a simpler, more transparent control mechanism by using the debt-to-asset ratio
as the control variable. This approach enhances the understanding of the conver-
sion mechanism for investors and provides a clear, measurable trigger point, thus
increasing market stability. By simplifying the mechanism and improving trans-
parency, the DCL model increases the predictability of conversion events, which
can prevent panic selling and market instability observed in previous instances of
CoCo conversion [66].

The assumptions regarding capital structure are intentionally simpli�ed to fo-
cus on the framework of the instrument and its interplay with the existing capital
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structure of the issuing �rm. As a result, DCL is appropriate for all types of busi-
nesses, not just banks or insurers, representing an economic advancement towards
broader acceptance of CoCo bonds.

The structure of this study presented in this chapter is as follows. In Section
4.2, we provide a brief introduction to the model, including the repayment of out-
standing debt and the stochastic nature of equity prices. We de�ne leverage value
in terms of the remaining book value of total outstanding debt and the market
value of equity [17]. In Section 4.3, we illustrate how the necessary inequality for
the leverage ratio can be expressed in equivalent real-time inequalities for a �rm’s
share price. We also estimate the probability that acceptable share price values are
violated and provide a simple example. In the following Section (4.4), we intro-
duce and implement the leverage dynamics and demonstrate through simulation
its impact on the realized leverage levels, number of shares issued, and frequency
and size of the top-up loans. We then present in Section 4.5 a case study that im-
plements the model introduced in the previous section. In the subsequent Section
4.6, we analyze the e�ciency of a CoCo when conventional debt also exists in a
�rm’s capital structure. We discuss in Section 4.7 the value of the CoCo bond to
investors and compare it to the value of a �xed payment bondwhere no equity con-
version occurs. We extend our proposal to o�er aWrite-Down alternative (section
4.8). Lastly, we summarize the key takeaways from the analysis in section 4.10.
Our results and conclusions are in the �nal section 4.11.

4.2 A �rm’s capital structure

Our scenario assumes that a company �nances its operationswith debt and equity.
On the �rst issue date, the nominal or book value of outstanding debt isQ, and the
annual interest cost of debt is R. The debt is due to be paid down over a period of
N years, with n payments per year. The Nn = n ∗ N equal payments are given by
[67]

PNn (Ti) =
rQ

1 − (1 + r)−Nn
(4.1)

where i = 1, ..., Nn and r = R∕n. The debt Q is issued at time T0 and paid down
at the times T =

(
T1, T2, ..., TNn

)
with Tk = Tk−1 + ∆T where ∆T is the payment

tenor and k = 1, 2, ..., Nn. At time Tk, when k payments have been made, the
residual value of the loan is given by

RQk = Q ((1 + r)k +
1 − (1 + r)k

1 − (1 + r)−Nn
) (4.2)

Equations 4.1 and 4.2 are demonstrated in the Appendix B.
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At time T0, the �rm also issuesNS0 shares and the market value of each share
is S0. The share price is assumed to follow a geometric Brownian motion (gBm)
process de�ned by the stochastic di�erential equation (SDE) [18]

dSt = (� − �)Stdt + �StdWt (4.3)

where � is the expected annual return on equity, � is the annual dividend yield
paid by the �rm to equity holders, � is the annual volatility of returns, and dWt
is an in�nitesimal change in the Wiener processWt in the objective world. The
share value at time Tk is given by the solution to the gBm process [18]

Sk = S0 exp ((� − � − 1
2�

2) (Tk − T0) + � (W (Tk) −W (T0))) (4.4)

where W (Tk) − W (T0) ∼ N
(
0, �2 (Tk − T0)

)
, i.e., is normally distributed with

mean 0 and variance �2 (Tk − T0). At time Tk, the debt-to-asset, or leverage ratio,
is given by

Lk =
RQk

RQk +NSk−1 ∗ Sk
(4.5)

We use the same time values for the leverage ratio Lk as for RQk and Sk, but for the
number of shares, we use the values NSk−1, which is the number of shares �xed
at the previous loan payment date Tk−1.

Lk presents a stochastic process driven by three variables, RQk, which is re-
duced in a deterministic manner but increases stochastically due to the payment
schedule, and the stochastic variablesNSk−1 and Sk. However, at any time Tk, the
leverage ratio Lk is known.

4.3 The CoCo bond structure of the loan

The �rms loan arrangements are in the form of a hybrid instrument of the type of a
CoCo bond [29]. Under normal �nancial circumstances, i.e., when the �rms debt-
to-asset ratio does not exceed a previously �xed critical value Lc, the bondholders
receive regular coupon payments PNn (Ti); i = 1, ..., Nn as cash payments. If this
condition is not satis�ed, then the cash payment due to the bondholders is con-
verted into the �rms shares at some �xed price Sp per share. The CoCo structure
of the loan shares a key design speci�cation as with the ERN that the conversion is
limited to the due payment. Converting future cash �ows does not help the bank
solve its capital problem and provides no rational economic bene�ts. If these pay-
ments need to be converted, then the process is performed in a timely manner at
the presupposed payment time. Even from an accounting perspective, the gain
generated by future cash �ow through early conversion is marginal [38].
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Between the payment times Tk and Tk+1, the equity price evolves according
to a geometric Brownian motion process. At payment time Tk, the share price Sk
and the �rm’s leverage value Lk are known. If at time Tk, when a debt payment is
due, the debt-to-asset ratio satis�es the inequality Lk ≤ Lc, then the debt payment
is made in cash. Otherwise, it is converted into PN(Tk)∕Sp shares, which have the
market value (PN(Tk)∕Sp)Sk at time Tk.

The inequality in the debt-to-asset ratio translates into the inequality of the
share price at time Tk as

Sk ≥ (
1 − Lc
Lc

)
RQk
NSk−1

= Sc,k (4.6)

Provided this inequality is satis�ed, the debt payment is made in cash. Otherwise,
the amount PNn(Tk) is converted into PNn (Tk)∕Sp shares. For the stochastic evolu-
tion of the number of shares, we write

NSk = NSk−1 +
PN(Tk)
Sp

∗ 1{Sk≤Sc,k} (4.7)

where 1Sk≤Sc,k is the indicator function de�ned as

1{Sk≤Sc,k} = {1 if Sk ≤ Sc,k
0 otherwise

The bene�t of this scheme is that at time Tk, from themarket value of the �rms
shares, the payment is clearly known to be in cash or shares. No human interven-
tion, decision-making, or involvement of a risk management or regulatory com-
mittee is required. This criterion, in terms of the share price, is non-ambiguous,
and the decision on how to settle the payment due can be made in real-time.

From the above equation (4.7), the conversion price SP controls the equity di-
lution. Therefore, it is in the interest of the initial shareholder to keep it high
and, conversely, for the CoCo bondholders to convert at low values. However,
a conversion to equity should be viewed as the last resort to keep the issuer as a
going concern, resulting in shareholders having little choice. The literature identi-
�es this problem but asserts that the shareholders prefer dilution over bankruptcy.
Here, there are two decisions that must be made that impact equity dilution: the
leverage level at which the trigger activates and the conversion price. However,
market considerations might not be aligned with this claim, as we expect CoCos
to be issued during times of economic prosperity and not while distress is ongo-
ing. Rational managers (or shareholders) could disagree with the need for CoCo
issuance by the �rm. As our CoCo variation is similar to ERN, the argument that
the issuing entity can still buyback shares after conversion if the �nancial situation
improves still holds [38]
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With increased transparency, the market could continuously price the change
in conversion probability, which is in fact whatwe could call the "price of dilution."
The probability of conversion is strongly correlated with the issuers probability of
default. Some high leverage situations may require acceptance of equity dilution
as the price for keeping the issuer as a going concern.

The DCL model emerges as a viable alternative to traditional CoCo bonds, re-
taining their core objectives while addressing their shortcomings. Speci�cally, the
DCL can be designed to include a controlled negative wealth transfer to equity
holders, spread over time to mitigate abrupt changes in �rm control. Addition-
ally, its new trigger mechanism minimizes the risk of accounting manipulation
aimed at delaying trigger breaches. Overall, the DCL model serves to reduce the
debt overhang problem inherent in traditional CoCo bonds [68].

The probability that no conversion to equity occurs at time Tk is given by (with
T0 = 0) [18]

P(Sk ≥ Sc,k) = Ψ
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

log ( S0
Sc,k

) + (� − � − �2

2
)Tk

�
√
Tk

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(4.8)

where Ψ is the standard normal cumulative distribution and S0 is the share price
at time T0 when the debt Q is issued, i.e., time ∆T before the �rst payment is due.
Inserting the expression for Sc,k, we �nd that this equation can be rewritten as

P(Sk ≥ Sc,k) = Ψ
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

log ( S0LcNSk−1
RQk(1−Lc)

) + (� − � − �2

2
)Tk

�
√
Tk

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(4.9)

Example

In this simulation, we assume a �rm’s capital structure is made of equity (100
shares valued at 20$ each) and a liability in the formof aDCL, amounting to 5000$.
The share price is simulated over a ten-year period based on the numerical inputs
given in the top row in Table 4.1. The equal payment amount PN(Tk), the residual
loan value RQk, and the leverage Lk at time Tk are calculated with Eqs. 4.1, 4.2,
and 4.5, respectively. This approach allows deriving the probability of conversion
and the expected outstanding number of shares for a given time horizon T.
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Q y N S0 � � � Lc NS0 dt Sp
Inputs: 5000 0.05 10 20 0.1 0.025 0.35 0.8 100 1 18
Time [k] 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

PN 647.5229
RQk 5000 4602.477 4185.078 3746.809 3286.627 2803.435 2296.084 1763.365 1204.011 616.6885 0
Sk 20 8.541503 6.940614 9.80454 10.32128 11.15332 16.97717 8.927845 6.152837 4.384188 5.879976
Sc,k 11.50619 10.26789 8.938954 7.628205 6.352364 5.102632 3.86249 2.612513 1.331833

P(Sk > Sc,k) 0.94726 0.91962 0.918713 0.92724 0.939825 0.954442 0.969929 0.98489 0.996512
E[NSk] 100 101.8972 104.7888 107.713 110.3304 112.4951 114.134 115.2158 115.7593 115.8848
Lk 0.843466 0.855441 0.78734 0.747239 0.694954 0.545916 0.633772 0.629412 0.54558

Table 4.1: For the case speci�ed in the �rst numerical row, PN states the �xed
regular debt payments, RQk is the residual values of the loan, and Sk presents the
possible share price at future times. Sc,k is the critical share values at di�erent
times. P(Sk > Sc,k) gives the probability that the share price exceeds the critical
value Sc,k. E [NSk] is the expected number of issued shares and Lk the leverage
value at time Tk.

4.4 Dynamically controlling debt levels

Debt Q issued at time T0 is paid down at time Tk; k = 1, ..., Nn in determinis-
tic quantities PNn in cash or by conversion to equity as described in the previous
section. Equity conversion occurs when the debt-to-asset ratio exceeds some pre-
de�ned �xed level Lc or equivalently when the equity value goes below the critical
value Sc,k at time Tk. However, constantly striving towards an e�cient leverage
level and desirable cost of capital arrangements, a �rm also seeks to keep the lever-
age above some minimum level indicated by Lmin.

A �rm or bank with too low a level of leverage (compared to its peers) is not as
capital e�cient as a company with higher leverage, as it does not fully enable the
potential for achieving (higher) returns. To create value, the �rm’s management
should seek higher leverage levels to ensure that the company generates more
pro�t from its operations than the cost of its �nancing capital.

Also, banks typically run on higher leverage than other �rms because of the
lending nature of their business. A low debt-to-asset ratio depicts a less signi�cant
ability to lendmoney to customers, thereby a�ecting pro�tability. The re-issuance
process featured here prevents this occurrence but can be withdrawn by setting
Lmin = 0%.

Banks and other �nancial institutions typically have higher leverage ratios
than other �rms, a �exibility that is accounted for in the model. By keeping Lmin
and Lmax to reasonable (conservative) values, the leverage only marginally im-
pacts the equity dynamics.

We consider how to construct an adaptive leverage dynamics that strives, at all
times Tk, to keep the issuer’s leverage level within the boundaries Lmin ≤ Lk < Lc.
Assume that at time Tk, the �rms debt-to-asset level reaches a value that satis�es
the following inequality
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Lk =
RQk

RQk +NSk−1 ∗ Sk
< Lmin (4.10)

To maintain the minimum desirable leverage levels, the �rm issues new debt Qk
to achieve a total debt level of TQk = RQk + Qk, which satis�es at time Tk

Lk =
TQk

TQk +NSk−1 ∗ Sk
= Lmin (4.11)

In other words, the outstanding debt is increased to bring the leverage up to a
minimum critical leverage level Lmin. To achieve this, the �rm must increase the
debt by the value

Qk = −RQk +
LminNSk−1Sk
(1 − Lmin)

(4.12)

As with previously issued debts, the new debt is also paid down in Nn equal pay-
ments n times per year over N years. The total debt payment due at time Tk is
given by

PNn (k) =
r

1 − (1 + r)−Nn

k−1∑

i=max (k−Nn ,0)
Qi (4.13)

In the following, we summarize the three possible situations at times T =(
T1, T2, ..., TNn

)
when the debt payment is due:

• Case 1: Lk > Lc i.e. Sk <
RQk(1−Lc)
NSk−1Lc

. The leverage level is too high at time Tk
and the payment due PNn (Tk) is converted into PNn (Tk)∕Sp shares, which
have the value (PNn (Tk)∕Sp)Sk at time Tk.

• Case 2: Lmin ≤ Lk ≤ Lc. The �rm is within its leverage target zone, so the
payment due PNn (Tk) is made in cash.

• Case 3: Lk < Lmin. The �rm is below its minimum leverage target Lmin, so
the payment due PNn (Tk) in made in cash and issues more debt Qk given by

Qk = −RQk + ( Lmin
1−Lmin

)NSk−1Sk. If the payment results in the inequality
Lk < Lmin, then more debt will be issued such that Lk = Lmin.

Under the Basel III guidelines and for practical implementation, a fourth case is
possible where the regulatory body can force the conversion if a so-called Point of
Non-Viability (PONV) is reached (Lk > Lc > LPONV).

A company looking to enhance returns will need to increase their risk ex-
posure, and a balance must be identi�ed to obtain the optimal leverage. The
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framework introduced in this scope can be related to the probability of default
or bankruptcy costs via other models, such as Merton [24], Leland [42], or Leland
and Toft [43]. Therefore, the choice of the critical leverage levels Lc and Lmin is
left to the �rms management.

On the one hand, in our model, conversion to equity is dynamically controlled
by the issuers leverage at the times the coupon or principal payments are due. All
payments due from di�erent CoCo bonds, issued at di�erent times, are subjected
to the same conversion criteria. This approach is di�erent from ERN, where the
conversion of each bond depends on the issuer’s share price at the time the note
was issued. This leads to inconsistencies that are not present in the model intro-
duced in this chapter.

On the other hand, traditional Contingent Convertibles do turn into equity
when a violation of the CET1 (or alternatively T1) requirement is observed. Practi-
cally, the illusion of an automatic conversion is limited by the quarterly disclosure
of these ratios by the bank and subject to regulatory approval in the case of when
a conversion is required [14]. DCL follows the same logic, with conversion only
occurring at interest payment time. However, the following three modi�cations
provide improvements:

• The payment frequency f can be set to reduce the time interval between two
leverage observations.

• The European-like structure (observation of the leverage on a payment date)
can be replaced by an American-like mechanism with continuous observa-
tion of the leverage to restore the leverage within acceptable limits immedi-
ately.

• A PONV can be installed, allowing the regulator to trigger the conversion if
they evaluate the situation as a requirement. This third option already exists
in the scope of traditional CoCo bonds but interferes with the self-adaptative
model proposed here.

By dynamically controlling the leverage, implicitly considering anypotential change
in the �rms capital structure, the DCL o�ers an enhanced version of ERN. The at-
tractive and new aspect of DCL is its tendency to make the issuing �rm operate in
a pre-speci�ed leverage interval between the values Lmin and Lc.

These two key leverage levels at which the debt instrument turns the current
interest payment into equity (Lc) or triggers re-issuance of additional debt through
a top-up loan (Lmin) are decided by the issuing entity according to their risk targets
and goals in terms of e�cient use of resources. The higher Lc is set, the later the
loss-recognition and stabilizing manoeuvres are triggered. Alternatively, Lmin op-
erates as a powerful tool to bind the leverage within an e�cient zone, depending
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on the optimal debt-to-leverage ratios applicable to the �rm and in line with busi-
ness risks. Although regulators might restrict some parameters (including Lc), the
issuer designs the DCL to align its core mechanism to the goal pursued. This is
achieved through changes in the frequency of payments f, the initial loan ma-
turity T, the initial loan nominal Q, the cost of debt R, the leverages triggering
conversion, and the re-issuance mechanisms.

4.5 Case study

We simulate the dynamic debt control for a �rm with the relevant speci�cations
listed in Table 4.2.

Inputs Values
Nominal debt value, Q 5,000
Maturity of loan in years, N 10
Loan payment per year, n 2
Annual cost of debt, R 5.0%
Expected return on equity, � 10.0%
Dividend yield, � 2.5%
Volatility, � 35.0%
Initial number of shares, NS0 100
Initial share value, S0 20
Conversion price, Sp 18
Triggering leverage, Lc 0.8
Lower leverage level, Lmin 0.5

Table 4.2: All relevant parameters for the simulation discussed in Section 4.5.

Fig. 4.1 shows two simulation scenarios for the same parameter set. The top
two graphs show the share price and leverage evolution. The bottom three graphs
show how loans are topped up, the evolution of the residual loan value, and the
total number of issued shares. Share numbers above NS0 = 100 result from debt
conversion to equity.
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Figure 4.1: The top two graphs present the evolving share price and the associated
leverage levels for the same set of parameters. The three lower graphs present the
actions taken in response to the events unfolding in the top graphs. Each lower
graph, from top to bottom, represent the issued top-up loans, the residual value of
all outstanding loans, and the evolving number of shares. Both sets of plots are
the results from a simulation of the same parameter set given in Table 4.2. Only a
subset of these parameters are presented in the �gure titles.

As seen in Fig. 4.1, the top graphs suggest how anti-correlated the leverage
levels are to the evolving share price. The leverage level goes down with the re-
duced residual loan values and increasing share values. From the lower graphs,
we observe how top-up loans are issued and how that stops the downward trend
in the residual value of all outstanding loans and increases leverage. The bottom
panels of the lower graphs also show the total number of issued shares.

On any payment date k, when the re-issuance process is triggered by the in-
equality Lk < Lmin, a new loan is issued with identical seniority as all previous
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loans. The new bond acts as a top-up loan, with the same frequency of payment f,
identical control levels Lc and Lmin to the initial loan but di�erent nominal value,
which creates a di�erent cash �ow over the nextN years. When the initial DCL is
paid back, the sub-loans created over time remain active. Thismechanism ensures
the in�nitematurity requirement to qualify as anAT1 instrument. The seniority is
maintained if the same re-issuance or conversion process is applicable to all active
DCLs (if Lc and Lmin remain unchanged).

With our proposed DCL design, leverage levels are computed on �xed dates,
making it possible to re-balance the equity-to-debt ratio and change the choice of
debt instruments (AT1 or T2) during the company’s lifetime. Consequently, the
management remains free to adapt its choice of funding vehicles.

This feature is a signi�cant improvement compared to ERNs that convert their
next coupon based on a share price �xed at a fraction of the initial share price at the
ERN issuance date. By setting the triggering condition in the leverage space (de-
�ned between 0% and 100%), the complexity due to multiple triggering thresholds
or scaling properties is eliminated.

Figure 4.2 presents the distribution of leverage for �xed values of Lmin and Lc
and how this can be �tted with double and triple Gaussians. Table 4.3 lists the
empirical and �tted probabilities that the leverage values are below Lmin, above
Lc, or between the values Lmin and Lc.

Figure 4.2: The left and right plots show the distribution of leverage for �xed values
of Lmin and Lc. with Nex = 5000 experiments. The left plot is �tted with a double
Gaussian and the right with a triple Gaussian.
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Empirical Double Gaussian Triple Gaussian
P(L < Lmin) 15.30% 15.27% 15.42%
P(L > Lc) 2.85% 2.98% 2.88%
P(Lmin ≤ L ≤ Lc) 81.85% 81.75% 81.70%

Table 4.3: The empirical probabilities and those �ttedwith double and triple Gaus-
sians for the leverage values satisfying three inequality scenarios.

The leverage distribution is bimodal, with a considerable mass around the
turnaround levels Lmin and Lc. We �t the leverage distribution with the follow-
ing probability density function

fT(t, a,b, c) =
N∑

i=1

ai√
2�c2i

exp (−12 (
t − bi
ci

)
2
) (4.14)

where a, b, and c are N component real-valued vectors. For N = 2, we have a
doubleGaussian and forN = 3, a triple Gaussian. For the cumulative distribution,
we �nd

FT(t, a,b, c) =
N∑

j=1
ajΨ(t, bj , cj) (4.15)

where Ψ(t, b, c) represents the cumulative normal distribution with mean b, stan-
dard deviation c, and evaluated at t.

Parameter Values a1 a2 a3 b1 b2 b3 c1 c2 c3
Double Gaussian 0.5048 0.4952 x 0.5272 0.6981 x 0.0523 0.0656 x
Triple Gaussian 0.1102 0.4816 0.4082 0.5032 0.551 0.713 0.0246 0.0653 0.0591

Table 4.4: The parameter values �tted to the leverage ratio by the double Gaussian
and triple Gaussian distributions.

In Fig. 4.3, we compare the leverage dynamics for two identical �rms, one that
has its debt in the form of a DCL, and the other as straight "re-issuance debt," by
setting Lc = 80% and Lc = 100%, respectively, to rule out the conversion feature.
Extreme leverage values are attained with a higher probability in the absence of
the DCL instrument. This result suggests the e�ciency of DCL in limiting the
default risk for the issuing �rm, given the known relationship between leverage
and the probability of default.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the leverage distribution for �rms with and without
DCL in their capital structure (upper plot) and a triple Gaussian �t representation
(lower plot). Nex = 5000 experiments.

Table 4.5 lists the empirical probabilities that the leverage values are below
Lmin, above Lc, or between the values Lmin and Lc for the two cases considered here
(�rms with and without DCL). The DCL instrument in the �rm’s capital structure
acts as a protective barrier and ful�ls its role by providing a source of ready cash
for the �rm to draw in times of �nancial need, ensuring liquidity and solvency in
the long term. The calibrated parameters from Eq. 4.15 are presented in Table 4.6
for the two capital structures.
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Table 4.5: Empirical probabilities for the leverage values satisfying di�erent in-
equalities for the two scenarios of a �rmwith and without DCL in its capital struc-
ture.

Empirical Probabilities With DCL Without DCL
P(L < Lmin) 15.30% 14.34%
P(L > Lc) 2.85% 6.31%
P(Lmin ≤ L ≤ Lc) 81.85% 79.35%

Table 4.6: Calibrated parameters of the triple Gaussian for the �rmwith and with-
out DCL in its capital structure.
Triple Gaussian Parameters a1 a2 a3 b1 b2 b3 c1 c2 c3

without DCL 0.3078 0.6359 0.0563 0.5134 0.6652 0.7409 0.0417 0.0989 0.0487
with DCL 0.1102 0.4816 0.4082 0.5032 0.551 0.713 0.0246 0.0653 0.0591

Considering a �rm with an existing mix of senior and subordinated debt, the
overall e�ciency of DCL depends on the fraction it represents of the capital struc-
ture. This could pose a potential drawback of the proposed instrument, as it could
only marginally impact the �rms leverage position.

Additional research considerations of DCL presented in this thesis include (i)
a deeper discussion on the instrument e�ciency (Section 4.6 and Chapter 6) and
(ii) a hedging experiment to help issuers design the instrument appropriately to
balance the transfer of wealth at conversion time (Appendix C).

4.6 Fraction of CoCo bonds within the capital structure

The e�ciency ofCoCobonds in the standard orDCL formdepends on theirweight-
ing within a �rm’s capital structure. Using our de�nition of the debt-to-asset ratio
(Eq. 4.5), we create a simple model where a hypothetical �rm is �nanced with a
mixture of conventional debt, CoCo bonds, and equity E. The split of debt D is
governed by the control variable �CoCo, and the pre-conversion leverage follows
as

L0 =
D

E + D =
�CoCoD + (1 − �CoCo)D

E + �CoCoD + (1 − �CoCo)D
(4.16)

When �CoCo = 0, the debt component in the �rm’s capital structure is entirely
made of conventional debt. For �CoCo = 1, the debt is comprised entirely of CoCo
bonds, potentially lowering the leverage to 0% upon conversion.

At conversion time �, the bail-in security becomes equity with a coe�cient �.
This ratio controls the conversion and is implicitly related to the conversion price
Sp. Speci�cally, � = 1 corresponds to a conversion at par (where Sp = S�) and
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� = 0 is a full write-down feature. The leverage post-conversion is then de�ned as

L� =
(1 − �CoCo)D

E + �.�CoCo.D + (1 − �CoCo)D
(4.17)

When designing an appropriate AT1 bu�er, a �rm’smanagement has a few op-
tions to enable e�ective liquidity cushions. Fig. 4.4 displays the post-conversion
leverage for a �rm as a function of �CoCo and � under a complete conversion. As-
suming a target leverage L = 60% (the horizontal line in the �gure), the �rm can
adequately design the CoCo depending on its issuance nominal value with respect
to the conventional debt book value. If the CoCo nominal is 85.75 (i.e., �CoCo =
28.6%), then the CoCo requires � = 0.5 to ful�l its role. A coe�cient below 1
punishes the CoCo-holders in the case of conversion but limits the dilution for the
original shareholders. Enhancing the �rm’s ability to absorb losses to increase its
�nancial stability and lower the risk of insolvency comes at the price of increas-
ing the �rm’s overall cost of capital, given its higher coupon rates compared to
traditional bonds, potentially impacting pro�tability.

Figure 4.4: Leverage behaviour under variousCoCo designs and capital structures.
The post-conversion leverage is displayed as a function of the CoCo fraction in the
capital structure (�CoCo) and the dilution factor (�).
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4.7 Value to bondholders

In this section, we consider the value of the CoCo bond to the bondholders. Un-
der certain �nancial conditions, the bond pays the bondholder in cash. If these
conditions are not satis�ed, then the coupons nominal values are converted into
shares. Here, the realized value to the bondholder depends, amongst other things,
on the relationship between the equity conversion price, SP, and the market price
of the shares, Sk, at the time of conversion. As the CoCo bondholders become
shareholders upon equity conversion, the value of their holding depends on the
market price evolution of the equity between the conversion and the maturity of
the CoCo bond.

We compare the price of the CoCo bond, discussed in this chapter, with an
equivalent position in a bond that pays a stream of coupons PN(Tk) over the life of
the bond. The present value of this bonds cash �ow is represented as

PRF(t,T) =
Nn∑

k=1
D(t, Tk)PNn (Tk) (4.18)

As discussed above, the CoCo bond pays, at time Tk, the bondholder the �xed
cash coupon PNn (Tk) as long as the leverage ratio satis�es the inequality Lk < Lc.
If the leverage ratio satis�es the inequality Lk > Lc, then the bondholder receives
(PNn (Tk)∕Sp) shares in the company, which at time Tk have the market value

(PNn (Tk)∕Sp)Sk

.
One possible price of this bond, which can switch between �xed coupon cash

payments and conversion into shares, is expressed in a semi-analytical form,where
knowledge of Sc,k at time Tk−1 is required to compute the expected payo� at time
Tk, such that

PexCoCo(t,T) =
Nn∑

k=1
PN(Tk)D(t, Tk)Et[1{Sk>Sc,k}]

+
Nn∑

k=1
(
PN(Tk)
Sp

D(t, Tk)Et[Sk1{Sk≤Sc,k}])

(4.19)

where the superindex denoted as ex indicates the value of the CoCo bond after one
experiment.

Using the relationship [18] with t = 0, we have

Et[Sk1{Sk≤Sc,k}] = StD(t, Tk)−1 exp (−�(T − t))N(−d1(S0, Sc,k, Tk)) (4.20)
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with which we can write the price of the CoCo bond as

PexCoCo(t,T) =
Nn∑

k=1
PNn (Tk)D(t, Tk) −

Nn∑

k=1
PNn (Tk)D(t, Tk)Ψ(−d2(St, Sc,k, Tk))

+
Nn∑

k=1
(
PNn (Tk)
Sp

) exp (−�(T − t))StΨ(−d1(St, Sc,k, Tk))

=
Nn∑

k=1
PNn (Tk)D(t, Tk) −

Nn∑

k=1
PNn (Tk)pd(St, Sc,k, Tk)

+ 1
Sp

Nn∑

k=1
PNn (Tk)pa(St, Sc,k, Tk)

(4.21)

where
pd(St, Sc,k, Tk) = D(t, Tk)Ψ(−d2(St, Sc,k, Tk)) (4.22)

is a digital put and

pa(St, Sc,k, Tk) = St exp (−�(T − t))Ψ(−d1(St, Sc,k, Tk)) (4.23)

is an asset or nothing put [18].
Then, the expected price for the DCL follows as

PCoCo(t,T) =
1
Nex

Nex∑

i=1
PiCoCo (4.24)

where Nex is the number of experiments.
The expected loss of holding the CoCo bond, as compared to an equivalent

risk-free government bond, can be written in terms of a series of digital puts and
asset or nothing puts as

Et[L(T)] =
1
Nex

Nex∑

i=1

⎧

⎨
⎩

Nn∑

k=1
PNn (Tk)pd(St, Sc,k, Tk) −

1
Sp

Nn∑

k=1
PNn (Tk)pa(St, Sc,k, Tk)

⎫

⎬
⎭

(4.25)
In Fig. 4.5, the price of a risk-free coupon bond versus the price of a CoCo

coupon bond is plotted as a function of the conversion price SP for �ve share prices
of the issuer �rm. For each share price S0, the expected loss Et[L(T)] can be pos-
itive or negative depending on the conversion price SP. The lower the conversion
price, the higher the expected value of the CoCo bond.
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Figure 4.5: Price of a risk-free bond plotted together with prices of �ve CoCo bonds
as a function of Sp for multiple initial share price values.

In Fig. 4.6, the price of a risk-free bond versus the price distribution of a CoCo
bond is plotted. This distribution is the result of 20,000 simulations, where each
consists of daily iterations over a ten-year period.
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Figure 4.6: Possible price distribution for a CoCo bond with the indicated spec-
i�cation in the title. The price of the risk-free bond is PRF(t,T) = 4969.3. The
probability the value of the CoCo exceeds the value of the �xed-paying bond is
63.78%.

According to the above price equation (4.21), the value of the CoCo bond de-
pends strongly on how the value of Sp is set. In Fig. 4.7, we display the probability
that a CoCo bond performs better in terms of its present cash �ow value than an
equivalent �xed payment cash bond as a function of the conversion price Sp.
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Figure 4.7: The probability that the CoCo bond performs better than an equivalent
�xed payment cash bond as a function of the conversion price Sp.

Fig. 4.5 suggests there is considerable variance in the value of the CoCo bonds
considered in this work. So, the probability that the value of the CoCo bond is
higher than that of the corresponding risk-free bond is considerable. A good-
performing CoCo bond is based on the temporarily poor equity performance of
the issuer, leading to bond coupons being converted to equity, which subsequently
recovers and regains values in excess of the conversion ratio Sp. The value of the
CoCo is sensitive to the conversion ratio, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.7, and to equity
prices post-conversion.

4.8 Write-down feature

The model developed in this chapter is �exible enough to feature a write-down
(WD) and conversion to equity. Instead of converting the next coupon into shares,
the interest payment could simply be cancelled when the leverage exceeds its criti-
cal value on a payment date. In such a case, the second term, intrinsic to the equity
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component in PexCoCo(t,T) is removed, and the pricing of DCL reduces to

PexCoCo(t,T) =
Nn∑

k=1
PNn (Tk)D(t, Tk)Et

[
1{Sk>Sc,k}

]
(4.26)

Such modi�cation to the design diminishes the price of the security due to in-
creased risk associated with the investment, consequently leading to a higher re-
quired yield. Considering the recent observations in the CoCo market behaviour,
such an option could enhance investor interest.

4.9 Sensitivity incurred by the model choice

In this section, we review the sensitivity of the results to the choice ofmodel, which
is an essential aspect of �nancial modelling. By examining the implications of our
modelling decisions on the DCL output response, we aim to provide a qualitative
approach to understanding how variations in model assumptions and parameters
can impact the results and interpretations of our study.

A�rm’s capital structure can be re�ned inmanyways. A key considerationwas
provided by Modigliani and Miller’s Proposition II [27] that postulates a shift in a
�rm’s leverage from its initial level correspondingly in�uences the cost of equity.
If we assume, for example, an increase in the �rm’s debt-to-equity ratio, either
through a rise in debt or a fall in the market value of equity, would typically lead
to a higher expected return on equity, all else being set equal. This outcome is
because equity holders require a higher return for the increased �nancial risk they
bear.

Here, we reintroduce the leverage L as the ratio of debt D over the assets A as

L = D
A = D

D + E (4.27)

where the equity E is composed of shares valued at St. Following a geometric
Brownian motion process de�ned by the SDE (Eq. 4.3), when then have

dSt = (� − �)Stdt + �StdWt (4.28)

We observe that the return on equity � drives the dynamics of the equity value
while also being in�uenced by the changes in equity value via changes in the lever-
age ratio. So, we obtain a feedback loop that leads to a complex dynamical process.

We provide an overview of the cascading e�ect through individual causal rela-
tionships:
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(1) We begin with a given leverage L0 and an associated expected return on
equity �0, determined by Modigliani & Miller’s Proposition II.

(2) We assume some factors cause the leverage to increase at time T1, making
it expected that �1 > �0 so as to compensate equity holders for the increased risk.

(3) This increased � parameter could result in a faster-than-expected increase
in the share price. (However, the actual increase in E could be lower or higher due
to the random component).

(4) An increase in E would, all else being set equal, slightly reduce the leverage
ratio L, counteracting the initial increase in leverage.

(5) Finally, the conversion probability might be slightly lower than the one
estimated in the context of Section 4.5.

The opposite e�ect may also be true, where a decrease in leverage might tend
to be altered by a decrease in the cost of equity, thereby lowering P(Lt < Lmin),
i.e., the re-issuance probability.

While the simpli�ed approach adopted in this discussion o�ers a useful per-
spective and intuition to address the research question, the model may not exactly
capture all "real-world" dynamics occurring in these variables. The DCL is solely
a mechanism that "responds" to the change in leverage by triggering an appropri-
ate reaction, such as re-issuance, conversion, or cash payment. Changes in the
modelling of the equity component will a�ect the pricing of the instrument, but
its purpose of preserving the debt-to-asset ratio between the two boundaries Lmin
and Lc remains una�ected.

4.10 Key Takeaways from the Analysis

In the ever-changing �nancial sector, CoCo bonds have consistently sparked de-
bate. While they o�er unique features, research has highlighted their shortcom-
ings, particularly in their design and triggering mechanisms. This chapter’s pri-
mary contribution is the introduction of the DCL model, addressing some of the
identi�ed limitations:

1. Self-Adaptive Mechanism: The DCL model is distinguished by its self-
adaptive nature. Unlike traditional CoCo bonds, which rely heavily on external
judgment, the DCL model o�ers a dynamic approach to managing a �rm’s lever-
age. Whether it’s about increasing the leverage when it drops below a threshold or
converting debt to equitywhen it exceeds a limit, themodel operates withminimal
external interference.

2. Limited Conversion Impact: By con�ning the conversion to the interest
payment value, the DCL model signi�cantly reduces the potential dilution e�ect
on existing shareholders. This design choice is crucial in preventing market panic
and ensuring stability during conversion events.
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3. Real-timeMonitoring: The DCLmodel’s emphasis on real-time monitor-
ing, particularly through the use of the debt-to-assets ratio as a control variable.
This not only simpli�es the conversion mechanism but also o�ers transparent,
real-time triggering risk information. This is a marked improvement over tradi-
tional CoCo bonds, which often su�er from delayed triggers due to reliance on
quarterly disclosed accounting numbers.

4. Flexibility: The DCL model o�ers inherent �exibility, allowing for the in-
tegration of various in-built features. This includes the Write-Down feature, as
well as the re�nement of the control variable through continuous observation of
the leverage [69] (Chapter 8).

5. Applicability Across Businesses: Our analysis suggests that the DCL
model’s designmakes it suitable for a wide range of businesses. Its intrinsic adapt-
ability and automated processes are well-suited to diverse capital structures and
�nancial requirements.

6. Mitigating Default Risk: By ensuring that the leverage remains within
acceptable bounds, the DCLmodel acts as a ’watchdog’ against the risk of default.
Through our analysis, we demonstrated that a �rm issuing a DCL exhibits a re-
duced probability of default compared to a �rm with regular debt.

4.11 Summary

In this chapter, we extended a recently developed model by reintroducing a spe-
ci�c type of a CoCo bond with �xed cash payments of regular and equal down
payments of one or several simultaneously outstanding loans. The leverage level
for the �rm, at any given time Tk, is determined by the residual value of all out-
standing debt RQTk and the �rm’s total equity value TSk = NSk−1Sk, whereNSk−1
is the total number of shares issued at time Tk−1 and Sk is the share value at
time Tk. Coupon payments are converted to equity (shares) whenever the lever-
age exceeds some critical value Lc. These are made in cash whenever the lever-
age Lk as of the payment date Tk satis�es the inequalities Lmin ≤ Lk ≤ Lc. If
the leverage Lk on the payment date Tk falls below Lmin, then more debt is is-
sued to increase the resulting leverage to Lmin. The implemented leverage dynam-
ics is stable and, with high probability, maintains the leverage level within the
boundaries de�ned by the two values Lmin and Lc. We calculated the probability
Pk(Lmin, Lc) = P(Lk ∈ [Lmin, Lc]), which is high to very high for all reasonable
scenarios, implying good leverage stability and a low probability of default.

The bene�ts of the proposed approach are that the decision for action at each
payment date Tk is clear as it only requires the knowledge of the residual loan
amount RQTk , the number of shares issued at previous time Tk−1, and the market
value of the �rm’s shares at time Tk. Bureaucratic or judgement-based involve-
ment of external bodies or internal risk committees is not required. The model
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leads to a stable leverage position, where the probability of default or bankruptcy
is low to moderate. The �xing of the two key leverage levels Lmin and Lc should
be done based on the probability distribution of the leverage Lk, which can be in-
ferred from the book value of the outstanding debt, the payment schedule, and the
share dynamics.

We demonstrated how the value of the CoCo bond depends on the conversion
price Sp and that for a considerable range of conversion price values Sp, the holders
of the CoCo bond are in high probability better of than the holders of correspond-
ing risk-free bonds. The key is that at high leverage levels, coupon payments are
converted into equity, improving the leverage position. This occurs as long as nec-
essary or until the leverage value has been brought within acceptable boundaries.

The strength of this approach is that the decision on how coupons are paid, in
cash or equity, is automated in real-time. No delay in the settlement of payments is
required, as is the case in some previous versions of CoCo bonds, where the form
of payment depends on accountancy-related quantities that are not immediately
available.
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Chapter 5

Legal Framework and Practical
Considerations

"There is certainly a role for
regulation, but regulation should
always take into account the impact
that it has on markets – a balance
that must be constantly weighed
[...] More regulation is not the best
answer to every problem."

Jerome Powell, [70].

5.1 Current context

The discussion around legal frameworks must begin with an overview of the his-
torical background of how existing contingent convertibles fall within regulatory
incentives, depending on the product setup and the location jurisdiction where
the CoCo instrument is sold. We will see to what extent modifying the trigger-
ing design a�ects the current principles and how the bond covenant or legislation
should be adapted to retain the bank interest and regulator advancement.

Glasserman & Perotti showed that the equity component in existing CoCos is
very low [14], and we explain this below with an assumption related to the low
conversion probability.

First, we consider product design. In gone-concern trigger products (i.e., low-
triggers), the debt converts to equity only when a breach in the CET1 ratio require-
ment occurs, or worse, at the PONV for the �rm, leaving no room for the equity
conversion to be e�cient. Nevertheless, even with going-concern triggers (i.e.,
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high-triggers), where the "debt-induced collapse"1 is supposed to be avoided, con-
version remains conditional upon regulatory approval. Market triggers such as
share price or CDS spread are not encouraged because of this need to monitor the
situation discretionarily. With accounting-based triggers, if a bank had to breach
a conversion trigger, then it would implicitly require a discretionary endorsement
from its dependent �nancial authority.

Second, we consider themarket expectation. The 2016 events in theCoComar-
ket provided insights into the gap between the intrinsic uncertainty held by CoCo
and investor beliefs. Following fear of skipped coupons, the price of the primary
quoted instruments from BBVA, Santander, Banco Popular, UniCredit, and the in-
�uential Deutsche Bank sharply decreased. With the coupon being higher for this
type of risky debt, a deferral would be a signi�cant disruption. The correction was
so virulent that it is now transparent to themarket contributors (investors and reg-
ulators) that they were underestimating the associated risks with this instrument
andwere unprepared for the retained coupon’s eventuality. Once again, the equity
role contained in CoCo was reduced as soon as the �nancial authorities decided
on legal changes to encourage banks to pay coupons even under challenging cir-
cumstances, such as the 2016 adjustment by the EuropeanCentral Bank (ECB) fol-
lowing the yearly Supervisory Review and Evaluation Process (SREP) that turned
a legal constraint into a recommendation [71].

The following sections provide a closer look at the capital requirement pillars.
The so-called "Pillar 2 add-ons" that set rules on additional capital requirements
are split into a must (P2R) and an only for guidance part (P2G). If the neces-
sary condition is not satis�ed, then the bank is limited in its pro�t distribution
by a Maximum Distributable Amount (MDA2). Otherwise, if the voluntary (but
encouraged) part is not ful�lled, then the bank is allowed to distribute pro�ts
through dividend payments or, in our use case, coupon remittance on Additional
Tier 1 instruments. The side e�ect is the decrease in absorption capability of the
bankruptcy risk, originally a target of contingent convertibles. To date, Bremer
Landesbank is the only issuer to have skipped a coupon on AT1 in June 2017.

Glasserman & Perotti also found it understandable that regulators try to cir-
cumvent additional market stress by not assuming losses. This willingness is in
opposition to post-crisis resolutions, including acting ahead of excessive threats to
the economy and ensuring that �nancial actors, instead of taxpayers, bear the risk.

Even if focusing more on the weak equity component, these observations rep-
resent criticisms about the current CoCo design. On the one hand, the idea pro-
posed with the DCL instrument allows for increasing the equity portion, bringing
back the prominent role of a contingent convertible in that it is convertible to ease

1This is the language used by Glasserman & Perotti to describe a default border above the conver-
sion trigger.

2As de�ned in Article 141 of the European Directive No 2013/36 (Capital Requirements Directive,
CRD IV).
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a hazardous situation for a �rm approaching a �nancially distressed state. This
mechanism is permitted by combining a higher equivalent convertible trigger and
a less dominant position from regulating entities resulting from the mix of market
values (market capitalisation) and outstanding debt, which are both continuously
and publicly observable data.

On the other hand, this new triggering condition will not further foster the
spread of CoCo issuance in countries that treat the contingent convertible as not a
su�cient debt product, to allow the issuer tax deductions on the coupons, includ-
ing the United States, Ireland, and more recently Sweden (as of 2017) [72] and the
Netherlands (since January 2019). The Netherlands government also expects the
EuropeanCommission to follow this trend, bringing to an end the tax-deductibility
of coupon payments for AT1 instruments, and then ful�lling their initial desire to
unburden taxpayers (who are indirectly assuming the cost of such tax deductions
on AT1) [73].

In theUS (and other countrieswhere the regulation is undergoing change), the
AT1 related to CET1 demand is satis�ed by the issuance of preferred shares instead
of contingent instruments. In Asia, the inverse phenomenon occurs, with a switch
from preferred shares to CoCo instruments. Section 4.2.2 from [28] examines this
aspect.

The initial purpose of rede�ning the core design of contingent convertibles
was not to make it more attractive for the issuer and the investor. Instead, it was
to reconcile with its main interest of creating a true safety bu�er that makes the
bank more resilient, decreasing the systematic risk, and by extension improving
the �nancial stability and the weight of the burden in the case of a �nancial crisis
for the society. In the long run, regulators and �nancial authorities are believed to
overtake the sole coupon deductibility advantage through other incentives.

Additionally, Avdjiev highlighted other considerations justifying a lack of in-
terest in CoCos [74]. Considering that about 11% of the European bank debt is
owned by life insurers [75], the large capital charge load surrounding insurance
companies, according to Solvency II, can justify such a reluctance. Also, the Sol-
vency II regulation introduced in 2016 constrains the proportion of owning funds
through tier-layering constitution. While Tier 2 can be up to 50% of internal fund-
ing and Tier 33 is limited to a 15% boundary, a minimum of half the Solvency
Capital Requirement (SCR4) is required to be Tier 1, with an expectancy of 80%
in unrestricted T1, and at most 20% of Restricted Tier 1 (RT1), such as contin-
gent convertibles. We assume that with our enhanced instrument, the conversion
risk is more signi�cant, leading to higher capital requirements while lowering the

3This does not apply to Basel III, as Tier 3 was eliminated from the framework.
4The minimum required capital to �t a 99.5% probability that the �rm can meet its obligation in

the following twelve months, as de�ned in Article 101, Section 4 (Solvency Capital Requirement) of
the European Directive [76].
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probability of default for the CoCo issuing bank. Thus, we assume the undesired
impact induced by the regulation remains unchanged.

The challenge for credit rating agencies in assessing the risk represented by a
CoCo is a recurring issue that has been considered before in the research. As clari-
�ed by Kiewiet, Lelyveld, andWijnbergen, the obstacles are either due to jurisdic-
tion discrepancies (e.g., around theMDA trigger de�nition), unforeseen triggering
possibilities by regulators (e.g., when the �rm is close to the PONV), or the likely
violation of the absolute priority rule, intended to refund creditors (debt holders)
ahead of equity holders in the case of default [30]. These scenarios are detailed in
the following:

• The infringement of the liquidation preference is more likely to arise for a
high trigger CoCo (> 7.125%) and induce losses to the contingent convertible
holder before the stakeholder. With low-triggers, the shareholder should
su�er a loss before the CoCo-holder, given the existing stress on the �rm’s
�nancial health at the trigger level.

• The freedom given to monetary supervision authorities through the PONV
is criticised because of its the potential to occur before the conversion thresh-
old.

• In some cases, the absence of ratings prevents some market makers from
investing in this asset class, such as with pension funds.

• When a rating exists, Hybrid Financial Instruments (HFI) are typically not
allowed to be part of the bond indexes because they do not reach "invest-
ment grade"5. Applying the notching methodology allows di�erentiation of
issues from a given �nancial entity that considers its creditworthiness and
dependence on the issuance position in the claims hierarchy. In a 2011 Stan-
dard & Poor’s publication, the rating agency advocated for an adjustment of
two notches below the Issuer Credit Rating (ICR) base if the ICR is BBB-
or higher and three notches downgrade if the ICR is BB+ or lower. Also,
the highest grade accessible is at most BBB+ for a hybrid security. (See Ap-
pendix D).

We further discuss the role of rating agencies in Section 5.5.

Even though the large number of features that can be built into CoCos makes
their potential funding impact for the issuing bank very �exible and their pricing
methods challenging, comparing two bonds remains di�cult. This lack of nor-
malisation led the European Banking Authority (EBA) to release in October 2016

5Nonetheless, some indexes are specially designed for CoCos, such as the iBoxx Contingent Con-
vertible Liquid Developed Europe AT1 Index (AT1 index, ISIN: GB00BF9Q3T33, BBG: IBXXCCL1).
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standardised templates for banks interested in AT1 issuance [77]. The document
provides details on the prudential terms and conditions relative to AT1 instru-
ments. More recently, in June 2021, as part of the EBA regular reports on AT1
issuance through Europe, the use by EU institutions of the provisions suggested
in these standardised templates was still rising. The banking authority revels from
this continuous trend in standardisation [78]. The market expectations are con-
sidered in the next section.

5.2 Introduction to capital requirements and Basel III
implementation through CRD IV

Although policies on contingent convertibles widely di�er depending on the re-
gion, Basel III should be considered a standard in the industry and result in a
convergence of treatment. Basel III refers to the third update of the regulatory
framework (following Basel I and Basel II) to increase the quantity and quality of
capital held by banks. Historically, the directive set minimum levels of capital-
to-asset ratios. However, experience showed that a more accurate de�nition of
capital and assets was required. For example, viewing individual asset classes in
terms of their risk contribution to a bank’s overall asset portfolio is vital. For this
purpose, Basel III established new �nancial ratios and minimum thresholds with
which banks must comply.

The vagueness around the numerical requirements is founded in calculating
these metrics. The triggers for instruments issued so far are expressed as the is-
suing company’s CET1 ratio to its RWA. The lack of transparency that exists for
this calculation is a concern that could potentially lead to distortion when qualita-
tively gauging the bene�ts of triggering ratios [31]. Ideally, the metric is objective,
transparent, �xed, risks no jurisdiction disruption, and is publicly disclosed with
at least a quarterly frequency.

The three layers of the capital stack are typically de�ned as the following:

• CET1 (Common Equity Tier 1) is supposed to be the safest holding, com-
posed primarily of the bank’s common share and retained earnings, as well
as intangible assets, certain qualifying issues, and adjustments. Basel III
urges this ratio to be at least 4.5% of the RWA.

• AT1 (Additional Tier 1) performs as a security bu�er for the �nancial sta-
bility of the bank, where the sum of AT1 and CET1 must be at least 1.5%
of the RWA to guarantee quality in the held assets. AT1 also includes pre-
ferred shares6 and high-trigger CoCos. The mechanical trigger must be at
least 5.125% of RWA to qualify as a contingent convertible.

6Preferred shares do not meet the maximum subordination condition to qualify as CET1.
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• T2 (Tier 2) applies to other non-CoCo subordinated debt and low-trigger
CoCos (< 5.125% of RWA). This layer is summed with the prior layer (AT1
+ CET1) and is required to account for 8% of the overall RWA.

Figure 5.1: The stacked structure of capital, the qualifying underlying character-
istics, and the minimum capital levels, according to the Basel III regulation.

The package composed of CET1 and AT1 is called Tier 1. Adding the Tier
2 layer provides the Minimum Own Fund Requirement, also called Pillar 1. On
top of this interlocks the P2R mentioned before (standing for the Pillar 2 Require-
ment), which is speci�c to banks7. This �rst stack creates a �rst minimum re-
quirement boundary. The regulation also provides a provision portion identi�ed
as the Combined Bu�er Requirement (CBR) that contains three capital bu�ers.
If a company fails to fund this provision, then it will be a�ected by an MDA re-
striction. Also, as mentioned before, a Pillar 2 Guidance (P2G) that is speci�c to
banks exists. All capital up to the MDA is called the Overall Capital Requirement
(OCR). The split between P2G and P2R in 2016 allowed for �exibility in the ratio.
The fourth execution of SREP (in 2018) led to a new risk assessment (applicable
in 2019) and included a 10-bps increase of P2R (up to 2.1%) and a 10-bps decrease
of P2G (down to 1.5%) [79]. As a result, the P2G bu�er could no longer be used
as an AT1/T2 shortfall. Thus, the requirement enables the holding of OCR, P2G,
and any shortfall in AT1/T2.

7Under the Capital Requirements Directive (CRD IV), which is the implementation of the Basel
III guidelines in the European Union.
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Figure 5.2: Graphical representation of the restricting regulatory levels as de�ned
in the regulation.

The CET1 is highly sensitive to the RWA. So, in the future, the introduction of
Basel IV accompanied by an increase in riskweights (including the introduction of
�oors) is expected to severely impact banks with risky or sizeable asset exposures
in their portfolios. A transition phase is planned to soften this e�ect.

In addition to the numerical constraints, an in�nite maturity is required to
qualify as AT1 under the Basel regulation (while only �ve years are su�cient for
T2 quali�cation8 under Basel III and ten years under Solvency II). Finally, a discre-
tionary trigger in the form of a regulatory control if the �rm reaches a supposed
PONV is needed to qualify as AT1 or T2. However, the de�nition of this PONV
within the existing bond covenant is unclear and ambiguous.

With unlimited and regular cash-�ow transfers, perpetual instruments are of-
ten treated as equity-paying dividends. This practice is aligned with IAS 32 and
IAS 399 and allows the issuing company to receive accounting bene�ts [25]. As
seen before, this asset speci�cation enables banks to ful�l their capital require-
ment. Today, most include a callability option for the issuers, allowing them to
redeem the bond after some years10. The standard in the industry (and, by exten-
sion, what became the market expectation) is in favour of constantly calling the

8According to the article 63-64 of the Capital Requirement Regulation (CRR), attention is drawn
on the T2 eligible part being only a ratio of the nominal value.

9International Accounting Standards.
10Under Basel III, usually ten years, but not less than �ve, which is de�ned as a call protection

period. However, even during this period, a Regulatory Event Clause allows the issuer to call back the
bond if a regulation adjustment made it ineligible for the capital category from which it was primarily
purposed. A note with a 10-y maturity and 5-y non-call period is dubbed 10NC5. Under Solvency II,
the 30NC10-format is more usual.
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issue on the �rst possible date. In other words, if not employed, then creatingmar-
ket stress around the solvability of the issuer. This type of asset is relatively new
for some top-name issuers, as the �rst callability date was in 2019. Santander sur-
prised and negatively a�ected the market as soon as the Spanish bank announced
skipping the �rst call date on their 1.5 billion euros issue in February 2019. A
similar event occurred with a Deutsche Bank CoCo bond in 2020. Some analysts
argue that the decision is proof of a maturing marketplace, driven by economic
decisions and not "reputational" ones [80]. This analysis could be in accordance
with the decision taken by Santander’smanagement if some of the non-exhaustive
Basel III criteria listed in the following were not satis�ed at the callability date:

• Inability to demonstrate that its capital would remain well above the mini-
mum capital requirement once the instrument is called.

• No disclosure or behaviour that would create a call event expectation.

• No call exercise without substitution of the early-redeem issuance for any
capital of the same or better quality11.

In addition to the above requirements, the supervisory authority’s approval is re-
quired to call an AT1 instrument.

The cost of issuing a new AT1 is an essential factor to consider, as most of the
CoCo issues reset the coupon level to a �oating plus �xed rate after the �rst call
date. Looking at the yield-to-call o�ers a hint of the market expectation. If the
new coupon level is lower than the yield-to-call, then the issuer has no interest in
calling the instrument to emit a new one (and vice versa).

No speci�cation or requirement is issued regarding the loss-absorption struc-
ture, meaning that either a Conversion to equity (C) or a Principal Write-Down
(WD) can be used. In fact, Glasserman & Perotti asserted that no research una-
nimity managed to favour one over the other. These are not the two only options,
as a Write-Up feature (WU) can be embedded on top of WD, allowing only a tem-
porary write-down that is cancelled if the bank’s situation later improves. Such as
the coupon payment on the AT1 instrument12, the WU is considered a payment,
so the amount to be written-upmust not exceed theMDA limit for the given bank.
Yet, regulators tend to not favour the WUmechanism as it would go against their
only equity increasing principle.

In Fig. 5.3, we observe the split between the di�erent existing loss-absorption
mechanisms for the CoCo market. The upper plot considers the CoCo issuances
since 2010 and the lower plot considers the CoCo issuances since June 2019. As

11This statement applies less to the Santander case as the bank issued a 1.2 bn euros CoCo a few
weeks before the �rst call date of the 1.5 bn issue.

12RT1 instruments issued by insurers are di�erent from the AT1 in the sense that any MDA does
not limit payments.
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the data are cumulative, there is a transitional stage over the �rst observations
before reaching a permanent regime. The lower plot also illustrates the change in
issuance behaviour over recent years. Whereas ’Conversion to Equity’ represents
44% of the global issuance, this number is reduced to 28% when considering only
the previous three years, suggesting an uptrend in the use ofWrite-Down features.
The cumulative ratio of WD mechanisms amounts to 56% when considering the
entire data set, and 72% when considering data since June 2019.

This observation can be construed as a sign that the market is doing what is
best for raising investor interest. The WDmechanisms (temporary or permanent)
avoid dilution and then receives stronger support from the initial shareholders
than conversion to equity. Furthermore, it prevents most operators that only have
a mandate (or simply expertise) in the Fixed Income market from being forced to
sell the newly issued shares after conversion, often in an anxious market climate.
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Figure 5.3: The two plots present the choice of the loss absorption mechanism
associated with the global CoCo market. The upper plot considers the CoCo is-
suances since 2010 and the lower considers the CoCo issuances since June 2019.
As the data are cumulative, having the second plot allows for the observation of
the change in issuance behaviour over recent years.

In some countries, �nancial supervision may appear to be more stringent for
banks. In the Swiss example, the FINMA13 calls for additional capital margins (in
addition to Basel III) that amount to a minimum of 9% of RWA in loss-absorbing
instruments.

With capital ratio-based triggers, the distance to the trigger is a metric com-
puted from bank-disclosed information, which can easily link to the conversion
probability. However, as CoCo deals with loss absorption in tense situations, the
results from the stress tests run by the EBA in 2016 and 2018 are important fac-
tors in the quantitative assessment of the conversion eventuality. The key facts
from this study are outlined in [28] that aggregated a 428 bps average decrease in

13The acronym for Eidgenössische Finanzmarktaufsicht, which is the Swiss Financial Market Su-
pervisory Authority.
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the CET1 ratio between the end of December 2015 data and the simulated setup
(three years adverse forward outlook). One Italian bank out of 51 tested across Eu-
rope resulted in a breach of the 5.125% trigger. Unable to raise funds while still not
insolvent, the Italian state decided to purchase (at a discount) shares formore than
5 billion euros in 2017. Rai�eisen, the penultimate in the ranking outcome from
the 2015 stress test, motivated the issue with its �rst two CoCos on the market in
2017 and 2018 totalling 1.15 billion euros. Following the stress test conducted in
2018, the global situation improved, with an average of 419 bps drop on the virtual
CET1 of 48 banks under an unfavourable setup. Of these banks, none broke a 7%
level.

5.3 The rollout of newly designed CoCos in the regulatory
and economic environment

For many criteria, leverage-based CoCos already fall within existing regulations.
Besides the stronger bank resilience to absorb economic shock, investor worries
are concentrated on the skipped-coupon risk, PONV,14 and the acceptance of the
incoming Basel IV guidelines. Redesigned contingent convertibles should �nd
support in this economic landscape to address some of these concerns. However,
such an update will involve a higher trigger, which increases the possibility of con-
version while still protecting the bank more e�ciently. Some precisions could be
needed, especially if the optimum conversion time (de�ned as a percentage of the
debt-to-asset ratio)would always lead to qualifying the admission asAT1. Depend-
ing on the outcome, a second trigger that formally complies with Basel III/CRD
IV could be an extra option that neither changes the triggering probability nor the
pricing of such an instrument. Multi-variate triggers are possible and have ap-
peared in research papers and are already issued in cross-assets products. Marcin
Liberadzki andKamil Liberadzki provided examples ofCoCos fromvarious issuers
that incorporate a double trigger for banking �rmswith a parent-holding company
or groups with a central entity.

In this case, the �rst trigger relates to the CET1 ratio at the bank scale and
the second at the group scale. An alternative using a combination of macro- and
micro-triggers exists that consists of a globally economic-related trigger, indicating
a threat to the �nancial system (macro) and a bank-related indicator (micro) [29].
Also, if an institution issued di�erent CoCos with a trigger set at di�erent levels,
and assuming these are hit simultaneously, then the European Banking Authority
speci�es that the loss-absorption should bemade by all the instruments concerned

14The PONV concept being not applicable to qualify as T2 under Solvency II, as only a default event
could bail-in the instrument.
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by the conversion to restore the minimum requirement, on a pro-rata basis (point
#124-125 [78]).

In June 2019, the EU released the �nal version of CRR II (Capital Require-
ments Regulation II) in its o�cial journal that �ne-tuned the existing regulation
with speci�c attention to leverage and net stable funding ratios, own funds re-
quirements, eligible liabilities, and market and credit risks [81]. The provisions
reported in CRR II are aligned with international standards and drive banks to
identify legacy instruments that do not meet the new requirements for being con-
sidered as part of their regulatory capital under the latest de�nition [82]. These
instruments will then be downgraded to a lower tier. The transitional period for
these "grandfathering provisions" ended on December 31, 202115, whereas 20% of
these bequest debt instruments were still quali�ed as own funds in 2020, this �g-
ure was expected to be capped by 10% in 2021 [83]. The AT1 quarterly note from
the Scope Ratings also points at the infection risk due to distribution and subor-
dination restrictions as speci�ed in the legacy instrument covenants, potentially
limiting the �exibility around AT1 payments when higher capital tier instalments
are cancelled. To avoid such complications, the EBAadvocates remedies including
but not limited to either calling, redeeming, or buying back the security16.

If our proposed DCL instrument proves to be a better capital cushion than tra-
ditional ones, then the soon callable AT1 instruments could be rolled over with
this improved quality hybrid asset. The regulation and low-interest rate environ-
ments could be perceived as suitable and supportive of this switch.

The position of a CoCo, whether capital-ratio or leverage-based, within the
liquidation hierarchy that remains between the debt and equity, the holders of the
upper secured/senior tranches17 would not favour a mechanism over the other in
the case of established bankruptcy or forced restructuring because given an equal
outstanding, both triggers provide an equivalent shield. Yet, while the institution
continues operations, the upper secured/senior tranches holders would perceive
triggers built on debt-to-asset ratios as less dangerous. The conversion time ismore
distant to the level incurring a possible induced loss for them, which creates a
divergence with equity holders, as they would be less supportive of the alternative
trigger that increases their dilution risk. A compromise could be with DCL that
includes a write-down feature instead of conversion (WD DCL). As observed in
Fig. 5.3, the use of WD is already predominant across the industry.

Additionally, the rollout of the newly designed CoCo could be accomplished
according to the green �nance trend. In recent years, most of the European Finan-

15Further requirements extended the transitional period until June 2025.
16Another option amends the provisions for existing non-qualifying securities
17The claims are ordered depending on the debt seniority. First, the secured debt (senior and ju-

nior), then the unsecured (senior, subordinated, and then junior, like AT1 and T2).
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cial Institutions Group (FIG) have proceeded toward green bond issuance. The
purpose here is to provide investors with an instrument that answers ESG stan-
dards (Environment, Social, Governance) to �nance eligible assets in the issuer
portfolio. This type of security is sought by investors worldwide and supported
by regulators to support the social and environmental e�orts of �nancial institu-
tions [84]. Because of this high demand, the market observes a green premium
on qualifying issuance, also called "greenium." In a December 2020 working paper
fromAmundi Asset Management, green bonds were identi�ed to come with addi-
tional costs from the issuer’s perspective, whereas, for the investors, there remain
signi�cantly equivalent to the bond without the green characteristics [86].

To date, only BBVA has issued a green CoCo bond qualifying as AT118, in 2020.
However, the rally into green-labelled T2 instruments is strengthened by the Eu-
ropean FIG that issued for nearly 6 billion euros during the �rst half of 2021 [85].
The EBA reminds us that on the pretext of the ESG label, the loss-absorption e�ect
should not be de�ated from qualifying CoCos. Another apprehension from the
regulator arises from the maturity of green assets that might not be aligned with
the time horizon of the CoCo (supposedly perpetual with an initial non-callable
period and no incentive to redeem the hybrid security). Being more �exible due
to the re-issuance process, DCL could help meet this requirement.

Finally, the performance of the note should be independent of the green assets,
and missing an ESG goal does not constitute a default event. Conversely, to the
best market practice in place for sustainability-linked bonds, AT1 should not be
allowed to encompass a clause of coupon step-up or fee based on the success or
failure ful�lment of any ESG scheme [78, 85].

5.4 Practical considerations

Awell-known paper written in 2002 and published in 2005 pioneered the research
on CoCo [47]. At that time, the disastrous consequences of the crisis that followed
were already anticipated with exactitude. Flannery was struck by the lack of ad-
vance arrangements to restructure �rms if signi�cant losses occurred and so pro-
vided a ’minimum viable product’ (MVP) to prevent government intervention and
facilitate bank recapitalization. Such a product proposition received indirect sup-
port from the Squam Lake Group following the 2008 crisis[87], which referred to
Flannery in their Recommendation 1 Chapter 7 for a "long-term debt instrument
converting to equity under speci�c conditions." Here, we qualify this RCD by the
term MVP, as it includes some draw-downs. Still, this product provided the foun-
dation of traditional CoCo and paved the way for the article [17] by Glasserman &
Nouri �ve years later.

18Tier 2 Green CoCos have also been issued, notably by Bank Hapoalim and de Volksbank.
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A natural idea that could be explored with our proposed DCL instrument is
to increase the leverage observation frequency (mechanically reducing the period
∆t between two payments or observations). Theoretically, the immediate e�ect
should be improved e�ciency, although it would gloss over operability issues that
are incurred by small payments or conversions.

Similar to our suggestion, Flannery suggested the same feature in the case of
RCD. We o�er a key improvement in Chapter 8 with American-like monitoring of
the leverage, allowing it to split into the payment and observation dates. A DCL
featuring an American observation would di�erentiate itself with its continuous
monitoring of the leverage and taking action as needed while continuing to pay
interest at prede�ned times.

In our speci�c case with DCL, a di�erence exists to decrease the ∆t to zero in
our European-like monitoring of the leverage. Using an American-like observa-
tion, we observe that

1. In the EU version with ∆t -> 0, coupons are fractions of dollars, paid almost
continuously (cash or in shares).

2. In the US version, coupons remain important, paid at speci�c times, but the
conversion can still occur, only once, at any time between two payments.
This is equivalent to separating the observation time from the payment time.

Flannery underestimates themarket imperfection risks by asserting that it only
a�ects the initial shareholders. Punishing the bank’s shareholders for the exces-
sive risk they take by setting the conversion price low enough to make the hybrid
security highly dilutive in the case of conversion might be aligned with the pur-
pose of contingent convertibles that lower the risk-shift of the �rms and prevent
excessive debt overhang recourse [20]. The practical considerations behind this
are that shareholders will not approve any CoCo issuance that could a�ect them
negatively.

Believing they need incentives to support the issuance of CoCo, Wol�, Pen-
nacchi, and Vermaelen recently19 presented a top candidate under the name of
COERC, or Call Option Enhanced Reverse Convertible. This instrument, similar
to traditional CoCos, incorporates an option for the initial shareholders to buy the
newly issued shares at their conversion price that is set voluntarily at a low level.
In a way, the absolute priority rule is restored, as COERC-holders would be repaid
completely, whereas the initial shareholders, responsible for the risky decisions up
to the conversion, pay the price of this risk (that led to the conversion) [10]. The
report on the monitoring of AT1 instruments of EU institution points to existing
instruments that include the preemption right for shareholders to allow them to
buy shares issued at conversion and redistribute the associated �at to the former

19Post the 2008 crisis.
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AT1 holder. This feature faced initial disinclination from the European regulator
before being considered acceptable (as noted in the bullet point #79-82 of [78]).

Sometimes the concept of dilution is not accepted. A substitute DCL may be
possible with a design that, in the case of conversion, would simultaneously issue
and sell new shares on themarket to release a cash payment equivalent to the value
at the conversion time. Alternatively, the payment could be skipped, which is con-
sidered a higher risk, leading to a lower price for the instrument or equivalently a
higher yield. We expect to not see any ’jump’ or ’death spiral’ in the share value at
conversion time. This product is completely transparent, relying on publicly and
continuously disclosed data, which should allow all market participants to price
the associated risk. Market operators are considered equal when they access the
same data simultaneously and do not rely on opaque ormanipulablemetrics, such
as the CET1 Ratio and regulatory approvals.

The sketch of CoCo is similar to a structured product note, so it is suitable to
consider additional in-built options. One of these consists of adding a conversion
right to the bondholder if the underlying stock value reaches a given price. This
approach is designed to balance the higher intrinsic risk of these instruments. As
highlighted by the EBA [78], such an issuance, labelled ’Contingent Conversion
Convertibles’ already occurred at least once and should increase the interest from
a broader category of investors.

Such mechanisms, based on CoCo with upside conversion, could be argued to
be perfectly suitable for the Private Equity (PE)worldwith only a few adjustments.
We may observe a tendency to partially replace existing SAFE (Simple Agreement
for Future Equity) agreements. The concept of SAFE previously aimed to provide
an easier vehicle than convertible notes to startups looking for funds. The �rst
SAFE was issued in 2013 [88]. Under the terms of the agreement, the investor,
usually a venture capital (VC) �rm proceeds toward investment in a company at
a price per share de�ned later. An enhanced DCL featuring an upside conversion
would allow a VC to make an indirect investment in a company as a loan that
could be turned to equity under pro�table terms (by following an upside develop-
ment in the valuation) or because the leverage becomes critical, with a dilution
saddled mostly by the founders (equivalent to the initial shareholders). This type
of tailored-made DCL would o�er private equity �rms a �exible hybrid security
that bridges debt and equity �nancing. This �exibility allows �rms to optimize
their capital structures, potentially leading to improved valuations and �nancial
performance.

Considering the trigger design andmechanism, RCDmust not incentivise short
sellers to drive the share value down after investing in this debt instrument (and
then bene�t from the conversion). Therefore, the conversion occurs at the current
share price. Also, Flannery supported the use of an Asian-like observation instead
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of the value on the day before closing for its "triggerability" (i.e., an average of the
market value over a certain period). Later, other models for CoCo suggested aver-
aging metrics for triggers [62] and conversion into common shares upon a breach
in the "quasi-market value of equity ratio" (QMVER), de�ned as a 90-day average
of the market capitalization divided by the sum of the book value of liabilities and
market capitalization. Any averaging, regardless of the time window, would re-
sult in a delay in loss recognition. Paradoxically, CoCo was created and designed
to prevent this observed lag.

RCD-holders have no right to force conversion, so also have no arbitrage op-
portunity to exit. In Flannery’s 2014 review, he criticized his product, arguing
that short-sellers could still bene�t from forcing a dilution, characterized by an
increased number of outstanding shares [63]. Therefore, RCD can simply be seen
as a way to issue equity.

Before concluding on the opportunities enabled byhis product, Flannery raised
unresolved issues remaining at that time. Table 5.1 lists these concerns along with
the existing hindsight and current best market practices, comparing the alterna-
tives between traditional CoCos and, to some extent RCD (Flannery [47]), DCL
(Segal & Olafsson [56]), and ERN (Bulow & Klemperer [38]).
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Unresolved issues
(as quoted by Flannery)

Our observations
(with hindsight from best market practice)

Mandated Ratios.
What level of equity capital should

be required?

Basel III addresses this point and requires
an AT1 tranche that could
be �lled with some CoCos.

Replenishment.
How quickly should a bank be

required to replace converted RCD?

DCL addresses this issue in an automated
way, based on the re-issuance process. To our

knowledge, no other instrument has been suggested
with such a feature (apart from the Write-Up option).

Maturity.
Should supervisors care about the

maturity?
Basel III addresses this issue. DCLs are compliant.

Market.
Is there likely to be a deep market?

While unknown at that time,
a market now exists.

The catalyst was, unfortunately, the 2008 crisis.
However, not all the products would have

deep liquidity. Only the "practical" project will
be implemented, and neither RCD nor Glasserman
& Nouris instrument [17] succeeded this way.

DCL and ERN could be expected to be liquid instruments
(as for current CoCos)

Scope.
Is it possible to implement a scheme
for a bank without traded equity?

Principal Write-Down with payment in cash is
conceivable. Rabobank was

the �rst company to issue such a CoCo in 2011.

Ownership restrictions.
At least in the United States,
supervisors must approve the

identity of anyone who controls a
banking �rm. The SEC requires investors

to report when they control 5% of a
traded �rms shares. Is there a

su�cient grace period within which an
RCD owner can dispose of his shares
in order to avoid such regulations?

This requirement is fueling the existing jurisdiction
discrepancies surrounding the CoCo market.

However, the disclosure is not expected to occur at the
exact time the ownership

threshold is crossed. In the US, the
SEC requires investors to �ll the

Schedule 13D within
ten days after crossing the 5% ownership threshold.
In some cases, this period could be extended to 45

days following the end of the calendar
year of a breach.

Table 5.1: Unresolved issues identi�ed by Flannery in 2005, with proposed an-
swers based on bestmarket practices, existing CoCo speci�cations, and theoretical
proposals, including RCD, ERN, and DCL.

To e�ectively target awider audience of investors and issuers, we canmake our
proposed DCL instruments more ’practical and ’issuable’ by considering best mar-
ket practices, from the increasing issuance proportion of Principal Write-Down
(WD) to the limited mandate held by �xed income desks to handle equity (in the
case of conversion). Similarly, Flannery has a forward-looking view of the CoCo
market by claiming that some investors will not have the knowledge to evaluate
the value of the �rms equity, so, upon conversion, the shares from his RCD would
be immediately sold, potentially at a discount, because it would be executed at the
worse time, supporting the risk of initiating a death spiral in the share value.

To circumvent this issue, footnote #25 of [47] suggests including a few days be-
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tween the observation date and the e�ective conversion date, allowing the bond-
holder to sell the ’pre-converted’ bond with decreased costs associated with the
disposal of the new shares. As highlighted here in the later chapters associated
to DCL with the US monitoring of the leverage20, two approaches exist to design
the product. One releases the new shares immediately following the conversion
(at time �), and the other pre-converts the shares, but e�ectively distributes them
at the next pre-determined payment time. This second case (i.e., separating the
observation date from the payment date) is aligned with Flannery’s previous sug-
gestion.

As AT1 needs to encompass cancellable coupons, we can envision a DCL that
would, in the �rst instance, cancel the coupon payment if the leverage becomes
too high as of an observation date, which is the ratio 1

f . T
of the overall nominal

(usually su�ciently large when compared to a traditional CoCo’s coupon). If this
conversion is not enough, then additional interest payments could be cancelled.
However, if the situation improves, then they will be restored. Such a product
could remedy concerns from the regulators and the investment community. Tak-
ing this further, if the situation signi�cantly improves for the bank and while the
lifetime of the product is not expired21, we can consider paying interest that was
previously skipped. In the structured products area, such a mechanism is referred
to as a ’conditional coupon with memory.

5.5 Rating agencies

The three top rating agencies22 developed distinct methodologies regarding the
rating assessment of contingent convertibles. The di�erent provisions built into
the CoCo design, such as coupon deferral, PONV, and loss absorption mechanism
through write-down or conversion, a�ect their intrinsic equity and debt balance
to a non-transparent extent. In these rating processes, agencies also face the same
jurisdiction discrepancies as investors, making the CoCo treatment complex. In
this sense, CoCo bonds di�er from traditional �xed income and equity markets
where rules are well known, and risk is appropriately evaluated.

Adverse e�ects pointed out by [29] include a deep divergence between the rat-
ing judgements from the three entities concerning the same bond and sometimes
the lack of equivalence between rating scales. Such complexities prompted rating
agencies to score hybrids with a so-called "equity credit," scaled from 0 to 100%

20Chapters 8 and 9.
21In opposition to traditional CoCos, DCL notes have a �xed maturity. But, when considered as a

whole (including the top-up loans due to re-issuance), DCL appears to be an open-ended maturity.
22Standard & Poors, Moodys, and Fitch.
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(corresponding to straight debt to straight shares, respectively) and proportional
to the instrument’s loss-absorption capacity on its issuer. Depending on the out-
come, the agencies place the hybrid instrument to be rated in a di�erent class.
Standard & Poor’s, for example, assesses the security as having high, intermedi-
ate, or no equity content [89]. Moody’s created �ve categories expressed from A
to E depending on the debt-equity weight intrinsic to the CoCo, (100-0 being A,
75-25 being B, 50-50 being C, 25-75 being D, and 0-100 being E) [90].

The CoCo callability is a source of divergence between market expectations,
regulators, and rating agencies. For instance, S&P deteriorates the equity credit
percentage if the bond is not called after the �rst callability date [91]. In oppo-
sition to the S&P initiative, the European Banking Authority recalls in their AT1
Report from June 2021 that the non-automatic call exercise on the �rst possible
date should be favoured, especially for AT1 instruments [78]. This recommenda-
tion is contrasted by the absence of pre-set frequency preferences regarding the
callability schedule by the regulatory body but keeps track of potential pressures
to exercise the call on subsequent dates.

One in-built feature that a�ects the rating assessment is in�nite maturity, seen
as perpetual security that increases its equity character in the view of the agencies.
Nonetheless, a call provision potentially triggered at the issuer’s discretion would
mitigate this aspect. Still, new uncertainties are created, including the "extension
risk," where a company skips the exercise of their call option on the call date per-
mitted by some obligation covenants. Such a case occurred previously to the Span-
ish bank Santander in February 2019 when, after ignoring the standard uses and
practices in the industry, the management decided to skip the �rst callable oppor-
tunity on their 1.5 billion CoCo issue23. To compel the exercise of the callability
option associated with hybrid security, issuance with a step-up coupon appears to
start after the non-callability period could attract "extension risk"-adverse investors
alongside reducing the equity-behaviour considerations from the rating agencies.

Due to the larger risk held by this type of investment, rating agencies advocate
for lowering by a few notches the rating of these instruments compared with the
issuer rating (cf. Section 5.1). But, in light of the virtuous spiral brought by con-
tingent convertible to strengthen the capital structure of the �rm and graphically
represented in Fig. 5.4, CoCo can o�er more con�dence to the most senior debt
tranches of a �rm, resulting in increases of the issuer rating.

23ISIN: XS10435350
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of the virtuous cycle resulting from the issuance (and po-
tential conversion) of CoCo bonds. In this context, contingent convertibles are
seen as load-bearing instruments.

To support this standpoint, rating agencies recommend to issuers a Replace-
ment Capital Covenant to be mentioned in the security prospectus. Under such
legally-biding terms, as included in [29], the issuer must use the proceeds of a
new hybrid capital or new share issuance to call the original contingent convert-
ible. Such a feature guarantees the perpetual existence of an acutely subordinated
bu�er in the �rm’s capital structure.

A less traditional approach in the CoCo valuation process for pricing the risk
or the pre-issuance design optimisation consists in performing a rating calibra-
tion. To our best knowledge, no prior research directly considers this task, and
we outline a framework in the following.

The proposed idea involves calibrating anunknownCoCo-related variable given
a known conversion probability. Such a variable could be the Recovery R, the
spread s, or the market value of equity Sc at conversion time. Rating agencies an-
nually release empirical data in terms of default probability as a function of the
issuer (or issuance) rating. We utilize the Global Corporate Average Cumulative
Default Rates from 1981 to 2020 (Table 5.2) issued by Standard & Poors as a proxy
for the conversion probability [92].
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Rating 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
AA- 0.03 0.08 0.16 0.23 0.31 0.41 0.47 0.52 0.57 0.62 0.68 0.73 0.75 0.8 0.84
A+ 0.05 0.09 0.19 0.31 0.41 0.50 0.60 0.71 0.83 0.96 1.08 1.21 1.36 1.54 1.68
A 0.05 0.14 0.21 0.32 0.44 0.61 0.78 0.94 1.11 1.32 1.48 1.60 1.72 1.79 1.95
A- 0.06 0.16 0.25 0.36 0.51 0.66 0.87 1.03 1.15 1.27 1.37 1.50 1.62 1.74 1.84

BBB+ 0.09 0.26 0.47 0.67 0.90 1.15 1.35 1.56 1.82 2.07 2.30 2.46 2.64 2.87 3.12
BBB 0.15 0.37 0.59 0.93 1.27 1.62 1.94 2.24 2.56 2.88 3.22 3.49 3.72 3.82 4.03
BBB- 0.24 0.69 1.27 1.93 2.63 3.24 3.78 4.28 4.69 5.04 5.43 5.75 6.05 6.51 6.86
BB+ 0.32 0.97 1.76 2.55 3.35 4.14 4.82 5.32 5.92 6.52 6.93 7.42 7.92 8.27 8.82
BB 0.48 1.52 2.96 4.34 5.76 6.88 7.92 8.81 9.67 10.43 11.25 11.86 12.34 12.68 13.08
BB- 0.96 2.92 5.01 7.15 9.03 10.83 12.34 13.78 14.92 15.92 16.68 17.46 18.21 18.94 19.62
B+ 1.98 5.42 8.82 11.73 14.02 15.80 17.43 18.86 20.17 21.37 22.41 23.14 23.92 24.65 25.35
B 3.13 7.35 11.11 14.19 16.69 18.97 20.62 21.87 23.07 24.26 25.02 25.78 26.37 26.89 27.44
B- 6.52 13.69 19.28 23.16 25.97 28.07 29.63 30.86 31.72 32.45 33.61 34.32 34.89 35.46 35.88

CCC/C 28.30 38.33 43.42 46.36 48.58 49.61 50.75 51.49 52.16 52.76 53.21 53.68 54.23 54.69 54.76
Investment Grade 0.09 0.24 0.41 0.63 0.86 1.09 1.30 1.50 1.69 1.88 2.05 2.20 2.35 2.49 2.65
Speculative Grade 3.71 7.19 10.18 12.63 14.64 16.30 17.68 18.83 19.86 20.81 21.61 22.29 22.93 23.49 24.04

All rated 1.53 3.00 4.27 5.35 6.25 7.01 7.64 8.18 8.67 9.12 9.50 9.83 10.13 10.41 10.69

Table 5.2: Global Corporate Average Cumulative Default Rates by RatingModi�er
from1981 to 2020, reproduced fromTable 26 in theDefault, Transition, andRecov-
ery: 2020 Annual Global Corporate Default And Rating Transition Study. Sources:
S&PGlobal Ratings Research and S&PGlobalMarket Intelligences CreditPro [92].

• If we assume the conversion is an exponentially distributed event, then the
above conversion probability could be used directly to �nd the recovery R
or spread s. This method relies on the famous credit triangle formula [31]
stated as

s = �(1 − R) (5.1)

On the one hand, s is the spread that the CoCo should pay in excess of the
risk-free rate rf and � is the conversion intensity that re�ects the probability
of conversion between two phases t and t + dt. On the other hand, R is the
recovery rate on a converted CoCo received by an investor.

In this case, we must bridge the conversion intensity � to the e�ective con-
version probability P(� ≤ T), suggesting that :

P(� ≤ T) = 1 − exp (−�T) (5.2)

The spread s or the Recovery R is accessible by manipulating the equation.
We can further detail the Recovery R by de�ning it as a ratio between the
market value of the shares issued through the conversion (and received at
time t = �) and the nominal investment in the CoCo N with

R =
S∗T
N

The total market value of the newly issued shares is obtained bymultiplying
the value of one share by the conversion ratio CR, representing the number
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of shares resulting from the conversion. By introducingCP as the conversion
price, we then write

S∗T = CRS� and because of CR =
N
CP

The Recovery rate R for a CoCo-investor in case of conversion is then

R =
S�
CP

(5.3)

From what has been introduced here, we know that CoCo credit spreads
can be linked to the triggering probability in an intensity-based approach by
inserting Eq. 5.3 into Eq. 5.1. Then, after isolating � in Eq. 5.2, we have

s = −
log (1 − P(� ≤ T))

T (1 − R)

⇐⇒ s = −
log (1 − P(� ≤ T))

T (1 −
S�
CP

) (5.4)

• An alternative approach consists in using the same empirical probability as
a proxy for the conversion, but in an equity-basedmodel. This is achieved by
replacing the right-hand side from Eq. 2.6, as derived in Section 2.3.2. The
bond rating, being a piece of fully-�edged market information, with such a
technique allows �nding the rating agency’s belief in terms of the underlying
stock price at conversion time.
We assume the share price at conversion time is at its minimum over the
interval [0; �] with � < T conversion time. This assumption is equivalent
to saying that the share price S� cannot be reached before the conversion is
e�ective. In this case, even if we do not have a 1:1 mapping between the un-
derlying share price and the CET1, for example, a calibration would provide
the conversion threshold.
Assuming the underlying share price follows a dynamic process of geometric
Brownianmotion, [51] de�nes theCumulativeDistribution Function (CDF)
for the �rst-hitting time as

P(mt ≤ Sc) = �
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

log ( Sc
S0
) − �T

�
√
T

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

+ (
Sc
S0
)
2�
�2
�
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

log ( Sc
S0
) + �T

�
√
T

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(5.5)
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Thismethod includes the downside of only working for issuers that are pub-
lic companies. As discussed in Chapter 1, privately-owned companies, such
as Rabobank, already issuedCoCo bonds, so this equity-based approach can-
not be applicable.

To evaluate how the results from this rating calibration di�er from the standard
approach, we consider the case study from [49] as a benchmark. In their 2012
paper, De Spiegeleer and Schoutens calibrated an implied trigger based onmarket
values available at that time for the largest ECN issued by Lloyds Banking Group
CoCo and the �rst Credit Suisse CoCo bond (Bu�er Capital Notes - BCN). We use
the data listed in Table 5.3, from [49], for our calibration.

Issuer Data Lloyds Banking Group ECN Credit Suisse BCN
Issue Date Dec 1, 2009 Feb 17, 2011
Pricing Date Mar 21, 2011 Mar 21, 2011
Maturity Dec 21, 2019 5.5 Years (First Call Date)

Interest rate r 3.42% 2.42%
Dividend rate q 0% 3%
Volatility � 39% 49.5%
Market price

(share or hybrid note)
0.6075č
(S0)

488 bps (credit spread cs)
42.84 CHF (S0)

Conversion Price 0.5900č max(USD 20, CHF 20, S∗)

Rating
Expected: BB- [93]
At issuance: BB

On March 9, 2011: BB+ [94]
BBB+

Table 5.3: Micro- and macro-environment parameters for two CoCo bonds issued
by Lloyds Banking Group and Credit Suisse. The data is reproduced from [49],
unless otherwise speci�ed. The ratings are made by S&P and Fitch, respectively,
for Lloyds and Credit Suisse. Both rating scales are equivalent.

Approximating at best the conversion probability at the time of pricing from
[49] requires the use of the default probability data existing at this time. Wepresent
in Table 5.4 a sample from the 2011 Annual Global Corporate Default Study and
Rating Transitions issued by Standard & Poor’s [95].
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Default Probability Tenor 5Y Tenor 6Y Interpolation T=5.5Y Tenor 8Y Tenor 9Y Interpolation T=8.5Y
BBB+ 1.43% 1.84% 1.635% 2.47% 2.84% 2.655%
BB+ 5.01% 6.19% 5.60% 7.95% 8.93% 8.44%
BB 8.32% 9.99% 9.155% 12.68% 13.76% 13.22%
BB- 10.96% 13.08% 12.02% 16.74% 18.33% 17.535%

Table 5.4: Corporate average cumulative default rates by rating modi�er. A data
sample reproduced from Table 26 of the 2011 Annual Global Corporate Default
Study and Rating Transitions. Data is interpolated for the tenor T=5.5 Years and
T=8.5Y needed in our scope [95].

The Lloyds CoCo bond

We plot in Fig. 5.5 the conversion probability at the time horizon of 8.5 years
from Table 5.4, alongside Eq. 5.5 as a function of the share price at triggering time
(data from Table 5.3).

Figure 5.5: Calibration of the implied-trigger Sc for the Lloyds Banking Group
ECN bond obtained through the rating-based approach. The solid line is based
on the equity model (Eq. 5.5), and the dashed lines are taken from the S&P 2011
report (Table 5.4).

The rating-based approach appears to o�er an implied triggering price Sc far
below the 22.5 pence initially obtained by [49] in Table 5.5.
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Rating
Lloyds ECN BB- BB BB+

Implied Trigger 0.0987 £ 0.0825 £ 0.0635 £
Table 5.5: Results of the rating-based approach for the Lloyds ECN. For each rat-
ing, the implied trigger is obtained by the intersection between the probability
given by the equity-based model (Eq. 5.5) and the conversion probability (Table
5.4).

With such an important di�erence between the standard model prediction (in
[49]) and our rating-based approach (Table 5.5), we formulate two hypotheses re-
garding the role of the rating agencies and how to consider their position on CoCo
notes:

(a) The agency adapts its grading outlook with a delay compared to
when themarket data becomes publicly available. As this decision is made on out-
dated information, any change of position (such as a downgrade) should have been
made earlier, which re�ects an implied share value Sc that is potentially higher
than the one suggested by the rating-based approach.

(b) The agency provides some reliable information regarding the CoCo
risk. The issuance grade related to the associated probability of default should
be used as a proxy for the conversion risk. This grade highlights a lower implied
share value at conversion time compared to models solely based on what market
parameters suggest, which is due to a bad risk assessment from themarketmakers,
bearing an exacerbated adversity to conversion risk.

Although con�icting, these two conjectures are not mutually exclusive.

The Credit Suisse BCN
The treatment of the Credit Suisse note here is more delicate due to the very

high rating of BBB+ for the issuance received from Fitch24 that leads to a highly
unlikely conversion over the 5.5 years before the �rst callability option can be exer-
cised by the issuer. Inputting a 2.655% conversion probability (from Table 5.4) into
Eq. 5.4 results in a negative candidate implied-trigger Sc, which must be excluded
from the scope of possible share values at conversion time25.

Alternatively, deploying the same equity-basedmethod as the Lloyds ECN, the
case of the Credit Suisse note gives a very low intersection point Sc = 1.396. If
such a level happened to be true, then we could fear the occurrence of a debt-
induced collapse upon conversion, where the company could not recover from

24Equivalent to the same rating in the Standard & Poor’s scale
25Sc = CP (1 +

cs . T
ln (1−P(�≤T))

) < 0 with the data considered.
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su�ering such a signi�cant loss of a 96.7% drop in equity value (from the initial
price S0 = 42.84 to the candidate value Sc = 1.396). Then, the conversion alone
would be unable to entirely bear the loss.

This case study puts into question the signi�cant discrepancy between the
CoCo credit spread (488 bps) and the high issuance rating, implying a low con-
version risk, according to the rating agency. However, the rating agencies are not
to blame, given the early times for the CoCo market that these instruments were
issued. Later, rating agencies re�ned their model and provided more accuracy in
their methodologies for granting the "equity credit" score to the emerging contin-
gent convertible bonds (from [96] in 2011 to [89] in 2019 for S&P). In fact, themost
recentmethodology booklet for hybrid capital released by Standard&Poor’s super-
sedes 12 other guidance articles e�ective from 2007 (See the Related Publications
section in [89]).

5.6 Equilibrium & Arbitrage

In particle physics, an equilibrium point arises if the sum of all vector forces acting
on the particle is zero. In the context of contingent convertibles, the equilibrium
price must be de�ned by the value of the instrument (either the underlying or
the CoCo bond) for which no arbitrage exists. Considering the parallel with the
physics de�nition, we consider that the vector forces are market participants tak-
ing positions (long or short) on the instrument, resulting in price movements (up
or down) until reaching the equilibrium, fair, non-arbitrage price, given a set of
publicly accessible parameters.

From the PT article, a unique equilibrium stock price is ensured by the candi-
date pre-conversion stock value being an increasing function of the bank’s asset,
for all assets’ value being larger or equal to the triggering asset value. A closed-
form formula is derived for this candidate stock price (assuming the existence of
the equilibrium) that relies on the continuity at the conversion level between the
pre-conversion equity value (assuming contingent convertibles exist in the capi-
tal structure as well as n shares) and the post-conversion equity value (assuming
only senior bonds exist in the capital structure, and n + m shares are due to the
conversion of the CoCo).

Having an unveri�ed unique equilibrium condition is equivalent to having a
pre-conversion price lower than the triggering share price for some asset value
above the threshold triggering the conversion. The consistency would then be
lost, resulting in no equilibrium stock price due to a contradiction in Proposition
1 that states conversion takes place the �rst time the share price falls below the
triggering price. Again, this is not the case with ERN and DCL because these are
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permitted to have the pre-conversion price lower than the triggering share price
between two observation dates.

From the equilibrium de�nition above, we observe that the equilibrium and
arbitrage concepts can be bridged in the case of CoCos. On the one hand, the
most straightforward case is if a unique equilibrium exists based on the pricing
model. In this speci�c scenario, having the ability to buy the underlying cheaper
than the equilibrium stock price (from the model) can be arbitrage by taking a
long position in the underlying shares and ∆ short positions in the CoCo. Here, ∆
represents the number of bonds that annihilate the price risk.

Alternatively, if the underlying price is more expensive than the equilibrium
(pre-conversion) price St (At), the opposite trade should be entered, short-selling
the underlying and buying ∆ times the CoCo bond nominal. On the other hand,
when no equilibrium can be mathematically found, but a tradeable price still ex-
ists on themarket, arbitrage logic loses its neutral benchmark or reference. Even if
PT rules out this eventuality in most realistic bank asset volatility cases in perpet-
ual CoCos [97], the nonexistence of equilibrium remains an issue for contingent
convertibles with �nitematurity as soon as the conversion terms bene�t the initial
shareholders by converting the debt instrument into less equity than the nominal
of the CoCo.

As later observed in Chapter 7, the absence of equilibrium is ruled out for Co-
Coswith discrete behaviours, such as ERN andDCLwhenmodelled continuously.
Similar to barrier options, in�nite values of ∆ are reasonable when the next obser-
vation date is close and the spot price �irts with the triggering price.
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Chapter 6

E�ciency Examination of DCL
Instruments

"The idea that growth will remedy
our debts is so addictive for
politicians, but the citizens end up
paying the price."

Michael Burry, [98].

6.1 Introduction and hypotheses

This chapter studies the impact and e�ectiveness of DCL on a �rm’s capital struc-
ture. DCLare a newclass of contingent convertibles that are leverage-based and fa-
cilitate improved capital management via dynamic payment conversion to equity.
In this context, "e�ciency" pertains to the ability of a DCL to serve its intended
purpose of capital control. This study adapts the well-known Vasicek model and
compares di�erent scenarios to a benchmark company without DCL in the �rm’s
capital structure.

We begin by re-examining the primary characteristics of DCL instruments,
then progress into the adapted Vasicek model, commonly used for modelling in-
terest rate behaviour [99]. Finally, we use a numerical example that illustrates
how DCL instruments, by their leverage-control properties, e�ectively serve their
intended purpose. Such e�ciency is demonstrated within the context of main-
taining stability in a �rm’s capital structure by lowering the probability of extreme
values for the leverage and turning the leverage into a mean-reverting process, as
evidenced by the provided con�dence intervals.
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The DCL in the form of a leverage-based contingent convertible is a regular
loan with a nominal Q0. The interest rate the �rm needs to pay on this debt is
de�ned by r, and the bond is paid down withN equal payments PN . Additionally,
DCL enhances some unique characteristics, such as:

• Physical delivery of shares instead of cash payment if the �rm’s leverage is
beyond the conversion threshold Lc at the observation date t − 1 of the pay-
ment date. The number of shares newly issued is equal to the �rm’s payment
obligation divided by a prede�ned conversion price Cp.

• A re-issuance process keeps the debt-to-assets above a given threshold to
ensure the �rm’s market competitiveness. If, at the observation date t − 1
of the payment date, the �rm’s indebtedness ratio is below Lmin, then the
�rm issues a new DCL with the same parameters and a nominal Qk, such
as L(Qk) = Lmin at the following payment date k. Then, Lmin becomes the
minimum leverage percentage allowed for re-issuance.

Because the factors Lmin and Lc are now in�uencing the �rm’s leverage, we ob-
serve amean reversionmechanism that drives us to consider the Vasicekmodel as
an appropriate candidate for the debt-to-assets modelling and the �nancial instru-
ment e�ciency examination. We derive the Vasicek stochastic di�erential equa-
tion followed by the �rm’s leverage Lt as

dLt = a(b − Lt)dt + �LdWt (6.1)

with the initial condition on the leverage L(0) = L0 =
RQ0

RQ0+NS0S0
. Here, NSt is

the number of shares in circulation, St the share price, and RQt the total residual
value of the loan1. Then, identifying a as the speed of reversion parameter, b as the
long-termmean leverage, �L as the instantaneous volatility of the process, andWt
theWiener process in a risk-neutral world become possible. Solving the stochastic
equation leads to

Lt = L0 exp (−at) + b[1 − exp (−at)] + �L exp (−at) ∫
t

0
exp (as)dWs (6.2)

By parallelism with an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, the expected value of Lt
appears to be [100]

E [Lt] = L0 exp (−at) + b[1 − exp (−at)] (6.3)

whereas the volatility of such a process is de�ned by

Std [Lt] =

√
�2L
2a [1 − exp (−2at)] (6.4)

1The residual value of the loan at t = 0 equals the initial loan nominal RQ0 = Q0.
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The long-term standard deviation tends toward limt→∞ Std [Lt] =
√

�2L
2a
, which

will be a key indicator of how the DCL acts to prevent extreme leverage values. No
stabilising e�ect exists in the long run due to the perpetual re-issuance process.
The 95% con�dence interval (around the mean) can be written in the following
form because of the normally distributed process, such that

IC95% = L0 exp (−at) + b [1 − exp (−at)] ± 2 .

√
�2L
2a [1 − exp (−2at)] (6.5)

To begin, we must calibrate the Vasicek parameters using the sets of a �rm’s
leverage values across n distinct paths. The Vasicek model can be calibrated by
considering the entire leverage values throughout the life of the instrument or un-
til t = T∗. In this context, we de�ne N = T∗∕�t as the total number of leverage
observations to be considered. We then employ the maximum likelihood estima-
tor (MLE) to maximize the log-likelihood function [101, 102] of

l(Li , a, b, �L) = log
N−1∏

i=0
f(Li+1 | Li ; a ; b ; �L) =

N−1∑

i=0
log (f (Li+1 | Li ; a ; b ; �L))

=
N−1∑

i=0
log ( 1

�L
√
2��t

exp (− 1
2�2L�t

(∆Li)
2))

=
N−1∑

i=0
log ( 1

�L
√
2��t

) −
∆L2i
2�2L�t

= [ 1
log(�L

√
2��t)

]
N

−
N−1∑

i=0

∆L2i
2�2L�t

= −N2 log
(
�2L2��t

)
−

N−1∑

i=0

∆L2i
2�2L�t

(6.6)

In this equation, ∆Li = Li+1 − Li − a(b − Li)�t denotes the adjusted change in
leverage at time i, which accounts for themean-reversion process described by the
Vasicekmodel. The function f(Li+1 | Li ; a ; b ; �L) is the conditional probability
density function for a normal distribution thatmodels the change in leverage from
Li to Li+1, given the parameters a, b, and �L and the current leverage Li . The log-
likelihood function l(Li , a, b, �L) represents the likelihood of observing a speci�c
leverage path Lt = {Lt∕t ∈ [0;T∗]}, given the parameters a, b, and �L. The goal is
to �nd the parameter values that maximize this log-likelihood function, provided
the observed leverage path.
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For a given payment frequency f, the triple estimators

⎛
⎜
⎝

a
b̂
�L

⎞
⎟
⎠

are derived from the calculation of

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

)l(Li ,a,b,�L)
)a

)l(Li ,a,b,�L)
)b

)l(Li ,a,b,�L)
)�L

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

=
⎛
⎜
⎝

0
0
0

⎞
⎟
⎠

The following solution exists and represents the values that maximise the likeli-
hood of obtaining the dataset simulated. We demonstrate this result in Appendix
E.

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

a =
∑N−1
i=0 (Li+1−Li)(b−Li)

�t
∑N−1
i=0 (b−Li)2

b̂ = 1
N

∑N−1
i=0

Li+1−Li(1−a�t)
a�t

�L =
√

1
N

∑N−1
i=0

(Li+1−Li−a(b−Li)�t)2

�t

(6.7)

with b as the average leverage observed from the dataset Li = {Lt∕t ∈ [0;T∗]}.

6.2 Numerical example and simulations

We provide in this section numerical examples to assess the leverage ratio’s be-
haviour when constrained with a DCL instrument in the balance sheet of a �rm.
Our base case scenario assumes the same parameters input as in Chapter 4, and
are listed in Table 6.1. Here, we set the time interval constant between t0, t1, ..., tN ,
such as �t = ti+1 − ti = 0.05.
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Input Value
Nominal Value 5000$
Number of Payments 10
Interest Payment 5%
Expected Annual Return on Equity 10%
Dividend Rate 2.5%
Volatility 35%
Initial Number of Shares 100
Stock Value 20$
Conversion Price 18.5$
Triggering Leverage 80%
Min leverage to not reissue debt 70%

Table 6.1: Numerical inputs used for the simulations. The data are the same as
used in Chapter 4.

Fig. 6.1 presents the results from the Vasicek calibration for a �rm incorporat-
ing the aforementioned hybrid security in its balance sheet. Visually, this appears
to impact the leverage evolution range depending on the payment frequency set
(annually or bi-annually). The resultmight be qualitatively justi�ed by the shorter
period between two payment dates, leaving less room for the leverage to evolve be-
fore potentially leading to either a payment conversion or debt re-issuance.
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Figure 6.1: Selection of three random paths for the �rm’s leverage. All assume
that the �rm issued a DCL at t = 0, one with an annual frequency payment (upper
plot), a secondwith a bi-annual payment (middle plot), and a thirdwith a quarterly
payment (lower plot).
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As observed in Fig. 6.1, increasing the frequency of payments leads to less
chaotic movements in addition to narrowing the 95% interval channel (de�ned as
two standard deviations about themean). The discretisation step is set at �t = 0.05
(i.e., 12.6 trading days).

To verify the assumption on the leverage channelling e�ect of the frequency
payment, we introduce three simulations plus a benchmark. Each simulation
relies on n = 500 distinct paths for the leverage and shows, based on the Va-
sicek model, the interest of DCL in controlling the issuer leverage based on the
frequency payment and not on the two driving parameters Lmin and Lc (as these
in�uences are admitted).

• Benchmark, Simulation 0: the balance sheet does not incorporate the DCL
and T∗ = 10 years2.

• Simulation 1: an annual frequency payment, T∗ = 10 years, and the bal-
ance sheet incorporates the DCL.

• Simulation 2: a bi-annual frequency payment, T∗ = 10 years, and the bal-
ance sheet incorporates the DCL.

• Simulation 3: a quarterly frequency payment, T∗ = 10 years, and the bal-
ance sheet incorporates the DCL.

Figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.5 provide estimators for the Vasicek model and the associ-
ated con�dence intervals for every scenario, which provides the average calibrated
parameters for every 500 paths simulated. The intervals are providedwith�1 = 5%
and �2 = 1% thresholds (i.e., 95% and 99% con�dence intervals, respectively) and
are computed by :

IC1−�(x̂) = x̂ ± Z�∕2
Std(xi)
n = x̂ ±N−1

(
1 − � + �

2
) Std(xi)

n (6.8)

6.2.1 Speed of reversion estimator

First, we focus on the speed of reversion estimator â, a parameter that acts as the
retraction force for springs. The higher the estimator value, the faster the �rm’s
leverage returns to its expected equilibrium value.

2This case is proxied by setting the frequency payment to once per � days, with � > T∗.
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Figure 6.2: Vasicek calibration of the parameter a for the three simulations (1, 2,
3) and benchmark (0). The value is provided with its 95% and 99% con�dence
intervals. The left plot representation highlights the positive correlation between
the estimator value and the number of payment dates per year. The data table is
listed to the right of the �gure.

In the benchmark experiment (Simulation 0), the �rm’s balance sheet does
not include a DCL instrument nor a re-issuance process to guarantee a minimum
leverage ratio over time. Instead, the debt is assumed constant, leaving the debt-
to-asset ratio at the mercy of the random share value evolution as it became a
one-argument function. Without any surprise in these circumstances, the mean-
reversion phenomenon is not constrained by any instrument and results in a very
low estimator â, ranging (with a 1% error assumption) from 0.481 to 0.577. Also,
the simulation suggests there is no control of capital because over the ten years, the
average minimum leverage ratio hit varies between 47.9% and 51.5%. In contrast,
the averagemaximum leverage ratio hit varies between 81.6% and 83.3% (also with
a 1% error assumption).

The following three simulations demonstrate the non-negligible role of the
DCL instrument in steering the leverage back to its expected value. Supposing a
DCL proceeds to pay annually and increases the â estimator up to the range of 1.74
to 1.88. Switching to a bi-annual payment while maintaining the remaining fac-
tors unchanged increases the 99% con�dence interval breadth to [2.07; 2.27]. This
interval does not intersect with the one obtained through the benchmark simula-
tion, demonstrating the positive correlation between the speed of the mean rever-
sal value and the number of payment dates per year. The â interval obtained with
a quarterly payment (Simulation 3) of [2.30; 2.53] is higher and also does not in-
tersect with the one obtained for a bi-annual payment (Simulation 2), suggesting
that the relation holds pairwise.
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6.2.2 Long-termmean estimator

We emphasise understanding the impact of frequency payments on the long-term
mean leverage. This consideration is everything butmarginal, as the overall aim of
the DCL is to canalise the �rm’s leverage toward an optimum value that should be
su�ciently high for the �rm to remain competitive (with respect to its equity and
asset volatility). In the meantime, the �nancial health of the company remains
secure.

Figure 6.3: Vasicek calibration of the parameter b for the three simulations (1, 2,
3) and the benchmark (0). The value is provided with its 95% and 99% con�dence
interval. The left plot representation highlights the positive correlation between
the estimator value and the number of payment dates per year. The data table is
listed to the right of the �gure.

Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 corroborate the hypothesis on the positive correlation be-
tween the long-term mean leverage and the number of payments per year. The
99% con�dence intervals do not intersect, which once again may be justi�ed by
an economic reason. If the payment frequency (also referred to as the observa-
tion frequency) is increased, then the �rm’s leverage negligibly falls far below the
maximum re-issuance level Lmin. In such cases, at time t with k − 1 ≤ t < k, the
leverage automatically readjusts to Lmin through the issuance of Qk. The faster
this re-issuance occurs, the higher the average leverage through the same period
considered.

The opposite procedure of an unlevered mechanism is observed in the case
where the leverage breaches the conversion threshold Lc. Here, we can show the
existence of a limit to which the parameter b tends when increasing the payment
frequency.

The management board that intends to issue a DCL instrument must con-
sider the shifting e�ect described previously, which involves the following state-
ment: targeting a �xed long-term indebtedness ratio b requires decreasing the re-
issuance leverage Lmin for an increased number of payments (and reciprocally).
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The absence ofDCL in the �rm’s capital structure leaves the leverage free to evolve,
resulting in a broader distribution of results. This outcome is re�ected in the
spread between the estimator b̂ and its 95% and 99% lower and upper con�dence
bounds, respectively. Fig. 6.4 features a plot of the observed mean lowest and
highest value hit by the leverage ratio through the ten years simulated for the n
paths. Again, the instrument proves helpful in avoiding extreme leverage values
that are detrimental to the �rm’s operation.

Figure 6.4: Long-term mean value b with respect to the average maximum and
minimum values hit by the leverage. Whereas the averagemaximumhit is slightly
decreasing with the number of payments due to the driving factor Lc (conversion),
the average minimum hit is an increasing function of the payment frequency due
to the second driving factor Lmin (re-issuance).

6.2.3 Instantaneous volatility estimator

Finally, the instantaneous volatility is the single variable driving the amplitude
of the market randomness, proxied by a Wiener process. This indicator describes
how well the instrument can concentrate the leverage values around its expected
mean, dwindling the incidence of extreme movements.
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Figure 6.5: Vasicek calibration of the parameter �L for the three simulations (1, 2,
3) and the benchmark (0). The value is provided with its 95% and 99% con�dence
interval. The left plot representation highlights the negative correlation between
the estimator value and the number of payment dates per year. The data table is
shown at the right of the �gure. All values are annualised.

These �ndings are again veri�ed by non-intersecting con�dence intervals. The
benchmark simulation shows the lowest instantaneous volatility (6.84%±0.16%)�=0.01,
which is biased by the absence of a re-issuance or conversion event, restricting the
amplitude of moves for the leverage. However, given the �ndings on the entire
set of Vasicek parameters, favouring straight debt over the contingent convertible
introduced here is not su�cient. Regarding the estimator behaviour in reaction
to a DCL, an increase in the payment frequency is demonstrated to conduct fewer
shocks and chaotic movements of leverage, displayed by a decrease in the instan-
taneous volatility. This e�ect is desired, as the DCL instrument should prevent
excessive market randomness from entering the system.

6.3 Discussion of the Vasicek Model

This section introduces a discussion on the use of the Vasicek Model for leverage
forecasting and looks closely at the conclusions drawn. The model demonstrates
its e�ciency on a problem that is not related to interest rate modelling but still
assumes an underlying mean-reversion process. Therefore, why a more robust
model, such as Cox-Ingersoll-Ross (CIR), is not usedmight be of concern. The Va-
sicek de�ciencies in interest rate forecasting remain valid in this context, including
the fact that the leverage values are constrained by a lower and upper bound of 0%
and 100%, respectively. However, denoting P as the probability to invalidate the
model, i.e., the probability that the process goes negative [102] or above 1 territory
at the time t + �t, we write

P(Lt+�t < 0 ∪ Lt+�t > 1) = P(Lt+�t < 0) + P(Lt+�t > 1)
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because the two events are logically independent. Then, it followed that

⎧

⎨
⎩
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√
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√
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�L
√
�t

)
(6.9)

Using the same values as our example shows that the probability

P(Lt+�t < 0 ∪ Lt+�t > 1)

tends in the least favourable case (annual payment) to 2 ∗ 10−47.
With this as a justi�cation for the use of Vasicek’s model, we next spotlight

the DCL instrument e�ciency. Regarding the long-term standard deviation in a
Vasicek process (Std(Lt) with t → ∞) derived in Section 6.1, the �ndings on the
speed of the reversion parameter (Section 6.2.1), and the process volatility (Section
6.2.3), the DCL instruments are established to be e�cient and successful in con-
taining a �rm’s leverage around a targeted value. Also, managing the constraint
applied to the �rm’s leverage by increasing the payment or observation frequency,
among other solutions, is possible. This constraint is illustrated by the two-std
interval being tightened when switching from annual to bi-annual and then to a
quarterly payment (all else kept equal). We refer to Fig. 6.1 for our numerical
example, where the lower and upper ranges use the following triple obtained in
Section 6.2,

⎛
⎜
⎝
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b̂
�L

⎞
⎟
⎠

f

with f as the payment frequency.

6.4 Conclusion

The concept of theDCL instrument helps an issuing entity target a long-term debt-
to-asset level, which is achieved through the conversion of debt to new equity is-
sues or debt re-issuance, depending on the �rm’s needs. Simulations on the instru-
ment impact leave the footprint of an e�ective mean-reversal phenomenon. For
this reason, this chapter proposed a new approach to quantifying e�ciency based
on the famous VasicekModel, the adaption of which points to the existence of up-
per and lower bounds for the leverage that is not breached in 95% of the cases. The
spread between these two limits appears to be modulated to constrain the debt-to-
asset ratio into a relatively tight channel, leaving less room for uncertainty. This
study focused on how the payment frequency played a critical role in this mecha-
nism and exhibited, on the one hand, a positive correlation between the number
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of payments and the Vasicek parameters a and b. On the other hand, a negative
correlation between the payment frequency and the process volatility �L was ob-
served.

Considering the global picture, DCL instruments have been shown to allow for
improved control of the leverage ratio compared to a �rm not issuing any, which
then constitutes an e�cient tool to comply with regulatory requirements, such as
those de�ned by Basel III. The re-issuance process could qualify this security as
a perpetual instrument as well as Additional Tier 1 (AT1). This assumption must
be discussed further but could lead to more incentives for the investors, as the
callability risk component would disappear.
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Chapter 7

Stability and Equilibrium
Examination of Contingent
Convertibles

"A banking system is an act of faith:
it survives only for as long as people
believe it will."

Michael Lewis [103].

7.1 Abstract

This chapter studies the stability and equilibrium in contingent convertible pric-
ing. The e�ect is investigated for legacyCoCo instruments and for a class of contin-
gent convertibles that allows for better capital control through dynamic payment
or conversion to equity, including the Equity Recourse Note (ERN) or the recently
developedDynamic Control of Leverage (DCL) instrumentwith its leverage-based
conversion.

Because of its structure and conditional payo�, the pricing of CoCo bonds is
known to be a challenging problem. Still, few papers exclusively focus on the sta-
bility of CoCo pricing in the case of market triggers. However, the research on
CoCos is not static, and some previous papers often cited by the industry include
errors.

A framework is developed for CoCo stability when the conversion condition
is monitored at discrete times instead of continuously. In this way, the thresh-
old requirement can be violated between two observations without triggering the
conversion of the debt into equity.
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7.2 The equilibrium problem

Many recent papers focused on introducing new products that never increase in
market interest because they are not suitable for direct issuance, making them
valuable only from a theoretical perspective while revealing di�culties in their
practical implementation. These include instruments that trigger a conversion as
soon as a breach occurs in the examined variable and is limited to the required
amount to restore the minimum non-triggering condition.

In 2002, Flannery [47] identi�ed a lack of advance arrangements to restruc-
ture �rms if signi�cant losses occurred and proposed a "minimum viable product"
(MVP) to prevent government intervention and facilitate the bank’s recapitalisa-
tion. This RCD quali�ed by the term MVP comes with drawbacks. However, this
product design o�ered a foundation of the traditional CoCo and paved the way
for Glasserman & Nouri’s CoCo, which featured a capital-ratio trigger [17] and
o�ered a type of debt instrument that glosses over operability issues incurred by
very small payments or conversion.

Dual-trigger products that depend onmicro- andmacro-parameters (i.e., at the
�rm level to the scale of the entire banking system) have been recommended by
McDonald [61] and Calomiris and Herring [62]. In the best case, such features
incur further delays in loss recognition, whereas in the worst case, a CoCo com-
pletely loses its core purpose to force the recapitalization of a bank experiencing
�nancial trouble. If a bank underperforms compared to a benchmark, then dual
triggers still might not prevent bankruptcy.

Few papers exclusively focus on the stability of CoCo pricing, while other re-
search dealing with CoCo valuations featuring a market-based trigger observe a
double equilibrium problem that occurs when varying the trigger [31, 35, 36]. Ta-
ble 1.1 summarises the e�ects related to the conversion price. As the ongoing
research on CoCo is not static, some researchers have identi�ed the existence of a
single solution even when the CoCo conversion penalizes the initial shareholder.
Glasserman and Nouri showed that by having an instrument that is continuously
traded and a conversion price Cp low enough, the existence and uniqueness of a
share value can be found, despite the high dilution factor [37]. Pennacchi and
Tchistyi (PT) [20] later extended the scope of this paper to illuminate an error
that invalidates Theorem 1 in Sundaresan and Wang’s (SW) research [35]. Com-
pared to the Glasserman and Nouri article, PT derived closed-form equations for
the price of the stock (in a unique equilibrium) and the contingent convertible se-
curity. They then showed that the requirement from Sundaresan and Wang was
too strict and suggested the possibility of having a single and stable solution even
ifCp ≠ S�. While this restriction is required only at conversion and not previously,
as was stated by SW, they observed that multiple equilibrium behaviours can still
manifest in deterministic models but not when asset modelling is continuous or
stochastic.
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On the multiple equilibrium problem, Glasserman and Nouri found its origin
in the discrete-time design of CoCos, where prices that could not adapt progres-
sively would shift value at conversion time only [37]. This challenge was paren-
thetically solved by ERNs (the same applies to our proposed DCLs) because the
conversion occurs at scheduled times. Flannery pointed out that by converting the
ERN coupon, only a small amount is really "at stake." Therefore, the initial share-
holders lack commitment, which should not prevent them from operating at a
high-risk level. Again, DCLs are slightly better in the sense that they are loans that
pay equal payments over their lifetime. Furthermore, CoCos that rely on market-
based triggers are �awed, but recurring forbearance and symmetrical errors occur
either with a false conversion or in the absence of conversion when truly needed,
which appears preferable [63]. We do not claim that DCL eliminates this sym-
metrical error. However, because conversion is automatic, relies on leverage, and
is limited to the sole payment due, the absolute value of this error, if quanti�ed,
would be at least reduced signi�cantly.

If the CoCo terms are particularly dilutive for the initial shareholders by setting
the conversion price CP low enough to issue a signi�cant amount of new shares,
there might be many share values that lead to an equilibrium [97]. However, if
the conversion bene�ts the initial shareholder, then the researchers of PT and SW
agree on the absence of equilibrium. This raises the question of the ideal conver-
sion ratio Cr (alternatively, the conversion price Cp). The higher the conversion
ratio (i.e., a lower conversion price), the more equity a CoCo bond will convert
into. While this is a positive outcome from the debt/equity ratio perspective and
reduces the probability of default on other obligations, it comes at the expense of
diluting the ownership of existing equity holders and reducing their control rights.
Thismay be the necessary cost for the bank’s improved �nancial health and stabil-
ity. In some way, a CoCo can be designed to punish the initial shareholders for the
excessive risk they accepted before conversion. Upon triggering, the risk-shifting
is reduced and prevents extreme debt overhang recourse [20].

Because of the unknowns regarding stability in market-based triggers, CoCos
featuring such designs are not popular in the industry. Even so, they are intended
to address concerns about opacity and latency in loss recognition implied by ac-
counting triggers. Also, the multi-equilibrium problem does not manifest with a
CoCo relying on a minimum asset value because the conversion does not a�ect
this control variable [37].

7.3 Understanding the correction in Sundaresan andWang

Many papers do not consider the pricing stability referred to by SW and draw hasty
conclusions about the multi-equilibrium eventuality. The correction from PT de-
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rived closed-form equations for the CoCo value and pre-conversion stock price1.
However, as stated in Proposition 2, if an equilibrium stock price exists, then the
value is given by the equations in section F.2. The reciprocal does not hold, imply-
ing that depending on the inputs, the candidate results derived are not guaranteed
to be valid or stable.

Thus, Theorem 1 by PT studies the condition for this equilibrium stock price
to exist (and its uniqueness conditions). The cases are split into three scenarios.
The �rst ensures the existence and a unique equilibrium, the second eliminates
the existence of equilibrium, and the third might eliminate the existence if the
maturity is su�ciently long. Mathematically, these are expressed as

• (i) Existence of a unique equilibrium if mK
n

≥ max (C, cC
r
).

• (ii) No equilibrium if mK
n
< C.

• (iii) Potentially no equilibrium if the maturity is long enough and

C ≤ mK
n
< max (C, cC

r
).

Assuming the triggering price, CoCo nominal, coupon, interest rate, and ini-
tial number of shares are known, the existence of a unique equilibrium can be
linked to the dilution factor. From the demonstration of Theorem 1, the fact that
no equilibrium exists is not re�ected in the equations from section F.2, as it will
still output a value for St that violates some restrictions (taking the form of addi-
tional equations) and leads to an inconsistency with the equilibrium suggested.
These constraints are interpreted as a pre-conversion candidate price of the share
(St) that must remain above the trigger price for asset values (At) greater than the
triggering asset threshold (Auc).

For example, we use the numerical inputs suggested by the "Internet appendix"
from the PT paper. Theorem1 derives the condition on the variablem (the number
of new shares in the case of conversion) to ensure the existence of a unique equi-
librium. This value must be at least m ≥ 0.625. To show the inconsistency, we
�rst set the asset value toAt = 108.993 to see that by settingm slightly lower than
the minimum threshold, such asm = 0.624, the asset value that would trigger the
conversion is Auc = 108.992. We verify that for a given maturity, the candidate
share price, also called pre-conversion share price (provided by Eq. 10), is below
K = 8 and the conversion price (St = 7.9967). Then, even though the asset value is
above the threshold that would imply a conversion (At > Auc), the pre-conversion
stock price is already lower than the conversion price. This result is a breach of

1See Appendix F
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Proposition 1 that states if there is an equilibrium stock price, then conversion oc-
curs when At falls to Auc the �rst time. Here, we observe a candidate share price
already below the trigger for At > Auc. This happens when the conversion terms
bene�t shareholders by giving CoCo-holding investors less new equity than the
CoCo principal (or its unconverted perpetuity value).

7.4 E�ect on other CoCos

To the best of our knowledge, an interesting and unexplored area of research lies
in the stability of contingent convertibles that convert and deliver the interest pay-
ment (either cash or through new shares) at pre�xed times. This is a key di�erence
with papers from Sundaresan andWang, Pennacchi and Tchistyi, and Glasserman
and Nouri that assume a conversion occurs the �rst time � that the share value
(alternatively, the asset value) falls below a given threshold, which is de�ned in
Proposition 1.

When turning this design into a discrete "observation time" for the conversion,
the underlying mechanism of ERN is similar to DCL, with only the current pay-
ment being subject to conversion at a pre�xed time. Regarding the equilibrium
problem for ERN, the authors Bulow and Klemper assert that their CoCo is not
subject to it because the incentive that an early conversion might create vanishes
with the payment limited to the current interest due (instead of the full nominal).
Yet, they recognise the possibility of small, multiple equilibria, justi�ed by the
value of the stock being reduced by the conversion (i.e., a decrease of the debt-to-
equity ratio implies an increase in the outstanding note value and then a decline in
equity value). However, these authors rely on the inaccurate paper from SW, and
considering the recent PT paper, such a multi-equilibrium feature turns out to be
more of a problem of equilibria existence. Also, the Bulow and Klemper paper is
not quantitative, but their multiple equilibria should come from how the equity
must be conserved from the conversion time �−dt to �+dt, similarly to the notion
of energy conservation in a physical experiment.

To study the e�ect of a contingent convertible on the capital structure of a �rm,
we derive an equation for the share value based on a structural approach. A �rms
assets are comprised of a senior debt tranche (B), a contingent convertible bu�er
(CC), andNS shares valued at St each. If at observation time T the share value ST
falls below the threshold Sc, then the contingent convertible is converted into AS
additional shares. In economic terms, the pre-conversion equity value is equal to

E+T =
At − B − CC

NS
representing the asset value less the debt instruments (senior debt B and contin-
gent convertible debt CC) divided by the number of shares NS at time T, with
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T < �. When simulating the asset value or the equity value as a geometric Brown-
ian motion (gBm), there is continuity at the conversion time, allowing it to bridge
with the post-conversion equity value E+T as

E+T =
AT − B
NS + AS

de�ned as the asset value less the senior debt divided by the total outstanding num-
ber of shares, which is determined by the initial number of sharesNS plus the ad-
ditional shares issued upon conversion. Therefore, we can now derive the value
of each share at maturity (observation time) as

ST =
AT − SD − CC . 1{ST>Sc}
NS + AS . 1{ST<Sc}

⇐⇒ ST
(
NS + AS . 1{ST<Sc}

)
= AT − SD − CC . 1{ST>Sc}

⇐⇒ Et
[
ST

(
NS + AS . 1{ST<Sc}

)]
= Et

[
AT − SD − CC . 1{ST>Sc}

]

⇐⇒ Et[ST]NS + AS . Et
[
ST1{ST<Sc}

]
= AT − SD − CC . Et

[
1{ST>Sc}

]

Additionally, we know that m

Et
[
ST1{ST<Sc}

]
= er(T−t)StN (−d1(St, Sc))

Et
[
1{ST>Sc}

]
= N (d2(St, Sc))

Et[ST] = Ster(T−t)

with

d1(St, Sc) =
log ( St

Sc
) +

(
r + 1

2
�2
)
(T − t)

�
√
T − t

d2(St, Sc) =
log ( St

Sc
) +

(
r − 1

2
�2
)
(T − t)

�
√
T − t

The cumulative normal distribution function is de�ned as

N(x) = 1
√
2�

∫
x

−∞
e−

y2

2 dy

The number of additional sharesAS can be written as a function of the conversion
price CP, such as AS = CC

CP
.
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We next plot the asset value as a function of the underlying share price at in-
ception (t = 0), which is de�ned by

At(St, Sc) = Ster(T−t)(NS+AS . N (−d1(St, Sc)) +B+CC . N (−d2(St, Sc)) (7.1)

This value for the assets is compared to the value of the assets at maturity, equiv-
alent to studying the limt→T At(St, Sc), such that

AT = ST(NS + AS . 1{ST<Sc}) + B + CC . 1{ST>Sc} (7.2)

In Fig. 7.1, We draw di�erent pro�les of asset values, exhibiting various be-
haviours depending on the control variable that we change. Speci�cally, We study
the e�ect of two: (a) the conversion price CP and (b) the time to maturity T. The
baseline inputs used for our calculations are listed in Table 7.1.

Variable Value
Senior Debt B 80$

Contingent Convertible BB 5$
Number of initial shares NS 1
Triggering share price Sc 10

Drift r 0%
Volatility of the equity � 25%

Table 7.1: Baseline scenario variables.

These results show the "footprint" of the value transfer between the initial
shareholders and CoCo-holders, which is also responsible for the discontinuity
in the case of Cp ≠ Sp. The evenness being lost, the asset value at maturity might
have more value before (if Cp < Sc) or after the conversion (if Cp > Sc).
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Figure 7.1: Plots of the asset values as a function of the share value for three con-
version pricesCp, which create a transfer of value between the initial shareholders
and CoCo-holder (blue and yellow) or no transfer of value (orange). The time to
maturity is assumed to be 0 on the upper plot, one week on the middle plot, and
�ve years on the lower plot.
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Themore the conversion price is widened from the par conversion price (Cp =
Sc), the bigger the amplitude of the break between the pre- and post-conversion as-
set values (see the upper plot in Fig. 7.1). By relating with the world of options and
with a reduced time tomaturity, themagnitude of the assets ’delta’, de�ned here as
)A
)S
, is ampli�ed at the proximity of the triggering price. This phenomenon is ex-

hibited in themiddle plot of Fig. 7.1when thematurity is set to oneweek. The con-
cept of transferring value is often evoked without being plotted. Not surprisingly,
when the share value at time T is above the triggering price, i.e., ST > Sc = 10 in
our example, the CoCo does not convert, so no transfer of value occurs between
the initial shareholder and CoCo-holder. However, upon conversion, if the con-
version price Cp is not set to create a conversion at par, then the following two
phenomena might take place:

• (i) If Cp < Sc, then the number of additional shares being released to the
CoCo-holder whenmultiplied by their current value ST , exceed the nominal
value that would have been paid as cash (the interest payment). By diluting
the existing shareholders, it creates a positive transfer of value from the ini-
tial shareholders to the CoCo-holder. The investment from the CoCo-holder
is equivalent to the shares being purchased at a discount, which is exhibited
by the blue curve in Fig. 7.2.

• (ii) If Cp > Sc, then the number of additional shares being released to the
CoCo-holder, when multiplied by their current value ST , are lower than the
nominal value that would have been paid as cash (the interest payment).
By under-diluting the existing shareholders, it creates a positive transfer of
value from theCoCo-holder to the initial shareholders. The investment from
the CoCo-holder is absorbed by the capital structure in the form of shares
purchased at a premium, which is exhibited by the orange curve in Fig. 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: Quanti�cation of the value transfer from the initial shareholder to the
CoCo-holder at conversion time as a function of the share value at time T for two
conversion prices Cp.

A jump in the asset value may only occur if there is a transfer of value between
shareholders and CoCo-holders at maturity (i.e., at conversion time). However,
turning Eq. 7.2 into the continuous Eq. 7.1 allows for the constant monitoring
of the conversion risk and adjustment of the risk-neutral asset value. Assuming
all inputs are constant, this results in a single solution for the asset value and is
shownwhen overlaying the asset value as a function of the share price for di�erent
maturities. The price is observed to eventually converge at the extremities.
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Figure 7.3: Plot of the asset value as a function of the share value for �ve times
to maturity T. The conversion price is set at Cp = 5, bene�ting the CoCo-holder
in the case of conversion. Prices converge for "extreme" values of the share price,
re�ecting the increasing probability of conversion for low share prices and, recip-
rocally, the low probability of conversion for high share prices.

In Fig 7.3, when St << Sc, the asset values evolve as
)A(St ,Sc)

)S
→ 2, which is the

sumofNS+ASwhen the share price is very low, the conversion occurs atmaturity
only, or the conversion is already "priced". Hence, if the share price increases by
1, then the asset values increase by NS + AS.

The asset values when St >> Sc are still an increasing function of the share
price, but only at the rate )A(St ,Sc)

)S
→ NS = 1, which is due to the lower probabil-

ity of conversion and, as a result, new shares being issued. Finally, when the share
price is close to the conversion price, the asset value behaviour is driven by the
equity volatility and remaining time to maturity (i.e., the time before the observa-
tion date or automatic conversion decision). This aspect is addressed in Section
7.5 where the partial derivative of the asset values with respect to the share price
is derived, which is the so-called delta function plotted in Fig. 7.4.
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Figure 7.4: Delta function for the asset value of a �rm with a DCL in its capital
structure, i.e., )At

)S
function (Eq. 7.3 in Section 7.5), plotted for four times to matu-

rity. We observe that the delta tends toward NS + AS for low share values (high
probability of conversion) and toward NS for high share values (low probability
of conversion), which is due to the assets evolving with the same slope as the ex-
pected total equity value.

DCL instruments feature a superior design because leverage is the control vari-
able, and by using it not as a proxy, we allow some jumps in this variable. There-
fore, DCL instruments are not subject tomultiple equilibria or equilibrium nonex-
istence. Either when paying down the loan cash or by proceeding to conversion of
PN at the conversion priceCP, the leverage suddenly reduces on the payment date.
This allows the share price to be continuous without any sub-constraint being vi-
olated. The control variable (i.e., leverage) is a process with jumps at the payment
date and de�ned as

Lt =
Dt
At

=
Bt + CCt

Bt + CCt + Et
=

Bt + CCt
Bt + CCt +NStSt

The equity value St does not have to adjust to compensate for the decrease in
CCt outstanding nor increase in the number of shares NS. Continuous monitor-
ing of the share price (and the leverage) is another advantage, as it provides the
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necessary information to know if the CC will convert the next interest payment at
the pre�xed date. Finally, Theorem 1 from PT is derived from the pre-conversion
candidate stock price being able to fall below the conversion price. However, both
in ERN and DCL, the share price is only monitored at the payment date k and can
unambiguously reach values lower than the triggering threshold. This way, the
equivocal equilibria problem can not manifest.

7.5 Capturing the non-monotonicity moment

An important aspect of this study captures the point of non-monotonicity in terms
of the time tomaturity as a function of the volatility. As seen in Fig. 7.3, more than
one share value can potentially lead to the same asset value. A condition to avoid
this stability issue is to have the asset value be a monotonic function of the share
value. Ensuring this stability can be obtained by having the partial derivative of
the asset value with respect to the share value be strictly above 0 on the entire
interval of share prices, such that

)At(T, �)
)St

> 0

⇐⇒ )
)St

[
Ster(T−t) (NS + AS . N(−d1(St, Sc)) + B + CC . N(d2(St, Sc)))

]
> 0

⇐⇒ )
)St

[
Ster(T−t)NS

]
+ )
)St

[
Ster(T−t)AS . N(−d1(St, Sc))

]
+ )B
)St

+ )
)St

[CC +N(d2(St, Sc))] > 0

⇐⇒ NSer(T−t) + AS . N(−d1(St, Sc))er(T−t) + AS . er(T−t)

∗
)(−d1(St, Sc))

)St
)N(−d1(St, Sc))
)(−d1(St, Sc))

+ CC
)(d2(St, Sc))

)St
)N(d2(St, Sc))
)(d2(St, Sc))

> 0

⇐⇒ NSer(T−t) + AS . N(−d1(St, Sc))er(T−t) −
StAS . er(T−t)

�
√
T − t

N′(−d1(St, Sc))

+ CC
St�

√
T − t

N′(d2(St, Sc)) > 0
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with N′(x) being the probability density function of the normal distribution, i.e.,

N′(x) =
exp (−x2

2
)

√
2�

that involves

)A0(T, �)
)St

> 0 ⇐⇒

(NS + AS . N(−d1)) erT −
StAS . erT . exp (−

d21
2
)

�
√
2�T

+
CC . exp (−d22

2
)

S0�
√
2�T

> 0 (7.3)

Because the non-monotonicity might only occur for Cp < Sc, we assume again
Cp = 5 and we plot Equation 7.3 in the following two ways:

(a) A straight Delta function (∆ = )A0(T,�)
)St

) depending on the share value, as
seen in Fig. 7.4 where the existence of a unique solution is conditional on the
function being above the y = 0 line.

(b) The minimum maturity T leading to monotonicity of the asset values, i.e.,
)A0(T,�)

)St
> 0 is apparent. Fig. 7.5 displays this minimummaturity as a function of

the equity volatility � and for three initial share prices S of S = 10.5, S = 11.0, and
S = 11.06 when S is maximized.
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Figure 7.5: Plot of the minimum maturity T to ensure monotonicity of the asset
values as a function of the equity volatility. We assume three possible spot values
of S = 10.5 (blue), S = 11.0 (red), and S being maximized at (S = 11.06)

For any given share price, the minimum maturity is a decreasing function of
the volatility. Higher volatility smooths Eq. 7.1, and lower volatility creates more
abrupt variations close to the conversion price, as the triggering probability is in-
creased. Therefore, in the case of Cp < Sc, the remaining time tomaturity must be
very little to skew the asset function enough to create a double equilibrium prob-
lem (respectively, a long time to maturity). This phenomenon is observable in Fig.
7.6 when comparing the asset value behaviour as a function of the share value
for di�erent times to maturities with volatilities of � = 10% (upper panel) and
� = 40% (lower panel). Low volatility, even when coupled with a long maturity,
can be seen to not always be enough to lead to monotonically increasing assets (as
a function of share value). However, high volatility mixed with reduced maturity
still smooths the asset function su�ciently to eliminate the local maximum and
minimum (at the origin of the multiple equilibrium problem).
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of the asset value behaviours as a function of the share
value for di�erent times to maturity with a volatility of � = 10% (upper plot) and
� = 40% (lower plot). Lower volatility with a reduced time to maturity creates
more uncertainty when the share value trades close to the triggering price.
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7.6 Conclusion

In the PT paper, the mathematical framework relied on the value of the assets,
de�ned as a geometric Brownian motion, which is characterised as continuous
without jumps. Under some circumstances established in Theorem 1, the possi-
bility exists that there is no equilibrium point for the candidate stock price. This
chapter �lls the research gap regarding CoCos that do not convert the �rst time
the control variable falls below a given threshold. The literature counts some of
these, such as ERN and the proposed DCL, which removes some potential con-
straints on the candidate share price, making the pricing framework more robust,
even when the conversion price penalises the CoCo-holder. The asset value is a
monotonically increasing function of the share value for any St ≥ Sc when one of
the two following conditions is veri�ed:

• Cp ≥ Sc.

• Cp < Sc with a maturity su�ciently high.

Now, calibrating an implied share price or implied asset value is possible based
on the other input without facing any double equilibrium problem or absence of
equilibrium. An issue raised by the �gures presented in this chapter is multiple
equilibria, such as that occurring in Fig. 7.3 in the case of Cp < Sc. Two dis-
tinct share values St could result in the same asset valuation (the function is not
monotonic when Cp > Sc). This scenario results when the CoCo-holder bene�ts
from the conversion, whereas Pennacchi and Tchistyi showed there is an absence
of equilibrium only when there is a transfer of value from the CoCo-holder to the
shareholder at conversion time.

A key di�erence remains between the model developed here and the basis of
the CoCo framework used by Sundaresan and Wang and Pennacchi and Tchistyi.
This refers to their Proposition 1 that assumes the contingent convertible turns to
equity at the �rst instant � the share price S� falls below the threshold Sc, which is
not the case in themodel we develop. Still, by turning the equation from a discrete
to a continuous model, the market can continuously price the conversion risk and
adjust to a change in the underlying share price.
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Chapter 8

Overview of an Alternative Trigger
for DCL

"Money is gold, and nothing else."

J.P. Morgan, [105].

This chapter is based on a paper co-published with Prof. Sverrir Ólafsson in
Finance Research Letters [69].

8.1 Abstract

In this chapter, we suggest a novel trigger for Dynamic Control of Leverage (DCL).
These instruments are analogous to conventional Contingent Convertible (CoCo)
bonds, employed to constrain a �rm’s leverage within speci�ed limits, thus min-
imizing the likelihood of default. Our proposed trigger enables continuous lever-
age monitoring, bringing in the desired �exibility and allowing the conversion to
be triggered ahead of the cash payment. This alternative design, building upon
the DCL mechanism, has been shown to further reduce the probability of default
while preserving the desirable mean-reverting behaviour of the leverage dynamic.
We provide evidence of the model’s e�ectiveness and discuss the implications of
its implementation.

8.2 Introduction

Dynamic Control of Leverage (DCL) instruments [56] represent a new type of
CoCo bonds, designed for self-regulation or compliance with existing regulations.
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These annuity bonds maintain optimal debt-to-assets levels by converting the in-
terest payment to equity if the �rm’s leverage breaches a critical threshold Lc, or
issuing additional debt when leverage falls beneath a certain level Lmin. Notably,
the original DCL instrument triggers conversions at discrete, pre-agreed times,
contingent on the �rm’s leverage at the given observation date Tk.

The original DCL design o�ers signi�cant �exibility, with multiple degrees of
freedomgranted to the issuer. Of these, the payment frequencyf passively impacts
the intrinsic risk. Increasing payment frequency enables enhanced capital protec-
tion by responding promptly to undesired leverage levels. This is contingent, how-
ever, on payment and leverage observation occurring simultaneously. The current
"European-like" approach to leverage observation may delay loss recognition and
the conversion trigger, an issue this chapter addresses.

Our contribution to the �eld lies in proposing an alternative triggering mech-
anism for DCL bonds, enhancing their e�ectiveness and thereby, minimizing fur-
ther the default risk. Our proposed trigger enables continuous leverage monitor-
ing (i.e. "American-like"), allowing conversion to occur ahead of cash payments,
leading to more timely reactions to �uctuating leverage levels. Building upon our
original research on the DCL model [56], this revised design o�ers signi�cant po-
tential for evolving CoCo bond designs.

The enhanced design for DCL we propose facilitates its integration within the
existing regulatory framework. This is particularly relevant given some of the
concerns the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) raised in a 2019
No-Action Letter [104]. As described previously, by making the leverage continu-
ouslymonitored, our proposed triggermechanism facilitates amore proactive and
continuous conversion process for DCLs. This innovative approach enables early
adjustments to leverage levels and mitigates the likelihood of sudden, drastic con-
version events, fostering more consistent market behaviour and reducing the risk
of a side-by-side public and private market for the underlying stock.

This chapter is structured in two parts. Section 8.3 introduces (a) the bene�ts
of continuous observation for the leverage, (b) the adjusted investor position com-
pared to the original DCL design, and (c) the probability of conversion. Section
8.4 deals with the new leverage dynamic and dilution for the initial shareholder.
We conclude with comments on our results and �ndings.

8.3 DCL featuring American observations

The assumptions on the capital structure are kept unchanged from [56], where the
�rm is �nanced with a mixture of equity and debt in the form of a hybrid instru-
ment of the type of a CoCo bond. In the original DCL proposal, the conversion
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condition was expressed as an inequality on the leverage at a time horizon Tk that
is translated into a condition on the share price as

Lk =
RQk

RQk +NSk−1Sk
> Lc ⇐⇒ Sk < (

1 − Lc
Lc

)
RQk
NSk−1

= Sc,k (8.1)

where Lk is the debt-to-asset, or leverage, ratio, RQk is the residual value of the
bond, and Sk is the share price, all expressed at time Tk. Also, NSk−1 is the out-
standing circulating number of shares, expressed at timeTk−1, and Lc is the critical
leverage that triggers conversion.

From here, assuming the stock price follows a geometric Brownian motion
(gBm) [106, 18], the probability of conversion or, alternatively, the probability of
no-conversion, P(Sk ≥ Sc,k) is straightforward to derive where

P(Sk ≥ Sc,k) = Φ
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

log ( S0LcNSk−1
RQk(1−Lc)

) + (� − � − �2

2
)Tk

�
√
Tk

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(8.2)

This probability must then be computed term to term, adjusting NSk−1 by the
expected circulating number of shares and RQk by the total residual loan value.
Here, Tk − Tk−1 is assumed constant and equal to the time step between two ob-
servation dates in the vector T = (T0, T1, ..., TNn ).

By increasing the payment frequency f, we prevent the share value (and, me-
chanically, the leverage) from running to values between payment dates that could
be dangerous for the issuing entity’s viability. Or, this at least excludes the case of
operating at these levels for too long. As the payment frequency is related to the
conversion and re-issuance feature, the observation process could hypothetically
be performed every week, day, or even second. Still, this repetition would raise an
operational issue, leading to a payment of very small amounts to the bondholders
over a frequency unsuitable for a �rm’s operations.

Nevertheless, payment and observation dates might be separated through con-
tinuous observation of the �rm’s leverage, while payment (either as cash or in
shares) is held at discrete times on a reasonable frequency. The conversion proba-
bility will increase as a result of this design, leading to a more prominent risk for
the bondholder, who could expect a higher yield in return on the investment. By
de�ning �k as

�k = {inf t ; min
[Tk−1,Tk]

St ≤ Sc} (8.3)

the proposed mechanism of the American-like observation could be viewed as the
following:
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• If the maximum leveragemaxTk−1<t≤Tk Lt = L∗k over the period [Tk−1, Tk] is
above the Lc threshold, then the next payment is immediately converted to
Cr new shares, delivered at time �k, with �k de�ned in Eq. 8.3.

• If the maximum leverage L∗k over the period [Tk−1, Tk] remains below the Lc
condition, then the next payment is made in cash, at the pre-�xed date Tk.

The conversion condition on Lt is now expressed as L∗k > Lc. As the process Lt
remains unknown, the equivalent conversion conditionmight bewritten S∗k < Sc,k
with S∗k = mint∈[Tk−1,Tk] St, i.e., in terms of the stock price St, modelled with a
stochastic di�erential equation that is known to be [106]

dSt = (� − �)Stdt + �StdWt (8.4)

where� is the expected annual return on equity, � is the annual dividend yield paid
by the �rm to equity holders, and � is the annual volatility of returns. dWt repre-
sents an in�nitesimal change in the Wiener processWt in the objective world.

At any pre-�xed payment time Tk, the cash amount received by the bondhold-
ers is PN(Tk), and de�ned in [56] (Eq. 4.1) as an equal quantity over the DCL’s
N-periods lifetime, such that

PN(Tk) =
rQ

1 − (1 + r)−N
(8.5)

withQ being the DCL’s nominal value and r the yield delivered by the instrument.

The value of the investment at time Tk is represented as

PTk = PN(Tk)1{S∗k>Sc,k
} + CrS�k1

{
S∗k≤Sc,k

} (8.6)

where S�k is the price per share at the conversion time �k.

The conversion probability can still be estimated at the prior Tk−1 by deriving
the �rst hitting time equation (see Appendix G). This result follows the probability
that the stock price St will not drop to the endogenous conversion level Sc,k at any
time between Tk−1 and Tk (with k ≥ 1). Assuming the conversion threshold is
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lower than the initial stock value, i.e., (Sk−1 > Sc,k), we have

P ( min
k−1≤t≤k

St > Sc,k) = 1 − P(S�k ≤ Sc,k|Tk−1 < �k < Tk)

= Φ
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

log ( Sk−1
Sc,k

) + (� − � − �2

2
) (Tk − Tk−1)

�
√
Tk − Tk−1

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

− exp (2 log (
Sk−1
Sc,k

)
� − � − 0.5�2

�2
)

∗ Φ
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

log ( Sk−1
Sc,k

) − (� − � − �2

2
) (Tk − Tk−1)

�
√
Tk − Tk−1

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(8.7)

As the probability is calculated at time Tk−1 for the following term and due to the
eventuality that a conversion is triggered before the payment date Tk, the conver-
sion threshold Sc,k requires in this AmericanDCL version the use ofRQk−1 instead
of RQk. The critical threshold Sc,k is then de�ned as

Sc,k = (
1 − Lc
Lc

)
RQk−1
NSk−1

(8.8)

By setting the conversion rate Cr =
PN(Tk)
SP

, the price of this adapted DCL in-
strument, which can still switch between �xed coupon cash payments and conver-
sion into shares while now being conditional on a breach of the minimum share
price between two payment dates, is de�ned as the sum over the lifetime of the
instrument of the discounted expected value of Eq. 8.6, such that

P(t,T) =
N∑

k=1
Et [PN(Tk)1{S∗k>Sc,k

}D(t, Tk) +
PN(Tk)S�k

SP
1{S∗k≤Sc,k

}D(t, �k)] (8.9)

Evaluation of Eq. 8.9 requires the use of numerical methods and computational
simulations.
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Visually assessing the impact of theAmerican observation on the leverage over
the original (European) version of DCL is available in Fig. 8.1, which presents (a)
the survival probability from term to term for the two triggering mechanisms and
(b) the outstanding circulating number of shares at di�erent time horizons. The
data is listed in Table 8.1.

Figure 8.1: Overview of the survival probability (upper plot) and circulating num-
ber of shares (lower plot) depending on the triggeringmechanismused in theDCL.
The parameters and data are listed in Table 8.1.

The increased protective e�ect of the continuous monitoring of the leverage
(with the American observation) is balanced by the increased dilutive impact, as
the survival probability is lowered.

8.4 Leverage dynamic under continuous observation with
the re-issuance feature

We reintroduce the re-issuance feature used in [56] to channel the leverage dy-
namic. This process prevents the �rm’s leverage from falling below a preset thresh-
old Lmin by issuing a new DCL in the capital structure of the same parameters but
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with an adjusted nominal Qk, such as

Qk = −RQk +
LminNSk−1Sk
(1 − Lmin)

(8.10)

In other words, the outstanding debt is increased to take the leverage up to the
minimum critical leverage level Lmin.

As a company running on low leverage is less problematic than on high lever-
age (regarding the probability of default), taking adaptive measures is less urgent.
So, the re-issuance process is maintained on interest payment dates only.

Fig. 8.2 shows a ten-year simulation of a �rm’s leverage behaviour, assuming
its capital structure comprises equity and debt as a DCL instrument featuring an
American observation of the leverage. The resulting leverage process with a con-
tinuous observation is path-dependent, contrary to the discrete observationmodel.

On the one hand, in the simulation Fig. 8.2, the number of shares is observed
to increase at any time t and is not restricted to payment dates k. The conversion
of coupon to equity occurs as soon as the leverage reaches the critical boundary
Lc = 80% but remains limited to one conversion per period [Tk−1, Tk]. On the
other hand, the re-issuance mechanism remains only conditional on the leverage
being lower than the threshold Lmin = 50% at the pre-�xed times k. An example
of re-issuance is observable at time k = 9.

Fig. 8.3 displays the leverage distribution of a DCL with continuous observa-
tion as well as a comparison of the triple Gaussian �ts (Eq. 8.11) for the leverage
dynamics for a �rmwith noDCL, original (European) DCL, and (American) DCL.
The leverage distribution is �tted with the probability density function of

fT(t, a,b, c) =
3∑

i=1

ai√
2�c2i

exp (−12 (
t − bi
ci

)
2
) (8.11)

where a, b, and c are three component real-valued vectors (triple Gaussian). The
calibrated parameters are listed in Table 8.2.

Fit Parameters a1 a2 a3 b1 b2 b3 c1 c2 c3
without DCL 0.3078 0.6359 0.0563 0.5134 0.6652 0.7409 0.0417 0.0989 0.0487

with European DCL 0.1102 0.4816 0.4082 0.5032 0.551 0.713 0.0246 0.0653 0.0591
With American DCL 0.4795 0.3866 0.1339 0.5156 0.6591 0.7430 0.0478 0.0609 0.0303

Table 8.2: Calibrated parameters for the triple Gaussian for a �rm with and with-
out DCL (European and American-like, respectively) in its capital structure.
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The e�ect of implementing this trigger to dictate the conversion is non-negligible,
as it prevents, most of the time, the �rm from operating at leverage above Lc. The
only remaining case where Lt could exceed Lc is by having leverage increase again
above Lc after a conversion over the short period of time [�k, Tk]. In this scenario,
the right tail of the debt-to-asset distribution is truncated.

From the upper simulation seen in Fig. 8.3, we can draw the empirical and the-
oretical probabilities that the leverage values are below Lmin, above Lc, or between
the values Lmin and Lc for the three capital structures considered, respectively. The
DCL instrument acts as a protective barrier and ful�ls its role by providing the �rm
with a source of ready cash to draw upon in times of �nancial need, ensuring that
the �rm can remain liquid and solvent in the long term. This phenomenon is en-
hanced by an American observation of leverage.

Empirical Theoretical
Probabilities Am DCL EU DCL No DCL AmDCL EU DCL No DCL
P(Lt < Lmin) 17.9% 15.30% 14.34% 18% 15.42% 14.5%
P(Lt > Lc) 0.6% 2.85% 6.31% 0.8% 2.88% 6.13%
P(Lmin ≤ Lt ≤ Lc) 81.5% 81.85% 79.35% 81.2% 81.7% 79.37%

Table 8.3: Empirical and theoretical probabilities for the leverage values satisfying
di�erent inequalities. Three scenarios are considered: a �rm with European (EU)
DCL, American (Am) DCL, and without DCL in its capital structure.

A counter-intuitive situation has been observed to arise in the case of continu-
ous observation that is not represented in discrete-time modelling, wherein an in-
crease of f increases the probability of being above Lc (Table 8.4). The explanation
for )P(Lt>Lc)

)f
|Lc=cst > 0 for the continuous conversion model and )P(Lt>Lc)

)f
|Lc=cst <

0 for the discrete conversion model is that with the higher the frequency, a lower
payment amount PN(Tk) results at each period k, leading to lower cash (or eq-
uity) payments, which does not reduce the leverage as much as when a smaller
f is used (Eq. 4.1). The threshold is then infringed many times, but the duration
of each breach is relatively short. However, for a given frequency, the conversion
probability has been seen to remain lower in the case of the American observa-
tion due to faster loss recognition and improved responsiveness to the conversion
decision.
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Empirical Probabilities
Continuous observations Discrete observations

Payment Frequency P(Lt < Lmin) P(Lt > Lc) P(Lt < Lmin) P(Lt > Lc)
f = 0.2 (Once per 5 years) 39.8% 0.02% 18.5% 11.64%
f = 1 (annually) 21% 0.2% 17.4% 3.7%
f = 12 (monthly) 9.81% 1.8% 8.25% 2.7%

Table 8.4: Comparison of the empirical results for the continuous and discrete
observations.

The dilutive e�ect of the DCL might be measured by looking at the expected
number of shares at the time horizon T = 10 years. For each of the three fre-
quencies f studied above, we look at the probability that at least one conversion
occurs (formally, the probability of having NS10 > 100.0) and the probability that
the number of shares exceeds 200, i.e., a dilution of a factor greater or equal to 2.

Empirical Probabilities (NS0 = 100)
Continuous observations Discrete observations

Payment Frequency P(NS10 > 100) P(NS10 > 200) P(NS10 > 100) P(NS10 > 200)
f = 0.2 (Once per 5 years) 56.04% 56.04% 7.81% 7.81%
f = 1 (annually) 40.12% 7.42% 22.04% 3%
f = 12 (monthly) 34.76% 2.1% 32.37% 1.81%

Table 8.5: Comparison of the DCL instrument’s dilutive e�ects depending on
the type of observation and payment frequency. The probabilities are obtained
through a Monte Carlo simulation and refer to the likelihood of (a) having at least
one conversion occurring over the DCL lifetime (10 years) and (b) having a dilu-
tion factor of at least 2.

As previously highlighted, a lower payment frequency f is mechanically in-
creasing the payment amount PN , and, by extension, for a given conversion price
SP, the number of new shares issued in case of conversion also increases. The ini-
tial shareholder interests are then protected by combining a high f and high SP.
Such a DCL designwould raise the cost of debt for the �rm as an increase in SP (al-
ternatively, a decrease in the conversion ratio Cr) results in increasing the market
expectations in terms of yield.
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Figure 8.2: The upper stack of two plots presents the share price and the leverage
levels, where the discrete times for the re-issuance and payments are shown in
green. The lower stack of three plots presents, from top to bottom, the top-up
loans, residual value of all outstanding loans, and number of shares.
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Figure 8.3: Upper plot: Distribution of the leverage for �xed values of Lmin = 50%
and Lc = 80% in the case of continuous observation and its probability distribu-
tion function �t through triple Gaussians. Lower plot: Three triple Gaussian �ts
for a �rm with no DCL in its structure, an EU DCL, and American DCL, respec-
tively. The input variables are listed in Table 8.1. Nexperiments = 5000.
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8.5 Conclusion

In Design of a self-adaptive model for leverage [56], a new type of contingent con-
vertible was introduced, answering a call for additional �exibility, transparency,
and automaticity in the CoCo design and triggering process. DCLworks as a load-
bearing instrument, such that in the eventuality of conversion, the debt is pro-
gressively turned to equity, reducing the leverage ratio of the issuing �rm. The
probability of default PD is an increasing function of the leverage L. By mechani-
cally reducing this leverage, the probability of default also reduces. Because rating
agencies rely on the probability of default to grade issuers, a lower PD level implies
a better rating, and the issuing entity can then access capital at a lower cost (i.e.,
better funding).

One of the originalmodel’s drawbacks relates to the responsiveness to a breach
in the conversion condition Lk > Lc, i.e., the time required to account for the
loss recognition and to trigger the conversion of the next coupon into equity. This
downside is due to the �exibility o�ered by this new instrument in terms of design
and the payment frequency that acts at the same time as the leverage-observation
frequency.

The objective of this chapter presented an alternative trigger for DCL that re-
tains transparency, automaticity, and direct observability for all market partici-
pants. Weproposed a continuous observation of leverage (anAmerican-likemech-
anism) as an approach that allows, on the one hand, for the conversion to be acti-
vated before the cash payment date if necessary. On the other hand, it facilitates
integration within the existing regulatory framework. This is signi�cant in light
of the initial concerns raised by the SEC in their 2019 No-Action Letter.

We simulated the leverage dynamics for the capital structures of three �rms,
having their debt in the form of (i) the original DCL, (ii) the American DCL (es-
tablished in this scope), and (iii) regular debt. Beyond providing a liquidity bu�er,
DCL featuring an American observation of leverage, have been shown to reshape
the �rm’s leverage dynamics by redistributing the right tail of its distribution onto
healthier levels. This chapter extends the existing literature by providing a new
option available to the �rm’s management when designing an appropriate DCL
that can respond to the concerns of the initial shareholders, bond investors, and
regulators, all of whom, despite their potentially con�icting interests, share the
objective of averting bankruptcy until the capital bu�er is fully depleted.
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Chapter 9

Semi-analytical Framework for the
Pricing of DCL Instruments

"All models have faults - that
doesn’t mean you can’t use them as
tools for making decisions."

Myron Scholes [107].

9.1 Abstract

This chapter provides a framework for the pricing of Dynamic Control of Lever-
age (DCL) instruments. DCL is a new type of hybrid debt working under a similar
mechanism to traditional CoCo bonds that aims to better maintain a �rm’s lever-
age within pre-de�ned boundaries, ensuring a low probability of default. In its
original form, the interest payment could switch from cash to equity upon a breach
in the issuing �rm’s leverage ratio at the pre-�xed payment date. In Chapter 8, the
continuous monitoring of the leverage was shown to improve the model’s reac-
tiveness and the use of the capital bu�er. We rely on known exotic derivatives to
replicate the cash �ow delivered by this novel instrument and value two di�erent
design alternatives.

9.2 Introduction

DCL functions similarly to an annuity bond, where the interest payment can be
paid in cash or converted into shares based on the issuer’s debt-to-asset ratio. Our
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previous discussions demonstrated that this leverage requirement can be inter-
preted as a minimum share price requirement (Chapter 4). When the leverage
falls below a certain threshold, sub-loans are issued bearing the same character-
istics as those of the initial DCL. The resulting dynamics makes pricing these in-
struments feasible only in a semi-analytical form. Simulations thus become es-
sential for evaluating the critical share price that triggers the conversion and the
re-issuance threshold from term to term. This chapter builds on the two estab-
lished DCL variants and lays the foundation for a pricing framework for these
structures. In one variant, the interest payment can be converted if the �rm’s
leverage breaches a certain limit, observable on the payment date. This mecha-
nism resembles the European-like model [56]. In the other American-like model,
conversion might occur at any time between two payment dates [69] (Chapter 8).

In this chapter, we provide a semi-analytical pricing framework for DCL in-
struments by relying on replication portfolios and (existing) exotic derivative op-
tions. We consider both design possibilities of European-like models (Section 9.3)
and American-like models (Section 9.4). By replicating the cash �ow delivered,
Sections 9.3.1, 9.3.2, and 9.3.3 value the components in the European-like DCL.
Section 9.3.4 combines the previous �ndings to form a "long-only" portfolio, repli-
cating the EU DCL. Then, in Sections 9.4.1 and 9.4.2, the pricing of the American
DCL is considered. Two scenarios are assumed where the converted shares are
delivered at the next payment time (9.4.2.1) or at conversion time (9.4.2.2). The
replication portfolio is then constructed in 9.4.3. Finally, we conclude with our
�ndings in Section 9.5.

9.3 European mechanism

For the case of DCL bonds featuring a European observationmechanism, the con-
version is triggered whenever the leverage exceeds the threshold Lc on a payment
date. The price of this DCL can be replicated by a portfolio of �nancial instru-
ments that reproduce the same payo� on a payment date. This portfolio could be
simpli�ed and, under speci�c conditions, paralleled with Merton’s �ndings that a
risky debt is made of the sum of a riskless bond and a short put option [24].

A DCL behaves similarly to hybrid debt but automatically converts the interest
payment into equity upon a breach of the trigger requirement. Its value might be
derived by discounting the di�erent cash �ow delivered. Also, the leverage-based
triggering condition is converted into a condition on the share price that must
remain above an equivalent threshold at payment times to ensure a cash payment.
Assuming the original DCL has a maturity of T years, with f payments per year,
amounting each to PN , either paid in cash or converted into shares at a conversion
price SP, the cash �ow from term to term (i.e., from issuance k = 0 to the �rst
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payment time k = 1, ..., from k = Tf − 1 to k = Tf), is the sum of the following
three components [56]:

• (a) a Zero Coupon Bond (ZCB) with the face value equal to the interest pay-
ment value PN and maturing on the next term Tk.

• (b) PN times a Short Binary Put Option, which will cancel the ZCB payo�
(PN) in the eventuality of conversion. Indeed, upon conversion, the DCL-
holder is entitled to receive an interest payment in shares and not in cash.
The strike price is then set at the critical share price level (Sc,k).

• (c) PN
SP

Asset-or-Nothing Put Options, aiming to replicate the conversion to
PN
SP
new shares, when the share price is below the triggering level Sc,k at time

Tk.

In Section 9.3.4, we demonstrate that in the speci�c case of SP = Sc,k, i.e., the
conversion price SP being equal to the triggering share price, the portfolio could be
simpli�ed to only two sets of binary options, a long cash-or-nothing call and a long
asset-or-nothing put. With this approach, replication can be achieved through
long-only �nancial instruments.

We summarize the focus of Section 9.3 in Fig. 9.1.

Figure 9.1: Construction of the portfolio replicating the European-like DCLmech-
anism.
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9.3.1 Component A: Zero-Coupon Bond (ZCB)

TheZCB replicates the cash payment thatwould occur on a payment date of k. The
bond nominal equals the interest payment PN . The price today (Tk−1) of compo-
nent A is obtained by discounting its payo� at the risk-free rate r by

PA(Tk−1) = PN exp (−r(Tk − Tk−1)) (9.1)

9.3.2 Component B: Short Binary Put Option

The binary put option’s role is to o�set for the eventuality of a conversion occurring
atTk. In case of conversion, theDCLdoes not pay a cash couponPN , so component
A must be cancelled. The coupon cancellation is proxied by the sale of PN binary
put options, paying each one unit of currency if the value of the share drops below
the conversion threshold Sc,k at timeTk (the option strike), zero otherwise. Hence,
the payo� is represented as

PB,k(Tk) = −PN1{STk<Sc,k} (9.2)

By taking the expected value, we derive the price of component B at time Tk−1
as

PB,k(Tk−1) = Et[PB,k(Tk)] exp (−r(Tk − Tk−1))
= −PN exp (−r(Tk − Tk−1))Φ(−d2)

(9.3)

whereΦ stands for the standard normal cumulative distribution and d2 is de�ned
as

d2 =
log (

STk−1
Sc,k

) + (r − � − �2

2
) (Tk − Tk−1)

�
√
Tk − Tk−1

(9.4)

with r representing the risk-free rate, � the annual dividend yield, and� the annual
volatility of returns. Also, the inequality in leverage Lk < Lc is translated into the
following inequality on the share price

STk ≥ (
1 − Lc
Lc

)
RVk
Ns
k−1

= Sc,k

requiring knowledge of the residual loan valueRVk, number of outstanding shares
Ns
k−1, and critical leverage triggering the conversion Lc.

9.3.3 Component C: Asset-or-Nothing Put Option

The third instrument in the replication portfolio is an Asset-or-Nothing put option
with the role to pay out one unit of equity if, at maturity (Tk), the share value (STk )
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is valued below the option strike Sc,k. The investor is entitled to receive
PN
SP

shares
upon conversion (i.e. the conversion ratio Cr). The payo� is then de�ned as

PC,k(Tk) = CrSTk1{STk<Sc,k} (9.5)

The price of the Asset-or-Nothing put option is then obtained by discounting the
expected value of PC,k(Tk) at the present time Tk−1 as

PC,k(Tk−1) = Et
[
PC,k(Tk)

]
exp (−r(Tk − Tk−1))

= CrEt
[
STk1{STk<Sc,k}

]
exp (−r(Tk − Tk−1))

= Cr
[
exp ((r − �)(Tk − Tk−1))STk−1Φ(−d1)

]
exp (−r(Tk − Tk−1))

= CrSTk−1 exp (−�(Tk − Tk−1))Φ(−d1)
(9.6)

with d1 = d2 + �
√
Tk − Tk−1.

9.3.4 Simpli�cation of the portfolio

The replication portfolio for a European-like DCL is separated into three known
�nancial instruments. One possible price for the EuropeanDCL is given in a semi-
analytical form, where knowledge of Sc,k is required at the prior time Tk−1. By
summing the sub-components A, B, and C from term to term, we obtain the value
of the CoCo bond after one complete simulation (denoted by the the superindex
label ex):

DCLexEU(t,T) =
Tf∑

k=1
PA(Tk) + PB,k(Tk) + PC,k(Tk)

=
Tf∑

k=1
PN exp (−r(Tk − Tk−1)) − PN exp (−r(Tk − Tk−1))Φ(−d2)

+ Cr
[
exp ((r − �)(Tk − Tk−1))STk−1Φ(−d1)

]

(9.7)

If, in the bond covenant, the conversion price SP is not pre-�xed but set equal to
the triggering share price Sc,k, then the replication portfolio can be simpli�ed. The
pre-condition for that to hold is

SP = Sc,k , ∀k (9.8)

By using PN = CrSP, the DCL instrument turns to the sum across all payment
dates of a riskless bondmaturing at Tk and Cr short put options on the stock, with
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strike SP. Denoting ℎ = Tk − Tk−1, this can be demonstrated below:

DCLexEU
||||SP=Sc,k (t,T) =

Tf∑

k=1
PN exp (−rℎ)

−
[
PN exp (−rℎ)Φ(−d2) − CrSTk−1 exp (−�ℎ)Φ(−d1)

]

=
Tf∑

k=1
PN exp (−rℎ)

− Cr
[
SP exp (−rℎ)Φ(−d2) − STk−1 exp (−�ℎ)Φ(−d1)

]

=
Tf∑

k=1
PND(t, Tk) − CrPut(STk−1 , SP, ℎ)

(9.9)

As d1 and d2 are functions of Sc,k, we emphasise the Sc,k = SP requirement for this
simpli�cation to hold. A direct consequence of this simpli�cation is the possible
parallel with Merton’s �ndings [24] on the valuation of a risky debt, equal to a
risk-free bond and a short put option on the �rm’s assets.

Alternatively, a "long-only" approach exists for the replication portfolio ex-
pressed in Eq. 9.7 by noticing that

PA(Tk−1) + PB(Tk−1) = PN exp (−rℎ)Φ(d2) (9.10)

which is the Black and Scholes valuation of a cash-or-nothing call. This remains
consistent with the payo� of a European DCL as the cash-or-nothing call models
the eventual coupon payment at the payment date Tk (instead of accounting for
the possible coupon cancellation with the sum of a ZCB and short binary put).
This simpli�cation, leading to the following valuation, allows for using long in-
struments only, which could be a convenient choice for some investors who may
be limited in their ability to engage in short selling. In such a case, the DCL price
is expressed as the sum of Eq. 9.6 and Eq. 9.10.

DCLexEU(t,T) =
Tf∑

k=1
PN exp (−rℎ)Φ(d2) + CrSTk−1 exp (−�ℎ)Φ(−d1) (9.11)

Then, the expected price of this European-like DCL is approximated by

DCLEU(t,T) =
1
Nex

Nex∑

i=1
DCLi(t,T) (9.12)

where Nex is the number of simulations.
The sum on the right-hand side of Eq. 9.12 is to be understood as the average

over a large number of simulations of the DCLEU(t,T) value.
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9.4 American mechanism

In the DCL variant featuring a continuous observation of the leverage (American-
like), the pricing of DCL becomes similar to that of traditional CoCo bonds, with
some adjustments. Upon conversion, the DCL limits the conversion to equity
only to the next interest payment (in opposition to the full nominal value of exist-
ing CoCo bonds). This section introduces the required replication portfolio com-
ponents and their payo�. Then, we investigate the di�erences with the Equity
Derivatives Model (EDM) used for pricing regular CoCos [31].

As exhibited inChap. 8, the payo�Πk at a payment timeTk for aDCL featuring
a continuous observation (American-like) is represented as

Πk = PN(Tk)1{min[Tk−1 ,Tk ]St>Sc,k
} + CrSTk1

{
min[Tk−1 ,Tk ]St≤Sc,k

} (9.13)

Here, the conversion ratio is set to Cr =
PN(Tk)
SP

shares.

To replicate the cash �ow from an American-like DCL, where the interest pay-
ment method is path-dependent, we rely on two elements:

(a) a strip of PN long down-and-out digital call options, each with a delayed
conditional knock-out period (protective barrier) running from the issuance to the
payment date Tk−1, and maturing at the following payment date Tk. The down-
and-out digital option pays one unit of currency if the barrier is not hit during its
monitoring period and replicates the conditional coupon payment.

(b) a strip ofCr down-and-in digital shares, with the same delayed barriermon-
itoring period. The down-and-in digital shares pay out one unit of the underlying
equity if the share price hits the barrier during its monitoring period. It replicates
the contingent delivery of shares in place of the cash interest payment.

The instruments respectively represent the cash �ow expected on every pay-
ment date. Compared to the instruments used for pricing DCLs featuring a Eu-
ropean mechanism (Section 9.3), we now rely on exotic derivatives that are path-
dependent due to the delayed knock-out/-in period. The need for such instru-
ments (a) and (b) is explained below and illustrated in Fig. 9.2.

As the replication portfolio is purchased at inception time (t = 0), the knock-
ing window prevents the entire strip of down-and-in digital shares (Component b)
from converting into new shares upon a breach of the triggering condition. Sim-
ilarly, it prevents coupon cancellation on the entire strip of down-and-out digital
options. In otherwords, the knockingwindowon the optionmaturing atTk allows
for barrier monitoring only during the period [Tk−1;Tk], which is a sub-period of
the option lifetime [0, Tk].
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Now, the triggering condition is de�ned by

min
[Tk−1;Tk]

St ≤ Sk,c (9.14)

i.e., the nature of the payment k at time Tk depends on the path followed by the
share price St on the time interval [Tk−1;Tk]. Furthermore, Eq. 9.13 involves a
deferred delivery of converted shares to the next payment date. So, if Eq. 9.14
holds, then the conversion is acknowledged, but the shares are received at the
payment date Tk.

Alternatively, the converted shares can be delivered immediately following a
breach of the triggering price (at time �k ∈ [Tk−1;Tk]). Each share would then be
valued S�k , with S�k ≤ Sc,k.

This American-like DCL instrument can still switch between �xed coupon
cash payments and conversion into shares but is now conditional on the lowest
level reached by the share price between two payment dates. Its value is the sum
over the instrument lifetime of the following discounted expected payo�s [69] cal-
culated as

DCLAm(t,T) =
Tf∑

k=1
PN(Tk)D(t, Tk)P ( min

[Tk−1,Tk]
St > Sc,k)

+
Tf∑

k=1
CrEt [STk1 ( min

[Tk−1,Tk]
St ≤ Sc,k)]

(9.15)

The non-deferred case, where new shares are received at time �k instead of Tk,
is treated independently in Section 9.4.2.1.

The pricing of existing CoCo bonds using EDM slightly di�ers from the pricing
of the American DCL. The EDM is the sum of (i) a corporate bond, (ii) a strip of
down-and-in binary put options (to replicate the coupon cancellation), and (iii) a
down-and-in forward contract (to replicate the issuance of new shares) [31]. In
our case, we have the following two comparisons:

• Replication portfolio component (a) di�ers from (i) and (ii) because of the
nature of DCL, paying down the debt intoNn equals payments, conversely to
regular CoCos paying a coupon C and refunding the nominal valueN at the
maturity/call-date (if no conversion event). This involves the binary down-
and-in put option being used for replicating the missed-coupon eventuality
in the regular CoCo pricing that can no longer be used. Otherwise, the entire
strip of binary puts would be knocked-in upon a single breach of the trigger
requirement, cancelling all the DCL future cash interest payments. Instead,
we use a long strip of down-and-out digital options featuring a protective
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barrier (where the knock-out periodmonitoring only runs from the payment
k − 1 to k).

• Replication portfolio component (b) di�ers from (iii) as the DCL limits the
conversion to the current interest payment instead of the full nominal value,
involving the issuance of Cr shares at a time. A similar protective period
is required on the barrier monitoring, avoiding conversion to equity of all
future payments.

This speci�c protection in the barrier monitoring, starting at a time t and end-
ing at the option maturity T, is referred to in the literature as a protected barrier
option [108], Forward-Start (barrier) option [109, 18], American partial barrier op-
tion [110], rear-end time-dependent barrier option [111], type B, or Partial-Time-
End Barrier [112].

Fig. 9.2 illustrates the barrier monitoring timeline for the conversion.

Figure 9.2: Representation of the working mechanism for a window barrier mon-
itoring in the context of American DCL pricing. The replication portfolio is pur-
chased at time t = 0. The set of digital options and digital shares all have a barrier
monitoring period stretching from a payment date Tk−1 to their respective matu-
rity Tk.

In the replication portfolio, each combination of options, i.e. down-and-out
digital option and down-and-in digital share is maturing at Tk, with k ∈ [1, TN].
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Then, each combination represents respectively the contingent cash payment and
the contingent conversion to shares; both payment methods are not possible on
the same payment date Tk. As observed on Fig. 9.2, upon a breach of the conver-
sion condition, the protective barrier prevents the whole replication portfolio to
be suddenly knocked-in or knocked-out.

We summarize the focus of Section 9.4 in Fig. 9.3.

Figure 9.3: Construction of the portfolio replicating theAmerican-likeDCLmech-
anism, in case the shares are delivered at the next payment date Tk or immediately
at time �k.

The next sections value the replication portfolio components (a) and (b).

9.4.1 Digital Window Barrier Option (DWBO)

As observed in Fig. 9.2, for each DWBO, the barrier is monitored only during a
time window ℎ = 1∕f running from [Tk−1;Tk] over the DCL lifetime [0;TN].
More speci�cally, the DWBO features an opening protection period (from T0 to
Tk−1). During this "protection" time, the DWBO cannot be knocked-in/-out.

By writing PrDO as the price of the digital window down and out call option,
Tk−1 the initial barrier monitoring time, �k the �rst hitting time given that �k ≥
Tk−1, i.e., �k = inf (u|Su ≤ Sc,k, u ≥ Tk−1), St the share price at t, and Sc,k the
conversion threshold (barrier) that is valid between Tk−1 and the time horizon Tk,
we express the price at time t = 0 for the DWBO that delivers the cash payment
PN at time Tk upon the condition �k > Tk being veri�ed as

PrDO(0, Tk) = PNe−rTk1{mint∈[Tk−1 ,Tk ] St>Sc,k
} = PNe−rTk1{�k>Tk} (9.16)
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We split the valuation into two components, starting by evaluating the likelihood
of the event ℰk = {STk > Sc,k ∩ STk−1 > Sc,k}. A solution to P(ℰk) is provided1 in
[113] as the following

P(ℰk) = N2

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

ln (
STk
Sc,k

) + (r − � − 0.5�2)Tk

�
√
Tk

;
ln (

STk
Sc,k

) + (r − � − 0.5�2)Tk−1

�
√
Tk−1

;

√
Tk−1
Tk

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(9.17)
whereN2(y1; y2; �) is the bi-variate standard normal distribution function charac-
terized by

N2(y1; y2; �) = ∫
y1

−∞
∫

y2

−∞

1
2�
√
1 − �2

exp { 1
2(1 − �2)

[
z21 − 2�z1z2 + z22

]
}dz1dz2

(9.18)
Eq. 9.17 calculates the probability that the conversion threshold is not hit on the
�rst observation date (Tk−1) or the last (Tk). In the context of an American-like
DCL structure, the probability of receiving a cash payment at time Tk (i.e., the
absence of conversion) is the probability of the event ℰk less the probability to
hit the Sc,k threshold at any time between Tk−1 and Tk. By identi�cation from a
rear-end down-and-out option equation2 in [112] , it appears that

PrDO(0, Tk) = PNe−rTk
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

N2

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

ln (
STk
Sc,k

) + gTk

�
√
Tk

;
ln (

STk
Sc,k

) + gTk−1

�
√
Tk−1

;

√
Tk−1
Tk

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

− (
Sc,k
STk

)
2�

N2

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

ln ( Sc,k
STk

) + gTk

�
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Tk

; −
ln ( Sc,k

STk
) + gTk−1
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√
Tk−1

; −
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Tk−1
Tk

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(9.19)

where g = r − � − 1
2
�2 and � = g

�2
.

PrDO(0, Tk) is the price at time t = 0 of a future cash payment (PN) at time
Tk, conditional on the share price St remaining higher than Sc,k during the barrier
monitoring period [Tk−1, Tk]. Otherwise, the payment is zero.

1Eq. 41
2Eq. 4.62
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9.4.2 Window down-and-in Digital Share

The continuous monitoring of the barrier turns the potential conversion into a
path-dependent process. For regular CoCo pricing, the contingent shares are rep-
resented with a down-and-in synthetic forward. This contract is known to be the
combination of a down-and-in short position in a put and a long position in a
down-and-in call option, bothmaturing at T with a strikeK and the barrier B [19].
As mentioned in Section 9.4.1, in the case of the American-like DCL, the option
barrier should not be monitored over the entire option lifetime. To this e�ect, we
consider digital shares to be more adequate.

We envision two conversion mechanisms described as the following options:
Option 1: The bondholder is entitled to receive Cr shares at the next pre-�xed

payment time Tk if the share price St is lower than the critical value Sc,k between
times Tk−1 and Tk, i.e., ifmin[Tk−1∶Tk] St ≤ Sc,k.

Option 2: The bondholder is entitled to receive Cr shares at time �k when the
breach is observed.

It could be argued that by delaying the payment of shares to the next interest
payment date, Option 1 limits panic sell movements while preventing further in-
creases in the �rm’s leverage, by leaving time to the market to absorb the in�ow of
sell orders. Option 2 might appear closer to existing market practices in the �eld
of contingent convertibles.

In the next two subsections, we consider the pricing of the window down-and-
in digital share option in the context of these two conversion options.

9.4.2.1 Window Digital Share delivered at pre-�xed time

This approach enhances the issuer’s restructuring capacity by postponing the is-
suance of new shares and preemptively cancelling the coupon payment. It also
lends �exibility to the pricing model by incorporating dividends, thereby chal-
lenging the � = 0 assumption, as explored in [49]. This assumption was initially
rationalized by the consideration that an issuer facing conversion of its hybrid in-
strument would probably face constraints to dividend distribution.

If the shares are set to be delivered at the next pre-�xed payment time Tk for
a conversion that occurred at a time �k ∈ [Tk−1, Tk], then the price of a Window
Digital Share (WDS) is obtained by constructing a sub-portfolio made of the fol-
lowing components (see Fig. 9.3):

• A set of Cr Long forward contracts on the underlying shares, purchased at
time t = 0 and maturing at time Tk with k ∈ [1;Tf].
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• A set of Cr Short Partial-Time-End Barrier, down-and-out calls (referred to
as type B2 in [112]), where the strike X is set as X → 0+ and the barrier B,
such as Bk = Sc,k, for the kth option.

If the conversion condition is not veri�ed at the time horizon Tk, then the
portfolio holder loses the right on the newly acquired shares because the short
down-and-out call will expire in the money (ITM). Alternatively, if the conversion
condition is met, then the payo� from the down-and-out call is 0, and the forward
contract delivers the shares. The holder of this sub-portfolio is not entitled to any
dividend until Tk (as it is built on forward contracts at time t = 0).

On the one hand, the value of the forward, discounted at the t = 0, is straight-
forward and written as

FWD(0, Tk) = F(0, Tk)D(0, Tk) = S0 exp ((r − �)Tk) exp(−rTk)
= S0 exp(−�Tk)

(9.20)

On the other hand, the valuation of the exotic option cdoB2 deliveringCr shares
at time Tk, contingent on the stock price not falling below Sc,k between time Tk−1
and Tk is derived3 in [112], by setting the call strike X → 0+ as

cdoB2(0, Tk) =

CrS0e(b−r)Tk [N2 (
ln(S0∕Sc,k) + (b + �2∕2)Tk

�
√
Tk

;
ln(S0∕Sc,k) + (b + �2∕2)Tk−1

�
√
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; �)

− (
Sc,k
S0

)
2(�+1)

N2 (
ln(Sc,k∕S0) + (b + �2∕2)Tk

�
√
Tk

; −
ln(Sc,k∕S0) + (b + �2∕2)Tk−1

�
√
Tk−1

; −�)
⎤
⎥
⎦

(9.21)

where � = b−�2∕2
�2

, b = r − �, and � =
√

Tk−1
Tk

.

By combining FWD and cdoB2, we conclude on the price of the WDS option
(written PrDS(0, k)), delivering each Cr share at time Tk if the underlying equity

3Eq. 4.62
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price is below Sc,k on the time interval [Tk−1;Tk] to be

PrDS(0, Tk) = CrS0{exp(−�Tk)

− exp ((b − r)Tk)
⎡
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(9.22)

PrDS(0, Tk) is the price at time t = 0 for an option delivering Cr shares at time
Tk, conditional on the share price St trading below the conversion threshold Sc,k at
any time during the barrier monitoring window [Tk−1;Tk]. Otherwise, the payo�
is zero.

9.4.2.2 Window Digital Share delivered at hitting time

Considering now the option with immediate delivery of shares following conver-
sion, it appears analytically impossible to construct a portfolio similarly to Sec-
tion 9.4.2.1 by adjusting the forward contract F(0, Tk) to F(0, �k), where �k ∈
[Tk−1;Tk]. The evaluation of the expected value

Et[S0 exp(−��k) | Tk−1 ≤ �k ≤ Tk]

is required, which appears only possible with numerical methods. Indeed, where
the �rst-hitting time density function is known, it is not the case for f(�k), where
�k is a random stopping time. Instead, we use an analytical approximation of the
value delivered to the investor at hitting time by relying on Nondeferrable Ameri-
can Digitals (NAD).

Zhang introduced in [109] the price of a NAD as the present value of the rebate
of a window out barrier option. The below instruments pays one unit of currency
at the time � an asset S hits a barrierHmonitored between the time �1 and �e, with
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0 < �1 < �e ≤ T, such that

NAD(0, Tk) = (HS )
q1
e−(r+�q1−�

2q21∕2)�1 [N2 (D1; −DD1; �) +N2(−D1;DD1; �)]

+ (HS )
q−1

e−(r+�q−1−�
2q2−1∕2)�1 [N2 (D−1; −DD−1; �) +N2(−D−1;DD−1; �)]

(9.23)

where

� = r − q − �2∕2

D� =
ln(S∕H) + ��1

�
√
�1

− �q�
√
�1

DD� =
ln(S∕H) + �(�1 + �e)
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− �q�
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� = −
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q�(r) =
� + � (r)

�2
� = 1 or − 1

In the context of an American-like DCL structure, we proceed with the follow-
ing change in parameters:

• The barrierH is set equal to Sc,k.

• The initial monitoring time �1 is set equal to Tk−1.

• The �nal monitoring date �e is set equal to Tk.

• The number NNAD of nondeferrable American digitals to be purchased is
set equal to the expected payment in the case of conversion, i.e., the market
value of Cr shares at the conversion time. Because the conversion occurs
when the share price hits the threshold Sc,k, we have

NNAD(k) = CrSc,k =
PN
SP

Sc,k (9.24)

This approach for evaluating a WDS delivered at hitting time has a noticeable
limitation for low payment frequencies f. If the payments are spaced in time,
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then the DCL is less e�ective (Chap. 8) and the probability of having the share
price below its triggering level (St < Sc,k) at the beginning of a new monitoring
period (e.g. Tk−1) increases.

In this scenario of an immediate conversion (on the �rst date Tk−1 of a new
monitoring period), the bondholders are entitled toCr shares, each valued at STk−1
with STk−1 < Sc,k. Yet, the above approximation that relies on NAD would lead to
the payo� CrSc,k, which is higher than the market value of the Cr shares received
by the investor.

9.4.3 Portfolio construction

The American-like DCL can now be valued through a replication portfolio, com-
bining the components priced in the previous sections. As the value for Sc,k is
unknown until the time Tk−1, the semi-analytical equation approximates the hy-
brid instrument price.

Denoting DCLexAm,1(0,T) the �rst variant of the instrument, where new shares
are delivered at the following pre-�xed payment date, one possible price is given
by

DCLexAm,1(0,T) =
Tf∑

k=1
PrDO(0, Tk) + PrDS(0, Tk) (9.25)

If the delivery of the shares is not deferred in time (Option 2), then one possi-
ble price for the American-like DCL, denoted DCLexAm,2, is obtained according to
section 9.4.2.2 instead of 9.4.2.1 and expressed as

DCLexAm,2(0,T) =
Tf∑

k=1
PrDO(0, Tk) +NNAD . NAD(0, Tk) (9.26)

For both designs of the American-like DCL, the pricing of the instrument is
obtained by discounting its future cash �ow over the instrument lifetime, i.e. the
interest payments, either in cash or in shares, conditional on the share price St
between two interest payment dates (Tk−1 and Tk).

The expected price of the DCL can then be approximated by

DCLAm,1(0,T) =
1
Nex

Nex∑

i=1
DCLiAm,1(0,T)

DCLAm,2(0,T) =
1
Nex

Nex∑

i=1
DCLiAm,2(0,T)

(9.27)

respectively for the share deliveries by Options 1 and 2, respectively, given a num-
ber of experiments Nex.
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9.5 Conclusion

When designing new �nancial instruments, pricing is an essential step for the is-
suers and potential investors. It delivers crucial information about the fair price,
depending on the expected outcome. The possible cash �ow are weighted by their
occurrence likelihood and discounted to the present value.

In the case of the DCL instrument, the cash �ow are replicated with known ex-
otic derivative instruments. DCL was �rst introduced in [56] with a discretionary
"European-like" mechanism. This payment behaviour is the sum of three strips of
long ZCB, short digital put option, and long asset-or-nothing put option. A long-
only alternative exists made of cash-or-nothing call options and asset-or-nothing
put options.

Chapter 8 suggested the use of an alternative trigger to improve the DCL over-
all e�ciency in keeping the �rm at healthier levels of leverage. If the �rm’s debt-
to-asset ratio is continuously observed, and the conversion can be triggered be-
tween two interest payment dates Tk−1 and Tk, then the DCL is said to feature an
American-like mechanism. The instrument valuation becomes more challenging
and involves window barrier options, with a so-called protection period disabling
the barrier. The pricing relies on the joint normal distribution of the logarithms of
stock prices on dates Tk and Tk−1.

This chapter covered two design possibilities where, upon triggering the con-
version, the new shares can be delivered at the next payment date or immediately.
On the one hand, the American-like DCL can be replicatedwith strips of longwin-
dow down-and-out digital call options, long forwards, and short window down-
and-out call options. On the other hand, when the conversion is immediately ef-
fective, the instrument is priced with a strip of long window down-and-out digital
call options (representing the cash payments), while the cash �ow of the window
down-and-in digital shares is approximated by a strip of nondeferrable American
digitals.
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Appendix A

Demonstration of Quanto
Adjustement in Cross-currency
Valuation

This appendix demonstrates Eqs. 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12, and is based on the work of
[54] (Section 23.5) and [18] (Section 6.2.1).

A.1 Black-Scholes equation in the case of a cross-currency
option

We start from the probability space (Ω, F,ℙ) and the two ℙ-standard Wiener pro-
cesses

{
Wstock

t ∶ t ≥ 0
}
and

{
WFX

t ∶ t ≥ 0
}
, such as dWstock

t . WFX
t = �stock∕FXdt

with
−1 ≤ �stock∕FX ≤ +1

.
Assuming Sdt is the underlying share price denominated in itsmarket currency

(domestic), this process follows as

dSdt
Sdt

= (�d − �d)dt + �stockdWstock
t

Similarly, the exchange rate FXf∕d between the equity currency and an invest-
ment currency B following the process as

dFXf∕d
t

FXf∕d
t

= �FXdt + �FXdWFX
t
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In these two equations, we introduce the new variables �stock and �FX as the
drifts followed by the processes Sdt (the underlying equity price) and FX

f∕d
t (the

foreign exchange conversion rate), respectively.
To demonstrate the stochastic di�erential equation applicable to cross-currency

options V(Sdt , FXt, t), we �rst eliminate the risks associated with the underlying
and FX rates.

We create an immunization portfolio Πt that includes a long position in the
quanto option V, a long position in ∆1 shares converted in the foreign investment
currency, and a short position in ∆2 units of FXf∕d. In other words, we have

Πt = V(Sdt , FXt, t) + ∆1(Sdt FXt) − ∆2FXt (A.1)

Accounting for both the dividends and the domestic risk-free rate, we evaluate
the change in the portfolio Πt between two times dt as

dΠt = dV + ∆1(d(Sdt FXt) + �dSdt FXtdt) − ∆2(dFXt + rdFXtdt)

Given d(Sdt FXt) = Sdt dFXt + FXtdSdt + dSdt dFXt and using Ito’s lemma to
derive dSdt dFXt = �stock∕FX�stock�FXSdt FXt, we simplify dΠt to

dΠt = dV + ∆1(Sdt dFXt + FXtdSdt + �stock∕FX�stock�FXSdt FXtdt
+�dSdt FXtdt) − ∆2(dFXt + rdFXtdt)

(A.2)

We now use Taylor’s theorem to expand V(Sdt , FXt, t) to

dV = )V
)t dt +

)V
)Sdt

dSdt +
)V
)FXt

dFXt

+12

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎣

)2V

)Sdt
2 (dS

d
t )
2 + )2V

)FX2
t
(dFXt)2 + 2 )2V

)Sdt )FXt
(dSdt dFXt)

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎦

+ ...
(A.3)

In Eq. A.3, we replace dSdt and dFXt by their original de�nitions, i.e.. dS
d
t =

(�d −�d)Sdt dt+�stockS
d
t dW

stock
t and dFXt = �FXFXtdt+�FXFXtdWFX

t , respec-
tively.

Then, it follows that
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dV =
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎣

)V
)t +

1
2�

2
stockS

d
t
2 )2V

)Sdt
2 +

1
2�

2
FXFX

2
t
)2V
)FX2

t
+ �stock∕FX�stock�FXSdt FXt

)2V
)FXt)Sdt

+(�stock − �d)Sdt
)V
)Sdt

+ �FXFXt
)V
)FXt

]dt + �stockSdt
)V
)Sdt

dWstock
t + �FXFXt

)V
)FXt

dWFX
t

(A.4)

Inserting Eq. A.4 and rearranging in Eq. A.2 leads to

dΠt =
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎣

)V
)t +

1
2�

2
stockS

d
t
2 )2V

)Sdt
2 +

1
2�

2
FXFX

2
t
)2V
)FX2

t
+ �stock∕FX�stock�FXSdt FXt

)2V
)FXt)Sdt

+(�stock − �d)Sdt
)V
)Sdt

+ �FXFXt
)V
)FXt

+ ∆1(�FX + �stock + �stock∕FX�stock�FX)Sdt FXt

−∆2(�FX + rd)FXt
]
dt + �stock (

)V
)Sdt

+ ∆1FXt) Sdt dW
stock
t

+�FX (
)V
)FXt

+ ∆1Sdt − ∆2)FXdWFX
t

(A.5)

To eliminate the two Wiener process terms dWstock
t and dWFX

t , we set

)V
)Sdt

+ ∆1FXt = 0

⇐⇒ ∆1 = − 1
FXt

)V
)Sdt

(A.6)

We also set

)V
)FXt

+ ∆1Sdt − ∆2 = 0

⇐⇒ ∆2 =
1
FXt

(FXt
)V
)FXt

− Sdt
)V
)Sdt

) (A.7)

enabling the result of
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dΠt =
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎣

)V
)t +

1
2�

2
stockS

d
t
2 )2V

)Sdt
2 +

1
2�

2
FXFX

2
t
)2V
)FX2

t
+ �stock∕FX�stock�FXSdt FXt

)2V
)FXt)Sdt

+(rd − �d − �stock∕FX�stock�FX)Sdt
)V
)Sdt

+ �FXFXt
)V
)FXt

− rdFXt
)V
)FXt

]dt

(A.8)

Assuming Πt is invested in the foreign numeraire on a risk-free account to
prevent any arbitrage opportunities, the growth is expected to be

dΠt = rfΠtdt = rf
[
Bdt , FX

f∕d, t) + ∆1(Sdt FXt) − ∆2FXt
]
dt

dΠt = rf [V(Sdt , FX
f∕d, t) − FXt

)V
)FXt

]dt (A.9)

As justi�ed above, the expressions of dΠt derived in Eqs. A.8 and A.9 should
be set equal. After simpli�cation, we obtain

)V
)t +

1
2�

2
stockS

d
t
2 )2V

)Sdt
2 +

1
2�

2
FXFX

f∕d2 )2V

)FXf∕d2
+

�stock∕FX�stock�FXSdt FX
f∕d )2V

)Sdt )FXf∕d
+

(rd − �d − �stock∕FX�stock�FX)Sdt
)V
)Sdt

+

(rf − rd)FXf∕d )V
)FXf∕d

− rfV(Sdt , FX
f∕d, t) = 0

This is Eq. 3.10 as stated in Chapter 3.

A.2 Quanto-adjusted dividend

We now assume the result derived in the previous section and pursue an approach
based on the partial di�erential equation to value the price of a European Quanto
Put option in the risk-neutral world.

We �rst recall the payo� equation for a European Quanto Put as

Ψ(Sd(T), FXf∕d(T)) = FXf∕d . max (Kd − Sd(T), 0)
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Writing P(SdT , T) = max (Kd − Sd(T), 0) allows to express the various terms in
the following as

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

)V
)t

= FXf∕d )P
)t

)V
)Sdt

= FXf∕d )P
)Sdt

)V
)FXt

= 0
)2V

)Sdt
2 = FXf∕d )2P

)Sdt
2

)2V
)FX2t

= 0
)2V

)Sdt
2
)FX2t

= 0

(A.10)

Inserting the set of Eq. A.10 into Eq. 3.10 simpli�es to

)P
)t +

1
2�

2
stockS

d
t
2 )2P

)Sdt
2 (S

d
t , t)+(r

d−�d−�stock∕FX�stock�FX)Sdt
2 )P

)Sdt
2 (S

d
t , t)−r

fP(Sdt , t) = 0

(A.11)
We identify above a Black-Scholes equation with the parameters of

• Volatility �stock.

• Risk-free interest rate rf .

The parameter related to the continuous dividend yield is obtained by setting
(rd − �d − �stock∕FX�stock�FX) equal to rf − �f , which leads to

�f = rf − rd + �d + �stock∕FX�stock�FX
This expression is Eq. 3.12 as stated in Chapter 3.

A.3 Valuation of a European quanto put option

From the payo� expression P(SdT , T), and by using Eq. A.11, the European put
price at inception t follows

P(Sdt , t) = Kd exp (−rf . (T − t))N (−d2)−Sdt exp (−�
f . (T − t))N (−d1) (A.12)

that leads directly to the expression of a European quanto put option as
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Putf(Kd, t, T) = FXf∕d [Kd exp (−rf . (T − t))N (−d2) − Sdt exp (−�
f . (T − t))N (−d1)

]

with

d1 =
log ( S

d
0
Kd
) + (rf − �f + 0.5�2stock)(T − t)

�stock
√
T − t

and

d2 = d1 − �stock
√
T − t

This is Eq. 3.11 as stated in Chapter 3.
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Appendix B

Loan Payment and Residual Value

The scenario assumes a company that takes a loanwith a nominalQ, which it pays
down with N equal payments PN . The interest rate the �rm needs to pay on this
debt is de�ned by r.

The loan balance is de�ned by RQt at time t. Then, at t = 0, we have RQ0 = Q.
At the �rst payment observation, the balance is accrued by the the interest r and
reduced by the payment value PN , such that

RQ1 = Q + rQ − PN = Q(1 + r) − PN
Following the same process, at the second and third payment dates, the residual
values of the loan, respectively, are

RQ2 = RQ1(1 + r) − PN = Q(1 + r)2 − PN(1 + r) − PN
and

RQ3 = RQ2(1 + r) − PN = Q(1 + r)3 − PN(1 + r)2 − PN(1 + r) − PN

Deriving the general form at any discrete time k ≤ N is now possible. To do
so, for k = N, we �rst observe that

RQk = Q(1 + r)k − PN
N−1∑

i=0
(1 + r)i

Recognizing the general summation formula,1 we simplify the equation as

1∀r ≠,
∑N

i=0 ar
k = a r

N+1−1
r−1

.
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RQk = Q(1 + r)k −
PN
r
[
(1 + r)N − 1

]

To derive the amount of each payment PN , we consider the last payment event. As
for t = N, the residual value of the loan falls to zero, so it follows that

Q(1 + r)N −
PN
r
[
(1 + r)N − 1

]
= 0

⇐⇒ PN = rQ(1 + r)N

(1 + r)N − 1
= rQ

1 −
( 1
1+r

)N (B.1)

Finally, we simplify the residual value of the loan at any time k by replacing PN .
Therefore, we have

RQk = Q
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎣

(1 + r)k − (1 + r)k − 1

1 −
( 1
1+r

)N
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎦

(B.2)
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Appendix C

On the Design of DCL instruments:
A hedging-based Experiment

From our initial observations regarding the current CoCo market, we understand
that designing theDCL parameters appropriately prior to issuance is a key contrib-
utor to the success of this new �nancial product and will extensively contribute to
growing the interest of investors. In this section, we provide guidelines on the con-
version price Sp setup within the scope of a hedging experiment. The results help
issuers design the instrument appropriately to balance the transfer of wealth at
conversion time1 as well as limit perverse incentives potentially existing for short-
sellers if Sp is set too low.

We bound our study to a single DCL issuance, with a price that evolves inde-
pendently from any sub-issuance it might have created, such as if the leverage Lk
falls below Lmin on a payment date k.

In Chapter 4, we saw that the price of such an instrument should be expressed
as

PCoCo(t, T) =
Nn∑

k=1
PNn(Tk)D(t, Tk)Et

[
1{Sk>Sc,k}

]
+

Nn∑

k=1
(
PNn(Tk)
Sp

)Et
[
Sk1{Sk≤Sc,k}

]
D(t, Tk)

(C.1)

A simpli�ed hedging experiment

Before considering a generalized hedging case applicable to DCL instruments, we
scrutinize a scenario of a single 0-coupon DCL, maturing at the next period k = T.

1On every payment date k.
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EXPERIMENT

In this speci�c scheme, setting the DCL payment frequency to f = T is equivalent
to turning the down payment PNn into the entire face value Q.

The instrument valuation is simpli�ed as

P∗CoCo(t, T) = Q . D(t, T)Et
[
1{ST>Sc}

]
+ (

Q
Sp
)Et

[
ST1{ST≤Sc}

]
D(t, T) (C.2)

We next build a simple hedging portfolio Π∗ by adding a ∆ number of put op-
tions to the DCL. Speci�cally, the number of put options to purchase is set to

∆ = Q
Sp

to perfectly hedge the downside (occurring in the case of conversion). Also, the
put strike is set equal to the underlying share level that forces the conversion of
the DCL into new equity, i.e., Sc.

From the well-known put payo�, the portfolio can be written as

Π∗(t, T) = Q . D(t, T)Et
[
1{ST>Sc}

]
+ (

Q
Sp
)Et

[
ST1{ST≤Sc}

]
D(t, T)+

∆Et
[
(Sc − ST)1{ST≤Sc}

]
D(t, T)

(C.3)

We can simplify this expression to reveal the standard form of a corporate bond
with

Π∗(t, T) = Q . D(t, T)Et
[
1{ST>Sc}

]
+ (

Q
Sp
) . Sc . Et

[
1{ST≤Sc}

]
D(t, T) (C.4)

In case the share price falls below Sc at maturity, the value recovered by the
investor is

RV =
Q . Sc
Sp

, which leads to a recovery ratio of R = RV∕Q.

The importance of setting appropriately the triggering price Sc, the conversion
price Sp, and the put strike K = Sc in our example is re�ected in the following
scenarios:

• If Sc = Sp, then the hedging portfolio becomes Π∗(t, T) = Q . D(t, T), i.e., a
risk-free governmental bond.
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• If Sc < Sp, then the recovery ratio R is below 1 in the case of conversion
(ST < Sc), but still deterministic, which makes the position not variable on
the �nal share price ST .

• If Sc > Sp, then the recovery ratio R is above 1 in the case of conversion
(ST < Sc), but still deterministic, which makes the position not variable on
the �nal share price ST .

An alternative consists in moving the strike level for the hedging put options.
Such a case is considered in Fig. C.2 in the general DCL hedging experiment, with
the structure of either

• a bull spread appears if K is set lower than Sc, or

• a bear spread appears if K is set higher than Sc.

A standard use-case of such a demonstration applies on the markets, where
the trading price of the structures listed above might di�er from their theoretical
DCL+put value. Upon verifying this condition, a risk-free pro�t can be locked in
under the general arbitrage hypotheses.

A generalised hedging experiment

Based on the price of a DCL in the general case (Eq. C.1), we now set a portfolioΠ
comprised of the aboveDCL instrument aswell as a strip of∆ vanilla European put
options2. Thematurity is �xed to the next payment date k. The strike is adjusted to
Sc,k, forcing the hedger to buy the strip of∆ puts at every payment date for the next
one, depending on the variation of Sc,k (following straight down debt payment, re-
issuance, or conversion). Given the Sc-strike option payo� at maturity k being

Put(K = Sc,k, t = k, T = k) = (Sc,k − Sk)1{Sk≤Sc,k}

, it then appears that

Π(t, T) =
Nn∑

k=1
PNn(Tk)D(t, Tk)Et

[
1{Sk>Sc,k}

]
+

Nn∑

k=1
(
PNn(Tk)
Sp

)Et
[
Sk1{Sk≤Sc,k}

]
D(t, Tk) +

Nn∑

k=1
∆Et

[
(Sc,k − Sk)1{Sk≤Sc,k}

]
D(t, Tk)

(C.5)
2In the case of a di�erent currency denomination between the DCL and the underlying shares,

the use of a strip of quanto puts will be required. This valuation and modus operandi is explained in
Chapter 3.
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For the number of put options to purchase, we use

∆ =
PNn(Tk)
Sp

that is actually a constant, from the de�nition of PNn(Tk), ∀k. This number of
options allows for a perfect hedge of the downside risk (conversion) with a 1:1
ratio.

When developing the above equation, it appears that

⇐⇒ Π(t, T) =
Nn∑

k=1
PNn(Tk)D(t, Tk)Et

[
1{Sk>Sc,k}

]
+

Nn∑

k=1
∆Sc,kEt

[
1{Sk≤Sc,k}

]
D(t, Tk)

(C.6)
In Fig. C.1, we use any payment date k − 1 as a reference for the spot time

and the maturity set to the next payment date (k). This allows a focus on the �ux
qualitatively rather than the quantities really transferred.

Figure C.1: Market value paid to the holder of a DCL + put option contract on
any payment date k, either in cash (if Sk > Sc,k) or in new shares (if Sk ≤ Sc,k).
The plots are split to represent the importance of the conversion price Sp in the
payment structure.
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A few observations are drawn from Fig. C.1:

• When Sp < Sc, it appears that ∆ . Sc =
PNn
Sp

. Sc > PNn, creating a perverse
incentive from the DCL + put holder to drive the underlying share price
down to bene�t from the conversion. As it is a zero-sum game, the cost is
taken on by the initial shareholders through heavy dilution of their company
ownership and control rights, which is equivalent to a recovery of R > 1 for
the DCL investor.

• When Sp is not deterministic and set equal to Sc, the portfolio Π becomes
fully deterministic and equivalent to holding a straight corporate bond.

This hedging experiment can also be applied to study the fair pricing of the
DCL. Assuming Sp ≠ Sc and by shifting down or up the strike of the put, the
portfolio structure should be priced at the same value of a bear or bull spread,
respectively. We demonstrate this by using a strike for the put K ≠ Sc, which
adjusts the Π-equation to

Π(t, T) =
Nn∑

k=1
PNn(Tk)D(t, Tk)Et

[
1{Sk>Sc,k}

]
+

Nn∑

k=1
(
PNn(Tk)
Sp

)Et
[
Sk1{Sk≤Sc,k}

]
D(t, Tk) +

Nn∑

k=1
∆(K − Sk)Et

[
1{Sk≤K}

]
D(t, Tk)

(C.7)

This equation can be simpli�ed into the two following cases:

• If K < Sc, then we have

Π(t, T) =
Nn∑

k=1
PNn(Tk)D(t, Tk)Et

[
1{Sk>Sc,k}

]
+

Nn∑

k=1
∆ . K . Et

[
1{Sk≤K}

]
D(t, Tk)+

Nn∑

k=1
(
PNn(Tk)
Sp

)Et
[
Sk1{K<Sk≤Sc,k}

]
D(t, Tk)

(C.8)

i.e., the structure of a bull spread.
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• If K > Sc, then we have

Π(t, T) =
Nn∑

k=1
PNn(Tk)D(t, Tk)Et

[
1{Sk>Sc,k}

]
+

Nn∑

k=1
∆ . K . Et

[
1{Sk≤K}

]
D(t, Tk)+

Nn∑

k=1
(
PNn(Tk)
Sp

)Et
[
Sk1{Sk<K≤Sc,k}

]
D(t, Tk)

(C.9)

i.e., the structure of a bear spread.

Assuming ∆ = PNn
Sp
, we plot Eq. C.8 in the upper panel and Eq. C.9 in the

lower panel of Fig. C.2.
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Figure C.2: Market value paid to the holder of a DCL + put option contract on any
payment date k, either in cash (if Sk > Sc,k) or in new shares (if Sk ≤ Sc,k). The
plots are split to represent a put optionwith a strike k that is lower and higher than
the conversion threshold Sc. We set ∆ = PNn

Sp
.

If the DCL is not priced at the bear or bull spread strip value minus the strip
of put options, then arbitrage could be exercised to levy on the price discrepancy.
This will result in a risk-free pro�t for the investor (long or short) under the usual
arbitrage hypotheses. Finally, including a static �oor price FP to the conversion
price is conceivable so as to protect the initial shareholders against heavy dilution.

Conclusion

Avoiding the existence of arbitrage by directly altering the stability of a company
is primordial when originating a CoCo bond (with the purpose is to strengthen
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the capital structure of the �rm). Aligned with this target, this appendix provided
further recommendations regarding an appropriate design for DCL instruments.

By using a hedging-based approach, we also demonstrated the simplicity and
transparency of the DCL mechanism, which can be replicated with well-known
derivatives, such as bond + put or bear and bull spreads. The robustness of such a
technique allows for the creation of a framework for the systematic identi�cation
of price discrepancies. Bene�ting from these discrepancies can be achieved in a
less opaque way than with regular CoCo bonds, contributing in the long run to
achieving e�ciency in a slowly maturing market.
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Appendix D

Rating Caps as a function of a
�rm’s rating and expected spread
between the capital-ratio and
trigger

The table presented here provides an equivalence between the credit pro�le of
a �rm issuing a hybrid instrument with a going-concern capital trigger and the
associated emission depending on the spread between the trigger and the capital
ratio projected 18-24 months forward.

Figure D.1: Rating caps for hybrid capital instruments with a going-concern cap-
ital trigger. These lead to a mandatory write-down or conversion to equity. Data
reproduced from Table 3a in [95].
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Appendix E

Detailed Calculation for the
Estimators of the Vasicek Model

We �rst recall the log-likelihood function (Eq. 6.6) used in Ch. 6 as

l(Li , a, b, �L) = log
N−1∏

i=0
f(Li+1 | Li ; a ; b ; �L)

=
N−1∑

i=0
log (f (Li+1 | Li ; a ; b ; �L))

=
N−1∑

i=0
log ( 1

�L
√
2��t

exp (− 1
2�2L�t

(∆Li)
2))

=
N−1∑

i=0
log ( 1

�L
√
2��t

) −
∆L2i
2�2L�t

= [ 1
log(�L

√
2��t)

]
N

−
N−1∑

i=0

∆L2i
2�2L�t

= −N2 log
(
�2L2��t

)
−

N−1∑

i=0

∆L2i
2�2L�t

(E.1)

where ∆Li = Li+1 − Li − a(b − Li)�t denotes the adjusted change in leverage at
time i, which accounts for the mean-reversion process described by the Vasicek
model.

The log-likelihood function l(Li , a, b, �L) represents the likelihood of observ-
ing a speci�c leverage path Lt = {Lt∕t ∈ [0;T∗]} given the parameters a, b, and
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�L. By denoting b as the average leverage observed from the dataset Li = {Lt∕t ∈
[0;T∗]}, we demonstrate in this appendix the Eq. 6.7, i.e.,

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

a =
∑N−1
i=0 (Li+1−Li)(b−Li)

�t
∑N−1
i=0 (b−Li)2

b̂ = 1
N

∑N−1
i=0

Li+1−Li(1−a�t)
a�t

�L =
√

1
N

∑N−1
i=0

(Li+1−Li−a(b−Li)�t)2

�t

(E.2)

by setting the partial derivatives of the log-likelihood function with respect to the
parameters equal to 0.

Regarding the estimator a

)l(Li , a, b, �L)
)a = −

N−1∑

i=0

[Li+1 − Li − a(b − Li)�t](b − Li)�t
�2L�t

= −
N−1∑

i=0

[Li+1 − Li − a(b − Li)�t](b − Li)
�2L

= −
N−1∑

i=0

[(Li+1 − Li)(b − Li) − a(b − Li)2�t)]
�2L

= 0

(E.3)

Hence,

N−1∑

i=0
(Li+1 − Li)(b − Li) =

N−1∑

i=0
a(b − Li)2�t

⇐⇒ a =
∑N−1

i=0 (Li+1 − Li)(b − Li)

�t
∑N−1

i=0 (b − Li)2

(E.4)

where a describes how quickly the leverage reverts to the long-term mean. In
this equation, the numerator is the sum of the products of the change in leverage
and the deviation from its long-term mean. The denominator is a scaling factor
representing the sum of the squared deviations multiplied by the time di�erence.
Thus, this estimator captures the reversion well by accounting for the relationship
between leverage changes and their deviations from the long-term mean.
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Regarding the estimator b̂

)l(Li , a, b, �L)
)b = −

N−1∑

i=0

2[Li+1 − Li − a(b − Li)�t].a.b.�t
2�2L�t

= −
N−1∑

i=0

[Li+1 − Li(1 − a.�t) − a.b.�t].a.b
�2L

= 0

(E.5)

Hence,

N−1∑

i=0
[Li+1 − Li(1 − a.�t) − a.b.�t] = 0

⇐⇒
N−1∑

i=0
a.b.�t =

N−1∑

i=0
[Li+1 − Li(1 − a.�t)]

⇐⇒ b̂ = 1
N

N−1∑

i=0

Li+1 − Li(1 − a�t)
a�t

(E.6)

where b̂ describes an adjusted average of the changes in leverage divided by the
product of the mean reversion speed and the time di�erence. The adjustment in
the numerator also includes the term (1 − a�t), which encompasses the e�ects of
the mean reversion speed on the change in leverage Li . This is consistent with the
concept that the long-termmean leverage b is an average value towards which the
leverage tends to revert.

Regarding the estimator �L

)l(Li , a, b, �L)
)�L

= −
4N��L�t
4��2L�t

−
N−1∑

i=0

−2[Li+1 − Li − a(b − Li)�t]2

2�3L�t

= − N
�L

+
N−1∑

i=0

[Li+1 − Li − a(b − Li)�t]2

�3L�t
= 0

(E.7)

Hence,

N
�L

=
N−1∑

i=0

[Li+1 − Li − a(b − Li)�t]2

�3L�t

⇐⇒ �L =

√
√√√√ 1

N

N−1∑

i=0

(Li+1 − Li − a(b − Li)�t)2
�t

(E.8)
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where�L describes the variability in the leverage changes around itsmean-reverting
values. This also includes the e�ects of the mean reversion speed a and the long-
term mean leverage b.
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Appendix F

Mathematical References in the
Correction to Sundaresan and
Wang (Pennacchi & Tchistyi)

We provide here a few propositions referred to in the PT paper [20]. The pricing
(Proposition 2) relies on a structural approach for CoCos, assuming conversion
occurs the �rst time the threshold is violated (Proposition 1).

F.1 Proposition 1

If there is an equilibrium stock price, then conversion happens when At falls to
Auc for the �rst time. In other words,

� = inf{t ∈ [0;T] ∶ At ≤ Auc}

F.2 Proposition 2

If there is an equilibrium stock price, then the pre-conversion date t values of the
stock and CC equals

S(At, Auc, q) =
1
n
(
At − B − C(At, Auc, q)

)

C(At, Auc, q) =
cC
r +e

−rq (C − cC
r ) (1−F(q,At, Auc))+(

mK
n − cC

r )G(q,At, Auc)

where q ≡ T − t is the CC’s time until maturity, such that
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F(q,At, Auc = Φ(x1t(q)) + (
At
Auc

)
−2�

Φ(x2t(q))

G(q,At, Auc = (
At
Auc

)
−�+z

Φ(y1t(q)) + (
At
Auc

)
−�−z

Φ(y2t(q))

and

y1t(q) =
−ℎt − z�2q

�
√
q

, y2t(q) =
−ℎt + z�2q

�
√
q

x1t(q) =
−ℎt − ��2q

�
√
q

, x2t(q) =
−ℎt + ��2q

�
√
q

Finally,

ℎt = ln (
At
Auc

) , � =
� − 1

2
�2

�2
, z =

√(
� − 1

2
�2
)2
+ 2r�2

�2

where Φ(.) is the cumulative standard normal distribution.
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Appendix G

First-passage Equation for a gBm

Let mt = min[0;t] Su be the minimum value achieved by the process St before
maturity T. Our stock price is de�ned by the process:

St = s + �t + �Wt

We assume that the CoCo conversion is triggered when the stock value drops be-
low an implied level Sc. Thus, there is equality between the relations

P(mt ≤ Sc) = P(min
[0;t]

Su ≤ Sc) = P(t ≥ �)

As described in Section 4.2.2, paragraph 15 of [51], we have

P(mt ≤ Sc) = � (
Sc − s − �t

�
√
T

) + exp (
2� (Sc − s)

�2
)� (

Sc − s + �t

�
√
T

)

The function �(.) should be interpreted as the cumulative distribution function.

Applying Ito’s lemma to the log of the process dSt = �Stdt + �StdWt reveals
an adjusted drift, such as in

d log (St) = (� + �2
2 )dt + �dWt

By integrating, we obtain

log (St) = log (S0) + (� + �2
2 ) t + �Wt
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Allowing to identify s = log (S0) and � = (� + �2

2
) and noticing that

{min
[0;T]

Su ≤ Sc} = {min
[0;T]

log (Su) ≤ log (Sc)}

we conclude with the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the �rst-hitting
time in the case of a gBm, where

P(mt ≤ Sc) = �
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

log ( Sc
S0
) − �T

�
√
T

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

+ (
Sc
S0
)
2�
�2
�
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

log ( Sc
S0
) + �T

�
√
T

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(G.1)

This equation provides the probability that the stock price St can hit the thresh-
old Sc at any moment during the period [0;T] based on the information vector
I = (S0, Sc, �, �, T). In our case, the conversion probability is calculated from term
to term, so we adjust Eq. G.1 by setting t = Tk−1 and T = Tk to obtain

P ( min
k−1≤t≤k

St ≤ Sc,k) = P(S� < Sc,k|Tk−1 < � < Tk)

= Φ
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

log ( Sc,k
Sk−1

) − (� − � − �2

2
) (Tk − Tk−1)

�
√
Tk − Tk−1

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

+ exp (2 log (
Sk−1
Sc,k

)
� − � − 0.5�2

�2
)

∗ Φ
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

log ( Sc,k
Sk−1

) + (� − � − �2

2
) (Tk − Tk−1)

�
√
Tk − Tk−1

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(G.2)
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